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ABSTRACT
Measurement and Modeling of Reduced-Gravity Fluid Distribution and Transport in
Unsaturated Porous Plant-Growth Media
by
Robert Heinse, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2009
Major Professor: Dr. Scott B. Jones
Department: Plants, Soils, and Climate
The effect of reduced gravity on the balanced management of liquid, gaseous and ionic fluxes in
unsaturated porous media remains a central challenge for plant-based bio-regenerative life support
systems needed for long-duration space missions. This research investigated how shifting capillary and gravitational forces alter the sample-scale transport and distribution of fluids in mm-sized
porous ceramic aggregates. Measurements in variably saturated media conducted on the International Space Station in microgravity (∼ 1 · 10−3 gearth ) and measurements during parabolic flight
in variable gravity encompassing microgravity, terrestrial gravity and hypergravity (∼ 1.8gearth )
were supported by numerical modeling based on fundamental, earth-derived soil-physical relationships. Measurements of water fluxes in rigid saturated media suggested Darcian flow unaffected
by gravity. Observations of hydraulic potential and sample water content were used to estimate the
primary draining and wetting water-retention characteristic (WRC). Terrestrial parameterizations of
the WRC were largely unaffected by reduced gravity. However, because the WRC is hysteretic,
heterogenous water-content distributions resulted within the confines of the primary draining and
wetting characteristics. Ensuing distributions were fundamentally different from terrestrial observations and were stable in the absence of a significant gravity gradient. We showed that these distributions, though unexpected, could be predicted using the Richards equation. One consequence

iv
of altered water distribution could be the reduction in, and increased tortuosity of, continuous gasfilled pathways for diffusive transport compared to terrestrial estimates. Measurements of oxygen
diffusion in microgravity suggested reduced diffusivities during draining. These observations, particularly for the smaller particle-sized media, were suggestive of the delayed formation of critical
air-filled pathways at lower water contents. This dissertation further uses a case history of a stratified
root-zone developed based on water-retention characteristics of different particle-sized media. The
root-zone design provided a more uniform water-content distribution at terrestrial gravity suggested
to provide more optimal conditions for root growth. Additionally, the design and testing of a novel
integrated sensor for measurements of water content based on the dissipation of heat and estimation
of nutrient status based on electrical resistivity are discussed. These results should provide insights
into microgravity fluid distribution and transport contributing to the design and implementation of
controllable plant-growth systems for use in microgravity and future planetary habitats.
(240 pages)
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Dedicated to my grandmother, Magda,
who once told me that what you have up there, nobody can take away
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The one is the tale as it has come down to
us; of the other, there is more to say.
Günther Grass, The Flounder
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Plant growth in reduced gravity has been and continues to be an important part of space exploration research largely because of the need to incorporate plants in any long term, bio-regenerative
life support system. While much research has been conducted on reduced gravity effects on plant
development (for a review see for example: Monje et al., 2003; Musgrave et al., 2000; Stutte et al.,
2006), the plant-rooting environment and physical processes that govern the flow and distribution
of fluids in porous media has received far less attention. To date, uncertainties in water, nutrient,
and air supply to plant roots have resulted in limited success in many plant-growth experiments in
space (Porterfield et al., 2003) that are often attributed to limited understanding of fluid behavior
and configuration in unsaturated particulate porous-media under reduced gravity (Ivanova et al.,
2006; Steinberg et al., 2002). The current lack of control and quantification of the porous-mediaplant-fluid relations hampers progress and development of resilient advanced life-support systems
and necessitates the determination of porous-media physical characteristics in reduced gravity as a
major soil physical subject.
Balanced fluxes of water and gases to the plant root via the porous plant-growth medium are antipodal and require the simultaneous and balanced existence of water-filled and gas-filled pathways
for optimal root-zone fluxes. Water-filled pores provide a quasi barrier for the primarily diffusive
gaseous fluxes required for root metabolism; providing for example exchange of Oxygen (sink) and
CO2 (source) with the atmosphere. Changes in the distribution of water-filled pores in porous plantgrowth media consequently alter the existence and tortuosity of these crucial continuous gas-filled
pathways. While a balance of water- and gas-filled pores can be established for terrestrial gravity
conditions based on empirical estimates, the effects of reduced gravity on the distribution of water
and ensuing transport parameters remains ambiguous. To achieve a favorable balance in reduced
gravity, a combination of porous root-zone management and choice of porous media is sought. Both
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rely on the detailed understanding of multiphase fluid distribution and transport characterized by the
water-retention characteristic and hydraulic conductivity, and identified by the diffusive transport of
Oxygen in unsaturated porous plant-growth media.
Plant growth experiments commonly utilize specialized root-zone systems promoting containment, hydration, nutrient supply and some degree of monitoring and controlling capabilities. The
requirements for these root-zone hydration systems in microgravity (µg) have been outlined by
Hoehn et al. (2000) to (a) supply appropriate nutrient concentration and composition, (b) maintain
desired water content or water availability to plants over the entire growth cycle, (c) adjust water
supply for each plant growth phase, and (d) allow adequate gas exchange for oxygenation, CO2 and
trace gas removal from the root zone. To date, these requirements have been fulfilled through the
use of porous tube and membrane hydration systems (e.g., Bingham et al., 2002; Burtness et al.,
2002; Dreschel et al., 1994; Hoehn et al., 2000; Morrow and Crabb, 2000; Morrow et al., 1993;
Scovazzo et al., 2001).
The design and operation of these root-zone hydration systems implicitly assumed that water
content and distribution in the porous medium could be uniformly maintained at a prescribed optimal level unaffected by µg conditions. The foundation for these predictions of water content and
fluid transport is the water-retention characteristic. The water-retention characteristic links the water
content to the matric potential (or suction) of water in porous media. Consequently, various systems
have been designed to utilize suction in a porous membrane to indirectly manage the water content in
the porous medium through matric potential control (Dreschel and Sager, 1989; Hoehn et al., 2003;
Morrow et al., 1992). Some researchers have even controlled matric potentials in the media assuming that Earth-determined water retention characteristics are not altered in microgravity (Monje et
al., 2005; Morrow et al., 1994; Steinberg and Henninger, 1997). In juxtaposition with these hydration systems, the control of liquid and gaseous fluxes in the root zone for optimal plant growth
(Jones and Or, 1998) beg the question whether hydraulic properties of the porous plant-growth
medium quantified under terrestrial gravity (Steinberg and Poritz, 2005) can be transferred to µg.
Presently favored growth media are mm-sized particles of stabilized baked clay (Steinberg and
Poritz, 2005), with alternative soilless substrates like composted wheat straw (Gros et al., 2005) and
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porous tube nutrient delivery systems (Dreschel and Sager, 1989) also being considered. The advantage of coarse-textured particulate porous media lies in the controllability of water contents where
pores drain readily under slight suction, providing ample air-filled pore space for gas exchange with
the root tissues. The particulate media systems further have the advantages of water storage and control via the matrix in the case of system malfunction. However, under reduced gravity conditions,
capillary forces are dominant, potentially creating water distribution profiles and non-uniformities
that are not observed on Earth (Jones and Or, 1999) and that could potentially reduce gas exchange
rates (Chau et al., 2005).
Only a few space borne experiments have investigated water movement and control in µg
(Bingham et al., 2000; Morrow and Crabb, 2000), but none have investigated the region where gas
exchange becomes the limiting factor for plant growth. We hypothesize that under reduced gravity
conditions, fluid flow and distribution in porous media are likely to be altered due to changes in
buoyancy, dominance of capillary forces, particle rearrangement, enhanced fluid phase entrapment
and vehicle vibration. Several studies have presented anecdotal evidence to support this hypothesis. For example, Podolsky and Mashinsky (1994) showed differences between water content
distributions measured in µg aboard the MIR space station and measurements on Earth. The authors demonstrated reduced rates of capillary transport and enhanced preferential wetting in 1.5–2.5
mm baked clay aggregates (Perlite). These early observations pointed to enhanced capillary transport and promotion of phase entrapment in reduced gravity, the consequences for fluid behavior at
the root module scale, however, remained unknown. Recently, Levine et al. (2003) reported that
reduced gravity accentuated the role of pre-wetted surfaces for transport and the rearrangement of
loosely packed particles. The authors partially confirmed the postulation of Jones and Or (1999) that
microgravity enhances liquid- or gas-phase entrapment, affects macroscopic wetting and drainage
processes, and sample scale hydraulic properties. Mohamed et al. (2002) further hypothesized that
changes in the microstructure of porous media could significantly alter water retention and hydraulic
conductivity.
Notwithstanding these recent advances, predictive capabilities for definitive design of plant
growth modules remain ambiguous due to limited opportunities for reduced gravity experiments.
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Short-term reduced gravity tests, for example during parabolic flight, offer a more accessible alternative to the more desirable long-duration experiments aboard orbiting spacecraft (Ivanova and
Dandolov, 1992; Podolsky and Mashinsky, 1994). However, rare opportunities and high costs that
limit the number of trials and repetitions required for obtaining reliable experimental data illustrate why results from past microgravity experiments have often been inconclusive and qualitative
in nature. Additionally, the suitability and representativeness of short-term microgravity tests for
long-term behavior under microgravity remains an open question. It is therefore not surprising that
despite indications of altered liquid and gaseous behavior in reduced gravity, no official guidelines
or selection criteria for plant-growth media in microgravity exist.

1.1

Research Objectives and Hypotheses
The primary objectives of this research were to study the effect of reduced gravity on the

sample-scale behavior of fluids in partially saturated porous media with a special emphasis on physical root-zone conditions for reduced gravity. An integrative approach is proposed to address these
topics, aiming at the following objectives:
i) To measure and model substrate-water retention and saturated hydraulic conductivity under
reduced gravity conditions during microgravity (parabolic flight experiments) to elucidate potential differences in porous-media liquid behavior.
ii) To compare effective porous-media oxygen-diffusion coefficients and water retention characteristics measured in microgravity (orbiting spacecraft experiments) to terrestrial estimates to
elucidate potential mechanisms contributing to gravity-dependent differences in porous-media
fluid behavior.
iii) To examine and expand methods for optimizing physical root-zone conditions using an instrumented stratified porous-media column to provide testing capabilities for imitated microgravity liquid distributions. The optimization will link porous-media water-characteristics and gas
diffusion into a general framework that describes the flow and distribution of fluids, and implements the gained knowledge to suggest design and development of engineered porous media
that satisfy liquid, gaseous and solute flux requirements of plant roots in reduced gravity.
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iv) To design, construct and test an integrative measurement approach to sense water-content and
electrical conductivity amenable for use in space flight and planetary habitats.
The completion of the above objectives will contribute to the advancement of scientific knowledge
by responding to the following hypotheses:
i) Reduced gravity alters the water retention characteristic thereby modifying the control of the
liquid phase in particulate porous media used in microgravity root zones. The mechanism for
altered water retention is believed to originate in modified pore size distributions as a result of
the dominance of capillary forces, phase entrapment and particle separation.
ii) Reduced gravity (in particular microgravity) leads to a modified air-filled porosity configuration
(i.e., based on the water content distribution) in porous media thereby modifying the bulk gas
diffusion characteristic. The mechanism for altered gas phase transport in reduced gravity
is believed to stem from a more disperse configuration of water-filled pores leading to more
tortuous gas pathways compared to a higher gravity force environment.
iii) Engineering pore size distributions corresponding to the gravitational potential within a containerized porous-medium profile, approximates conditions expected in microgravity. Namely,
a more uniform water content distribution is expected in microgravity while on earth a hydrostatic distribution is common to a free-draining homogeneous porous medium. Conditions
leading to sub-optimal plant growth can be approximated and monitored using measurements
and modeling of water content and water- and gaseous-fluxes.
iv) Integrating measurement and interpretation of water-content and electrical conductivity sensors
at comparable sampling volumes advances present monitoring capabilities of microgravity root
zones. Using dual-probe heat-pulse sensors over the current single-probe design will result in
more accurate water content estimates and reduced dependence on empirical sensor calibration.
The complex interpretation will allow the extraction of apparent solution electrical conductivities from measured bulk conductivities providing an indicator of nutrient status.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces water retention
and saturated hydraulic conductivity measurements in variable gravity during parabolic flight. In
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Chapter 3, the comparison of effective oxygen diffusion coefficients and implications of fluid configuration in porous media are evaluated in more detail, the statistical comparability of each parameter
in this module are also surveyed in that chapter. Chapter 4 frames the design of porous-media root
zones based on balanced fluxes of water and gases and proposes the use of a stratified porous media
in an effort to optimize porous media for plant growth and provide a test bed for terrestrial microgravity plant research. Finally, Chapter 5 proposes means to evaluate the system performance using
advanced water content/nutrient status sensor techniques. Repetition of some formulae and facts
are thus inevitable in some parts of this dissertation. I wish the disposed reader will excuse this
redundancy. In Appendix A, we describe some of the methodology and experimental setups used
throughout this research and that in particular pioneers Chapter 2.

1.2
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CHAPTER 2
MEASUREMENTS AND MODELING OF VARIABLE GRAVITY
EFFECTS ON WATER DISTRIBUTION AND FLOW IN
UNSATURATED POROUS MEDIA1
2.1

Abstract
Liquid behavior in porous media under reduced gravity conditions is of considerable interest

for various components of life support systems required for manned space missions. High costs and
limited opportunities for spaceflight experiments hinder advances in reliable design and operation
of elements involving fluids in unsaturated porous media such as plant growth facilities. We utilized parabolic flight experiments to characterize porous media hydraulic properties under variable
gravity conditions deduced from variations in matric potential over a range of water contents. We
designed and tested novel measurement cells that allowed dynamic control of water content (removal and addition) in particulate porous media during parabolic flight. Embedded time domain
reflectometry (TDR) probes and fast responding tensiometers measured changes in water content
and matric potential. For near-saturated conditions, we observed rapid establishment of equilibrium matric potentials during the recurring 20-s periods of induced microgravity. As media water
content decreased, the concurrent decrease in hydraulic diffusivity resulted in limited attainment
of equilibrium distributions of water content and matric potential in microgravity, and water content heterogeneity within the sample was strongly influenced by the preceding hypergravity phase.
For steady fluxes through saturated columns, we observed rapid attainment of linear and constant
hydraulic gradients during variable gravity, yielding saturated hydraulic conductivities similar to
values measured under terrestrial gravity. Our results suggest that water distribution and retention
1 The material for this chapter was previously published as: Heinse, R., S.B. Jones, S.L. Steinberg, M. Tuller and
D. Or (2007). Measurements and Modeling of Variable Gravity Effects on Water Distribution and Flow in Unsaturated
Porous Media. Vadose Zone J. 6:713-724.
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behavior are sensitive to varied gravitational forces, whereas saturated hydraulic conductivity appears to be unaffected. Comparisons between measurements and simulations based on the Richards
equation were in reasonable agreement, suggesting that fundamental laws of fluid flow and distribution for macroscopic transport derived on Earth are also applicable in microgravity.

2.2

Introduction
The National Aeronautics and Space Administrations’s (NASA) and European Space Agency’s

(ESA) vision of life support for space missions considers growing plants as part of long-term, bioregenerative life support systems that would typically operate under microgravity (µg) conditions.
Efficient and resilient growth systems require monitoring and accurate fluid management in the
porous rooting environment to meet plant needs under the intense energy, mass, and volume constraints imposed during space flight (Steinberg et al., 2005). To date, water for plant growth systems
was delivered through porous tubes and membranes (e.g., Bingham et al., 2002; Burtness et al.,
2002; Dreschel et al., 1994; Hoehn et al., 2000; Morrow and Crabb, 2000; Morrow et al., 1993;
Scovazzo et al., 2001). The design and operation of these root-zone hydration systems implicitly
assumed that water content in the porous medium could be uniformly maintained at a prescribed
optimal level unaffected by µg conditions. Various systems have been designed to utilize suction in
the porous membrane to indirectly manage the water content in the porous medium through matric
potential control (Dreschel and Sager, 1989; Hoehn et al., 2003; Morrow et al., 1992). Some researchers have even controlled matric potentials in the media assuming that Earth-determined water
retention characteristics are not altered in microgravity (Monje et al., 2005; Morrow et al., 1994;
Steinberg and Henninger, 1997). In juxtaposition with these hydration systems, the control of liquid
and gaseous fluxes in the root zone for optimal plant growth (Jones and Or, 1998a) beg the question
whether hydraulic properties of the porous plant-growth medium quantified under terrestrial gravity
(Steinberg and Poritz, 2005) can be transferred to µg.
Under microgravity conditions, fluid flow and distribution in porous media could be altered
due to changes in buoyancy, dominance of capillary forces, particle rearrangement, and vehicle vibration. Several studies have presented anecdotal evidence to support this hypothesis. For example,
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Podolsky and Mashinsky (1994) showed differences between water content distributions measured
in µg aboard the MIR space station and measurements on Earth. They demonstrated reduced rates of
capillary transport and enhanced preferential wetting in 1.5–2.5 mm baked clay aggregates (Perlite).
These early observations pointed to enhanced capillary transport and promotion of phase entrapment
in reduced gravity, the consequences for liquid behavior at the root module scale, however, remained
unknown.
Recently, Levine et al. (2003) reported that reduced gravity accentuates the role of pre-wetted
surfaces for transport and the rearrangement of loosely packed particles. The authors partially
confirmed the postulation of Jones and Or (1999) that microgravity enhances liquid- or gas-phase
entrapment, affects macroscopic wetting and drainage processes, and sample scale hydraulic properties. The sample scale distribution of water was studied by Shah et al. (1993) who reported that
during parabolic flight, fluid is pushed downward to the bottom of the substrate in hypergravity
(1.8 times Earth’s gravity) phases, and rises and distributes more uniformly under reduced gravity
conditions. Mohamed et al. (2002) hypothesized that changes in the microstructure of porous media could significantly alter water retention and hydraulic conductivity. More recently, Reddi et al.
(2005) studied the behavior of particles and pore fluid blobs at residual water contents in variable
gravity. They concluded that microgravity had little effect on individual particles or the size of individual fluid blobs (i.e. blobs did not coalescence or break apart), but clusters of particles adhering
to fluid blobs appeared to rearrange themselves. The preliminary observation of fluid flow and liquid configuration in porous micro-models during parabolic flight experiments by Or et al. (2004)
suggested that the impact of reduced gravity is manifested at the meso-scale (cluster of pores) rather
than at the single-pore level. Accordingly, sample-scale behavior of the spatial and temporal distribution of water in porous media depends on the physical behavior of water at the meso-scale.
Notwithstanding these recent advances, predictive capabilities for definitive design of plant
growth modules remain ambiguous due to limited opportunities for reduced gravity experiments.
Short-term reduced gravity tests during parabolic flights providing 20 seconds of reduced gravity
per parabola offer a more accessible alternative to desirable long-duration space-flight experiments
(Ivanova and Dandolov, 1992; Podolsky and Mashinsky, 1994). Rare opportunities and high costs
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that limit the number of trials and repetitions required for obtaining reliable experimental data illustrate why results from past parabolic flight experiments are often inconclusive and qualitative
in nature. Additionally, the suitability and representativeness of short-term microgravity tests for
long-term behavior under microgravity remains an open question. Parabolic flight experiments are
far from ideal for the task due to the short period of induced microgravity (∼20 s) with limitations for hydraulic equilibration, the confounding background vibrations (g-jitter), and the ensuing
hypergravity phase (1.8-g) required for proper flight trajectory.
Our study comprises results from more than 640 parabolas logged, with significant improvements in our understanding of the working environment and in measurement capabilities. In the
following, we report results from water retention and saturated hydraulic conductivity experiments
that were conducted during parabolic flight. We focus on spatial and temporal analyses of matric
potentials under different water contents and variable gravitational acceleration, commenting on
the applicability of hydraulic parameters obtained from short-term microgravity tests. We used estimated parameters and measured data for modeling transient matric potential distributions under
microgravity with Hydrus-2D (Simunek et al., 1999). The specific objectives of this study were
to (1) measure and analyze matric potentials as a function of water content in porous media during parabolic flight induced microgravity, (2) observe and quantify dynamic and non-equilibrium
unsaturated flow in variable gravity, (3) assess the applicability of existing numerical models for
unsaturated water flow and distribution in porous media to simulate hydraulic dynamics in reduced
gravity, and (4) measure saturated hydraulic conductivity in earth-, hyper-, and microgravity

2.3

2.3.1

Theoretical Considerations

Governing Flow Equations
We briefly introduce here established models and parameterization schemes for describing

water transport in unsaturated porous media. In this, we tacitly assume that basic laws of fluid
flow for macroscopic transport derived on Earth are applicable to microgravity. The fundamental
functional relationships include the volumetric water content q, matric potential h, pressure potential
p, and the saturated hydraulic conductivity Ks . Recall that total hydraulic potential H is the sum
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of the matric, pressure and gravitational potential z where matric (-) and pressure (+) potentials are
mutually exclusive (i.e. H = h + p + z).
The Buckingham-Darcy law (Buckingham, 1907) relates the flux density with the hydraulic
potential gradient dH/dx and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity K(h). The Richards (1931)
equation, expressed in terms of water content, results from combining conservation of mass with
the Buckingham-Darcy law:


∂θ
∂
∂θ
D(θ) − ρw gK (θ)
=
∂t
∂x
∂x

(2.1)

where ρw is the density of water, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and D(θ) is the soil-water
diffusivity defined as D(θ) = K(θ)dh/dθ with dh/dθ the slope of the water retention function (i.e.
reciprocal soil water capacity). To complete Eq. [2.1], the water retention and the unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity functions describing porous media fluid behavior are cast in parameterized
functional forms. The water retention may be parameterized with the van Genuchten (1980) model:

Θ(h) =



 [1 + (α |hm |)n ]−m

θ − θr
=
θs − θr 


1

for hm < 0

(2.2)

for hm ≥ 0

α, n and m are empirical fitting parameters, where we use the simplification m = 1 − 1/n. The unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is then parameterized using the Mualem-van Genuchten expression
in terms of these same parameters (Mualem, 1976; van Genuchten, 1980).
With numerical modeling, the challenge then is simulating the gravitational forces that induce the hydrodynamic conditions and adequately modeling the porous medium properties which
describe the matric potential/water content relationship that drive transient and equilibrium conditions, especially when gravity forces approach zero. We selected Hydrus-2D (Simunek et al., 1999)
because of the capability to simulate 1-g or 0-g conditions using the vertical or horizontal flow
option (neglecting the gravity dependent term in Eq. [2.1]), respectively.
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2.3.2

Equilibrium considerations

Characteristic Time and Length Scale
The extraction of static equilibrium matric potential values in microgravity under the dynamic
conditions experienced in parabolic flight is constrained by the 20 s period of mg. Attainment of
equilibrium following the transition from a fundamentally different distribution of matric potentials
and water content in the preceding period of hypergravity may therefore be limited. For unsaturated
conditions, some of these concerns can be addressed through the observation of matric potential
measurements, which provide a rapid tensiometric response (i.e. <1 s) and indicate the level of
equilibrium considering the temporal rate of change, where equilibrium conditions in 0-g are defined as:
dh
→0
dt

(2.3)

Because of minor gravitational accelerations during parabolic flight and due to the decreasing diffusivity with decreasing water content, we refer to quasi-steady state conditions indicating dh/dt
approaches zero and becomes relatively small during each µg period.
Considering one-dimensional flow in 0-g and assuming that D is constant (i.e. uniform water
content) and a unique function of water content (conveniently taken to be the drainage water retention function), Eq. [2.1] takes the form of the following differential equation (Childs and George,
1948):
∂2 θ
dθ
= D(θ) 2
dt
∂x

(2.4)

Upon introduction of a dimensionless length x̂ = x/L with the constant cell height L and dimensionless time tˆ = t/t0 where t0 is a characteristic time scale we can write:
dθ D(θ)t0 ∂2 θ
=
dtˆ
L2 ∂x̂2

(2.5)

By inspection of Eq. [5] we may now define the characteristic time scale that un-dimensionalizes
the differential equation:
t0 (θ) =

L2
D(θ)

(2.6)
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The characteristic time scale can be thought of as a screening time. A perturbation at the boundary
of an initially equilibrated hydrostatic system will decay with time with a characteristic time t0 . The
question as to what the characteristic length of that process is may be deduced from the solution. A
general solution to Eqs. [5] and [6] for D=const. and with a fixed boundary condition at x̂ = 0 has
the form:
1
θ(x̂, tˆ) = er f
2



x̂
√
2 tˆ


(2.7)

From which we may infer that the characteristic diffusion length scale x0 is proportional to the
square root of diffusivity and time, and state:

x0 ∼

p

4D(θ)t

(2.8)

The greater the lapse of time, the greater is the distance x0 the perturbation has penetrated for a
given diffusivity (i.e. at a given water content). Considering constant and uniformly distributed D
√
√
implies x t constant, hence a perturbation would progress as 1 t along x.

Gravity and Capillarity Forces
In parabolic flight, the gravity-induced perturbation is not confined to a boundary, but is exerted
on the sample as a whole where gravitational and capillary forces strive towards the establishment of
a new equilibrium. The static bond number Bos describes this scaling of effects related to the gravity
driven buoyancy force with respect to capillary force, given as (Auradou et al., 1999; Birovljev et
al., 1991; Meheust et al., 2002):
Bos =

∆ρgζ
σ/r

(2.9)

where ∆ρ describes the density difference between the liquid and gaseous phases, σ is the surface
tension, r is the pore radius, and ζ the length scale. The characteristic capillary length for Bos =1 on
Earth, is ζc =2.7 mm for the water/air interface, hence, at the pore scale (ζ = r) for pores with radii
larger than ζc gravity is expected to dominate (and conversely for ζ < ζc , capillary forces dominate).
For Profile and Turface with typical pore sizes of 0.26 mm and 0.14 mm the role of reduced gravity
on pore scale processes (e.g. liquid/gas interface configuration) is minor Bos = 9.110−3 and 2.710−3
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at 1-g, respectively). However, at the sample scale and in the absence of viscous forces, we consider
two length scales for the porous media samples, the typical pore size r and the system scale L (cell
height or observation height). Substituting Eq. [2.9] into Eq. [2.1], and defining the characteristic
length at the sample scale to be Lr (Nakajima and Stadler, 2006) yields:



∂h ∂h Bos σ
∂θ
∂
=
K(θ)
−
∂t
∂x
∂θ ∂x
Lr

(2.10)

When the gravity force approaches zero (i.e. Bos → 0) the right-hand term vanishes and Eq. [2.10]
predicts a horizontal flow condition. In reality, the onset of instabilities in this regime (Auradou et
al., 1999; Meheust et al., 2002) that are not predicted by Eq. [2.10] add complexity in the form of
fingering. This additional complexity observed on Earth is likely to affect the flow and distribution
of water in parabolic flight and space travel where the gravity force never equals zero, but reduces
to values between 10−2 and 10−6 -g.

2.4

2.4.1

Materials and Methods

Parabolic Flight-Induced Variable Gravity
We conducted water retention and saturated hydraulic conductivity measurements during a 4-

day flight campaign in February 2004 on board NASA’s parabolic flight aircraft stationed at the
Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. In May 2006, a second campaign provided additional
water retention data, which were obtained with cells of smaller vertical extent (i.e. 1 cm tall). Each
flight (1 per day) comprised four sets of 10 parabolas with intermittent 1-g turn-around periods. During each parabola, microgravity conditions existed for 20 to 25 s during free-fall in the apex of the
parabolic aircraft trajectory (http://jsc-aircraft-ops.jsc.nasa.gov/Reduced Gravity/index.html). An
accelerometer onboard the aircraft measured gravitational accelerations in x (fore to aft), y (wing to
wing), and z directions. The resulting normalized effective gravitational acceleration in z direction
g = gobserved /gEarth had an oscillatory character, sequentially increasing to about 1.8-g (hypergravity) and then decreasing to near 0-g (microgravity). We also experienced small horizontal accelerations and variations in the vertical acceleration (g-jitter). Fig. 2.6a shows the change in gravitational
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acceleration for two representative parabolas. In addition, Fig. 2.6a depicts changes in the aircraft
cabin pressurization that compensate for variations in pressure with the parabolic flight trajectory.
The pressure changes are in phase with the gravitational acceleration, decreasing nearly linearly in
µg and increasing at a slightly accelerated rate in the beginning of 1.8-g traversing a pressure change
of approximately 40 hPa.

2.4.2

Particulate Porous Media
The porous media used in this study were porous ceramic aggregates (Profile Products, Buffalo

Grove, IL) sieved to particle size fractions of 0.25–1 mm (Profile), 0.25–2 mm (Mix) and 1–2 mm
(Turface), and glass beads (MO-SCI, Rolla, MO) of 0.35–0.5 mm, 0.6–1 mm, 1–2 mm and 2.5–
3.5 mm size fractions. The particle density of both the glass and porous ceramic aggregates is
2.5 g cm-3. Porous ceramic aggregates have been widely used in microgravity plant experiments
(Levine et al., 2003; Norikane et al., 2004; Steinberg and Henninger, 1997; Stutte et al., 2005).
The aggregates are stable and have moderate surface area for nutrient storage. Aggregated ceramics
exhibit two distinct pore spaces: inter-aggregate and intra-aggregate pores. Only the inter-aggregate
pore retention characteristics, particularly in the optimal range for liquid and gas supply of 0 to
-25 cm H2O (1 cm H2O = 97.96 Pa) matric potential, are of interest for this study. Measured and
fitted porous-media water retention characteristics for Turface, Mix and Profile are shown in Fig.
2.1 illustrating the hysteretic behavior of drainage and wetting processes. To obtain drainage and
wetting data, we conducted repetitive measurements with shallow, 1 cm tall by 4 cm diameter cells.
A syringe pump controlled water content, and tensiometers measured matric potentials. The van
Genuchten (1980) model was fitted to measured data using the RETC software (van Genuchten
et al., 1991). The fitted model parameters listed in Table 2.1 are in good agreement with those
determined by Steinberg and Poritz (2005).

2.4.3

Experimental Design and Procedures
We designed four novel sample cells with differing vertical dimensions for measuring water

retention during parabolic flight (Fig. 2.2). The first cell had a vertical dimension of 1 cm and
was connected to a fast-responding transducer tensiometer (PX40-50BHG5V, Omega Engineering,
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Stamford, CT). The second cell (Fig. 2.2b) had a vertical dimension of 2 cm and was equipped
with a TDR probe (custom 10-cm 3-rod probe connected to a TDR100, Campbell Scientific, Logan,
UT) in the center and three fast-responding transducer tensiometers. The third cell (Fig. 2.2c) had
a height of 4 cm with TDR probes centered at elevations of 1 and 3 cm and four evenly distributed
tensiometer ports. The fourth cell (Fig. 2.2d) was 7 cm high and equipped with three transducerstyle tensiometers. To measure saturated hydraulic conductivity, cell inlets were connected to a
syringe pump that provided alternating fluxes, and cell outlets were connected to collapsible reservoirs (Fig. 2.3).
The use of taller cells allowed monitoring of accentuated variable gravity effects due to increased hydrostatic forces in 1.8-g and more pronounced transition in matric potentials between
1.8-g and µg . The design of the shallower 1-cm and 2-cm, cells on the other hand, aimed at minimizing the time for steady state conditions by reducing hydrostatic induced water content differences
within the cells. In the following, we briefly describe the various cell designs and experimental
procedures. For detailed descriptions interested readers are referred to Heinse et al. (2005).

Retention Cell - 1 cm
The 1-cm cell consists of a 1 cm tall by 3.8 cm inner diameter cylindrical polyethylene container that was open to the atmosphere through a small hole (∼1 mm in diameter) in the removable
lid (Fig. 2.2a). A porous cup (5 mm pore size, Mott Metallurgical, Farmington, CT) connected to a
hypodermic needle was centered in the cell and connected to a syringe. Water addition and removal
was controlled and monitored by means of a high-resolution syringe pump (KDS 230, KD Scientific, Holliston, MA) connected to a datalogger (CR23x, Campbell Scientific, Logan, UT). During
the experiment 0.67 ml of water was step-by-step withdrawn from the sample during 1.8-g periods.
Upon desaturation of macropores the pumping direction was reversed to add water to the sample
until satiation. Changes in matric potential as a function of water content and gravitational acceleration were monitored with a tensiometer positioned in the line connecting the porous cup with the
syringe (i.e. measuring line pressure). Water content was inferred from pumped volumes of water
with the porous media being completely saturated at the beginning of the experiment. Post-flight
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analysis provided measures of bulk density for what were typically nine independent cells on each
test day.

Retention Cell - 2 cm
The 2-cm cell consists of a 12 x 5 x 2 cm rigid wall container that is open to the atmosphere
(Fig. 2.2a). The water addition and removal inlet that is connected to the syringe is in close hydraulic
contact with the particulate medium through a sintered porous plate with 5 mm pore size (Mott
Metallurgical, Farmington, CT) positioned at, and filling the entirety of, the bottom of the cell.
Water addition and removal was controlled and monitored by means of a high-resolution syringe
pump connected to a datalogger. During the experiment, a fixed volume of water (5 ml) was pumped
stepwise into the sample during periods of 1.8-g. The changes in matric potential as a function of
water content and gravitational acceleration were monitored with three tensiometers positioned at
0.5, 1 and 1.5 cm height and a TDR probe centered at z=1cm. The water content was inferred from
TDR measurements using the following water content/dielectric relationship for 2–5 mm porous
ceramic aggregates:
θv = 0.0115ε2 + 0.2456

(2.11)

Retention Cell - 4 cm
The 4-cm cell (Fig. 2.2b) consists of a 12 x 5 x 4 cm rigid wall container. The changes in
matric potential as a function of water content and gravitational acceleration were monitored by a
set of four tensiometers located at 1, 1.5, 2.5 and 3 cm height, and two TDR probes centered at z=1
cm and 3 cm. Water addition and removal was achieved in the same fashion as outlined for the 2
cm cell above.

Retention Cell - 7 cm
The 7-cm cell (Fig. 2.2c) consists of a vertically oriented clear-polycarbonate cylinder with 2.5
cm inner diameter. Two stainless steel screens confine the particulate porous medium. The screen
at the bottom of the cell is connected to a syringe, and the screen at the top of the cell is open to
the atmosphere. Water removal was achieved by manually withdrawing water with a syringe in four
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steps at volume increments of 5 ml to establish volumetric water contents ranging from 0.7 to 0.48.
Matric potentials were measured with tensiometers positioned at 1, 3 and 5 cm heights.

Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity Cell
For the hydraulic conductivity experiments, the porous medium was packed into horizontal
48 cm long acrylic cylinders with 1.9 cm inner diameter (Fig. 2.3). Water was pumped from the
syringe end into a flexible-wall bag at the distal end at alternating fixed fluxes. The flexible-wall bag
was used to minimize the hydrostatic forces of water exerted by the reservoir, and allow the system
to be in equilibrium with the cabin pressure. Five pressure transducers along the flow-domain (10
cm apart) measured the gradient in pressure potential. Experiments ran continuously to cover both
µg and 1.8-g conditions.

2.5

Results and Discussion
We first discuss the hypothetical distribution of sample matric potential in hyper- and zero-

gravity phases of a parabolic flight and illustrate redistribution after transition between the two
stages. Next, we use a numerical model, Hydrus-2D, to evaluate the applicability of the Richards
equation for modeling liquid behavior in microgravity. We compare model calculations with measured water content and matric potential data. We then focus on water retention characteristics
measured in microgravity and compare results to measurements obtained in 1-g. In the final section, we discuss saturated hydraulic conductivity measured in microgravity.

2.5.1

Matric Potential Distribution in Variable Gravity
Vertical distributions of matric potentials under hydrostatic equilibrium for various gravita-

tional conditions experienced during a parabolic flight are depicted in Fig. 2.4. In this hypothetical
experiment, we consider a 4 cm tall cell packed with Turface, and assume an average matric potential of -4 cm maintained at the center of the sample. The system is then subjected to different
gravitational accelerations ranging from 0 to 1.8-g to generate the static equilibrium distributions
shown in Fig. 2.4.
In 1-g, we find a linear distribution of matric potentials ranging from -2 cm at the bottom of
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the cell to -6 cm at the top. The sample water content distribution follows the primary drainage or
wetting curves described by Eq. [2.2] and using parameters listed in Table 2.1.
For 1.8-g, the potential distribution changes and corresponds to the increase in the gravitational
force. The potential at the bottom of the cell attains a value of -0.4 cm and at the top -7.6 cm. The
corresponding water content distribution is obtained by scaling the matric potentials of the primary
retention curves (i.e. θ(h1.8−g ) = 1.8 · θ(h1.8−g )). Note that for the same average matric potential
the water in the system is distributed differently. More water accumulates at the bottom of the cell,
and less at the top.
If the cell were subjected to 0-g, the matric potential distribution would be constant and uniform
throughout the porous medium. Consequently, the water content would have values that lie between
the boundaries of the primary drainage and wetting curves. It would be possible to obtain secondary
scanning curves between the water content values predicted by the primary curves. Hence, the
spatial distribution of water content in the system may vary considerably as deviations between the
top and bottom parts of the sample may follow different secondary retention curves. We therefore
hypothesize that the water content in 0-g depends on the wetting/drainage history of individual pores
and pore clusters prior to the 0-g phase.
For the experimental observations, the rapid transitions in gravitational acceleration between
1.8-g and µg may preclude attainment of equilibrium, and dynamic fluid behavior could dominate
observations. In the following, the transition of matric potentials between 1.8-g and µg that drive
the time-dependent redistribution of water and the consequences for measuring static-equilibrium
water retention in variable gravity are discussed in more detail.

2.5.2

Transient and Equilibrium Analysis
In order to capture the effect of µg on hydraulic properties in unsaturated porous media, the

transition following a perturbation caused by the ensuing hypergravity phase needs to decay reasonably fast, and a new equilibrium should be established. Clearly, the size of the sample and the
hydraulic properties of the media determine this decay, but in addition, the establishment of this
new µg equilibrium involves a shift in the relative influence of capillary- and gravitational-forces.
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Recall Eq. [2.9] stating that at the pore scale under 1-g, capillarity dominates the shape of the interfacial configuration over gravity. Fig. 2.5a shows that this remains true even at 1.8-g. On the
other hand, if one considers the effect of gravity at the sample scale (ζ >> r), one could argue that
pores at different heights in the sample are interconnected and experience feedback suggesting the
sample height or observation height determines the relative influence of gravitational to capillary
force. Fig. 2.5a shows the Bond number using the pore scale and sample scale perspective. At
the sample scale, for increasing cell heights the dominance of gravitational forces occurs in reduced
gravitational fields compared to shallower cells. For the observation of equilibrium conditions in µg,
it follows that the perturbation caused by the preceding hypergravity phase will be more pronounced
as cell height increases. Keeping in mind that the time for the decay of this perturbation is limited
to 20+ s, minimization of sample vertical extent for experiments in parabolic flight seems advantageous. This aspect is further illustrated in Fig. 2.5b depicting the characteristic time scale. Because
the movement of water is controlled by the hydraulic diffusivity (Eq. [2.1]), the transition towards
equilibrium is retarded at reduced water contents. The time required for reaching equilibrium conditions increases with cell height and pore size, where equilibrium conditions are reached relatively
quickly (within seconds) at high water contents and shallow cell heights, while at low water content
and for taller cells the transition to equilibrium can take considerably longer than 20 s.

2.5.3

Measurements in Parabolic Flight
Measured matric potentials obtained with the 7-cm cell during rapid transitions from 1.8-g to

µg and vice versa (Fig. 2.6a) are shown for average water contents of 0.48, 0.56, 0.63 and 0.7
cm3 cm−3 with potentials measured at 1, 3, and 5 cm heights (Figs. 6b-e). In the 1.8-g phase,
the matric potentials diverged between the three monitoring elevations in accordance to the gravitational potential. In µg , the gradient rapidly decreased due to diminishing body forces and transitioned towards equilibrium. After the µg phase, the initial 1.8-g potential distribution was rapidly
reestablished. Under near-saturated conditions (θ=0.7) all tensiometers measured a uniform matric potential indicating that equilibrium in µg was quickly attained, whereas the transition towards
equilibrium at lower water contents (i.e. θ=0.63-0.48) became gradually slower. This progressive
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delay in attaining equilibrium is attributable to the decrease in unsaturated hydraulic conductivity
with decreasing water content scaled by the hydraulic capacity (Fig. 2.5). In this respect, it is noteworthy that subtle differences in the response rates at different elevations (e.g. compare 1 cm vs.
5 cm observation) indicate water content and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity heterogeneity at
lower water contents within the sample (Fig. 2.6b-e). Temporal tensiometer responses at different
sample elevations further indicate that different volume elements of the porous medium undergo
different drainage or wetting processes simultaneously. At the lowest water content (Fig. 2.6b), the
bottom tensiometer shows a reduction in matric potential (drainage) during µg, while the top tensiometer indicates an increase in matric potential (wetting). The middle tensiometer, on the other
hand, at first shows an increase, followed by a decrease in potential. This apparent overcompensation likely arises from non-uniform water retention following different secondary curves within the
profile coupled with the transition from drainage to wetting conditions.
Similar results as shown for the 7-cm retention cell were obtained for the 1-, 2- and 4-cm
cells. The differences in observed matric potentials at different sample elevations and transitions to
equilibrium, however, were more pronounced in the 7-cm cell.

2.5.4

Simulation of Fluid Behavior in Variable Gravity
In the following example, the Richards equation (Eq. [2.1]) and the van Genuchten/Mualem

parametric models for water retention (Eq. [2.2]) and hydraulic conductivity are applied to calculate
the transient matric potential distributions shown in Fig. 2.6g-j. In this simulation, we attempted to
model the transition of matric potentials from an initially equilibrated matric potential distribution in
1.8-g to µg using Hydrus-2D concentrating on the first µg period shown in Fig. 2.6b-e. Hydrus-2D
does not explicitly allow the simulation of 1.8-g conditions or variable gravity. However, the transition from 1.8-g to µg can be simulated using measured matric potentials in the sample at the end
of the 1.8-g period as the initial condition, where the potentials at the upper and lower boundary of
the domain were estimated based on a 1.8-g force (1.8 times distance) assuming static equilibrium.
The initial process was specified to be drainage. For the van Genuchten parameterization, we used
the Earth-based (1-g) parameters for Profile given in Table 2.1. For the saturated hydraulic conduc-
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tivity, we used 0.2 cm s−1 to allow for a better fit. This conductivity is in the range of conductivities
given in Table 2.2, which varied between 0.14 and 0.3 cm s−1 for packing densities between 0.62
and 0.67 g cm−3 .
A comparison of measured and modeled matric potentials showing the vertical distribution in
µg as a function of time at three observation heights is shown in Fig. 2.6g-j. The results show
good agreement between the measured and modeled matric potentials with respect to the transition
following 1.8-g at the indicated water contents. Some of the perceptible discrepancies in Fig. 2.6g-i
for the simulations at 1, 3 and 5 cm are partially attributed to the inability to specify simultaneous
wetting and drainage as the initial conditions in Hydrus-2D. Notice in Fig. 2.6b that in 1.8-g most
of the sample is following a drainage curve with exception of the lowest location (i.e. 1 cm). In the
transition to µg, this scheme reverses and the bottommost location now appears to lose water, which
results in drainage conditions at 1 cm and wetting conditions at 3 and 5 cm. Thus the modeled
response at 1 cm more closely resembles the measurement because of a continuation of the initial
drainage process (i.e. water moving upward). The modeled responses at 3 and 5 cm, however,
transition to a wetting process immediately at the onset of µg, thus indicating that the simulation
could improve if a variable gravity option were available.
While these limited simulations show reasonable agreement with the measurements, suggesting the applicability of Earth-based macroscopic transport models, they fail to describe a consistent
bias toward a linear increase in measured matric potentials in µg. This bias appears to be a water content-dependent migration of the matric potential readings towards less negative potentials
present in all three tensiometer readings, and is particularly perceptible at water contents of 0.63
and 0.56 (Fig. 2.6h-i). Changes in cabin pressure could contribute to this bias if some buffering of
pressure changes were to occur within the porous medium. Discontinuous pockets of air could then
absorb pressure changes, slowing the tensiometers response compared to the backside of the pressure transducer responding immediately to cabin pressure. Measurements in the 2 and 4-cm cells
showed a similar bias, but at a much reduced amplitude (<2 mm), while this bias was not observed
in measurements obtained with the 1-cm cell
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2.5.5

Water Retention Characteristics in µg
Fig. 2.7 and 8 depict short-term (obtained at the end of the 20 s µg period) microgravity water

retention characteristics for Profile, Mix and Turface obtained with the 1-, 2- and 4-cm retention
cells. The 7-cm cell was not used because of difficulties in attaining equilibrium at lower water
contents (Fig. 2.5) and the large differences in water content between top to bottom. Drainage and
wetting data were obtained under quasi-steady state conditions at the end of the µg phase, where the
distinction between drainage and wetting for µg conditions is solely based on the external addition
or removal of water to the cell. As such, the classification does not consider the actual processes at
the specific locations of potential measurement (i.e. drainage vs. wetting at the cell ends), and may
be a poor image of the actual process.
In Fig. 2.7, we present water retention data obtained with the 1-cm cell. For the convenience
of comparison, we also show the primary 1-g wetting and drainage retention curves (Fig.1). Parameterizations for Profile, Mix and Turface µg retention data of the van Genuchten (1980) model are
given in Table 2.1. Wetting water retention data for Profile and Mix in Figs. 7a and b fell within
the 95% confidence intervals of the primary wetting curves obtained at 1-g. For the drainage data,
lower µg values were observed when compared with the 1-g primary drainage curve. For Turface
wetting and drainage data in Fig. 2.7c, significantly reduced potentials were observed compared
with the 1-g curves where all µg data fell below the 1-g primary wetting curve. This is contradictory
to Turface wetting µg data measured in the 2-cm cell (Fig. 2.8a), which generally fell near the 1-g
primary wetting curve. We partially attribute the observed decrease in µg potentials in the 1-cm cell
to larger void spaces along the container wall, where the reduced response was likely enhanced by
the larger particles sharing fewer contact points with the porous cup (i.e. Turface). For the measurements in the 2-cm cell, reduced µg drainage potentials compared with the 1-g curve were similar
to the findings in Profile and Mix in Fig. 2.7. While µg wetting data found a lower bound near
the 1-g primary wetting curve, the drainage data were not well described by, and fell below, the
1-g primary drainage curve. There are no drainage µg data that mimic the 1-g data, which suggests
that either under these limited experimental conditions we cannot reproduce the 1-g curves, or the
results are significantly different. While the dynamic and partially equilibrium limited measure-
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ments contribute to the disparity, Steinberg and Poritz (2005) provide argument against the solitary
contribution based on comparison of dynamic and static water retention in 1-g. They found more
variation in dynamic measurements, especially in 1–2 mm Turface, but the measurements followed
the static primary retention curves.
The observed disparities between the predicted 1-g curve and µg measurements are more likely
to be attributed to the simultaneous wetting and drainage processes occurring spatially within different volume elements during microgravity (µg following 1.8-g). In a typical parabolic cycle, either
we kept the cell water content constant or water was added or removed. Addition or removal of water occurred in the 1.8-g period and induced changes in water retention response as it transitioned
between 1.8-g and µg . Water accumulated at the bottom of the cells during the 1.8-g phase would
then move upward in response to the reduced gravitational force during µg . This would result in simultaneous drainage conditions in the lower part of the cell and wetting conditions in the upper part
of the cell. For the addition of water in 1.8-g, wetting conditions dominate most volume elements in
the cell. On the other hand, following the withdrawal of water in 1.8-g, most volume elements will
be in a drainage mode at the end of the 1.8-g period, and potentially transition to a wetting mode
in µg . Consequently, the measurements classified as drainage do not correspond well with the 1-g
predicted primary drainage curve while the wetting data correspond much better in Fig. 2.7a,b and
8a. Measured temporal changes in the vertical distribution of matric potentials may indicate which
process, (i.e. drainage or wetting) is occurring at a particular height in the cell. The measurements,
however, do not uniquely indicate the water content or the movement of water, but rather track a
response curve that may or may not involve water content changes.
Using localized rather than cell averaged water contents may then elucidate the water redistribution and water retention response. For this, TDR sensed water contents in Fig. 2.8b and c depict
water retention curves for a 4 cm tall sample of Turface as a function of local water contents at elevations of z = 1 and 3 cm. Sensed water contents at these heights primarily reflected water content
changes in response to the external addition and removal of water in the cell. The varying gravitational forces, however, did not appear to affect the water content readings. We observed a general
lack of redistribution of water between the measurement heights, where the addition and removal of
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water did not result in equal responses in the top and bottom location. The sensed water content at
z=3 cm (top) varied significantly over the duration of the experiment, whereas the water content at
z=1 cm (bottom) remained elevated. Minute changes in water content at the bottom location were
sensed only at the lowest cell-average water content. We believe the reason for the apparent low
sensitivity to gravity-induced redistribution of water is partially attributed to the averaging volume
of the TDR probe, which is most heavily weighted around the rods (Robinson et al., 2003). More
importantly, the TDR readings indicate an unanticipated lack of water redistribution between gravity
force changes. The vertical heterogeneity in the water content distribution (Fig. 2.8b and c) is manifested in the measured water retention data for the bottom and top probe locations within the cell.
These measurements show a wide distribution of water contents at comparable matric potentials in
µg . This can be attributed to the energy state of water rapidly approaching a uniformly distributed
quasi-static equilibrium with the dissipation of hydrostatic potentials, leaving no gradient to drive
water movement (Fig. 2.4). The resulting water content distribution varies widely due to the narrow
pore size distribution, hysteresis and to the hypergravity-induced distribution preceding µg . When
transitioning to microgravity, the draining pores below and wetting pores above do not require significant changes in localized water content to reach sample-scale equilibrium potentials. In which
case, upper and lower region water contents (i.e. referring to the vertical position in the cell) vary
over the entire inter-aggregate water content range (compare Fig. 2.4) due to the relatively narrow
pore-size distribution.
To further illustrate this argument, sensed water content and matric potential response data are
shown in Fig. 2.9. The data represent matric potentials measured during two consecutive parabolas starting at 1.8-g, where consecutive readings of matric potential with time from two heights in
the cell (z=1 and 3 cm) are plotted against TDR sensed water contents at these heights. For the
two consecutive parabolas, it is evident that each data set (each at a different water content) experiences significant changes in matric potential that result in little movement of water based on
TDR-determined water contents. The disparity in matric potentials between 1.8-g and µg is much
greater at lower water contents and shows less disparity when water content is increased to near
saturation. Note that water was pumped into the bottom of the cell during 1.8-g. Thus, the top and
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bottom cell regions were not treated the same. Nevertheless, the measured response in the transition
from 1.8-g to µg and back, traverses gravity induced alterations that are opposite in direction for the
observations at the top and bottom locations. Notably, measured potentials in 1.8-g do not scale by
a factor of 1.8 alone. For the bottom location, this can be explained by stating that the condition
for scaling assumes a seepage face at the bottom boundary of the cell, yet in the experiment, water
was not allowed to drain in 1.8-g. This resulted in more positive potentials than would be predicted
under seepage conditions. For the top location, it is apparent that in 1.8-g more negative potentials
are experienced than would be suggested by a 1.8-g force alone. We attribute this to local water
content changes around the tensiometer cup that are not detected by the TDR sensors because of the
disparity in their sampling volumes. The observed response in variable gravity indicates that matric potentials may fulfill quasi-steady state conditions involving minimal changes in water content
that can be partially explained by hydrostatically scaling the measured response. Depending on the
wetting and drainage history, sample volumes separated by only a few pore lengths can differ significantly in water content and direction of the wetting/drainage response that are more pronounced
because of the repeated transition of 1.8-g to µg.

2.5.6

Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity
Hydraulic gradients were measured for prescribed fluxes through horizontally oriented satu-

rated porous media columns. Several flux rates were used for each medium with measurements carried out continuously under the variable gravity conditions. Results are summarized in 2.10, where
despite certain degree of measurement error, the experimental data plot within 1 standard deviation
of the indicated lines of proportionality (i.e. indicating the mean saturated hydraulic conductivity).
The results indicate that for the range of prescribed fluxes and porous media tested, the relationship
between hydraulic gradient and flux can be described with a linear function (Buckingham-Darcy’s
law), corroborating the expected gravity-independence of saturated flow. In Heinse et al. (2005),
we stressed that this independence was not observed when loose packing allowed changes in the
arrangement of particles and pores during cycles of gravity. The coefficient of proportionality, the
saturated hydraulic conductivity, for each medium is reported in Table 2.2, where the measured satu-
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rated hydraulic conductivities for Profile and Turface were found to be comparable to measurements
obtained by Steinberg and Poritz (2005).

2.6

Conclusions
In this study, we considered dynamic measurements of hydraulic properties in hysteretic porous

media during parabolic-flight induced variable gravity, where the flight represents a challenging experimental environment in which acceleration frequently changes during the experiment. Consequently, the interpretation of parabolic flight data requires careful interpretation to account for the
influence of dynamic accelerational forces, especially under unsaturated conditions. We developed
a variety of cells to facilitate water retention and saturated hydraulic conductivity measurements,
primarily for the microgravity portions of the flight. During dynamic measurements of water retention, we observed a transition of matric potentials during µg, where the non-linear response of
the transition toward static equilibrium was a function of average water content with the transition slowing at decreased water contents. Transitioning from 1.8-g to µg and vice versa, matric
potentials tracked secondary drainage or wetting curves simultaneously depending on the vertical
position in the experimental cells. Minimal changes in water content fulfilled both the 1.8-g and
the µg matric potential conditions, which resulted in significant spatial heterogeneity in the distribution of water contents maintained during variable gravity. The porous-media water retention
characteristics were approximated for microgravity conditions from quasi-steady state conditions
at the end of the µg phase. Despite the apparent influence of the hypergravity phase on dynamic
water retention during µg, measurements suggested similar water retention characteristics in microgravity compared to 1-g for wetting conditions. Drainage water retention data generally fell below
the 1-g measured data. This was attributed to the uncertain redistribution of water following the
ensuing hypergravity phase. Long-term microgravity testing is recommended for more reliable and
rigorous measurements of porous media water retention due to the prolonged steady state period
and absence of dynamic constraints of the parabolic flight environment. The experiments and simulations described in this study present evidence of altered dynamics of liquid behavior in porous
media, but seem to corroborate the applicability of the Buckingham-Darcy law and of the Richards
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equation for describing macroscopic porous-medium fluid behavior under microgravity conditions
with the gravity term approaching zero. Long-term microgravity questions remain, especially those
regarding the fate of air-entrapment and its potential impact on fluid fluxes in porous media. Air
entrapment alone could result in major differences in water retention, satiation and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity with enhancement of hysteretic behavior in sustained microgravity. Reduced
gravity environments considering Lunar and Martian conditions add to the list of future research
needs in anticipation of plant-growth facilities and porous media applications.
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lower
upper

lower
upper

lower
upper

lower
upper

lower*
upper**

0.167
0.157
0.176

2.92
2.74
3.10

0.32
0.32
0.32

0.34
0.34
0.34

Wetting
1-g
0.320 4.06
0.292 3.21
0.348 4.91

0.32
0.32
0.32
0.34
0.34
0.34

3.90
3.64
4.15
7.69
7.14
8.23

0.099
0.098
0.101

0.112
0.108
0.116

θ†r
–cm3
0.34
0.34
0.34

0.643
0.635
0.651

0.684
0.660
0.709

0.718
0.710
0.724

0.715
0.706
0.724

θs
cm−3 –
0.728
0.717
0.739

4.24
3.91
4.58

2.63
2.44
2.82

0.248
0.219
0.278

2.27
1.98
2.57

Microgravity
1.025 2.92
0.914 2.61
1.136 3.23

0.139
0.135
0.142

0.167
0.159
0.175

Microgravity
α
n
cm−1
0.653 3.41
0.608 2.98
0.698 3.83

0.32
0.32
0.32

0.34
0.34
0.34

0.34
0.34
0.34

0.32
0.32
0.32

θr
–cm3
0.34
0.34
0.34

0.678
0.666
0.691

0.670
0.658
0.682

0.722
0.714
0.731

0.718
0.712
0.725

θs
cm−3 –
0.729
0.719
0.740

0.187 4.41 0.34 0.687
0.189 4.16 0.34 0.697
lower
0.180 3.90 0.34 0.678
0.182 3.89 0.34 0.694
upper
0.195 4.93 0.34 0.696
0.196 4.43 0.34 0.701
*, ** Lower and upper bounds of the 95% confidence interval, respectively.
† Residual water content (θr ) was obtained from Blonquist et al. (2006) and kept invariable while
fitting the saturated water content (θs ) and the curve fitting parameters α and n in the van
Genuchten model.

Profile (0.25–1 mm)

Mix (0.25–2 mm)

Turface (1–2 mm)

Profile (0.25–1 mm)

Mix (0.25–2 mm)

Turface (1–2 mm)

Porous medium (size)

Drainage
1-g
α
n
cm−1
0.185 5.57
0.181 5.08
0.190 6.07

Table 2.1: Porous-medium hydraulic parameters for the van Genuchten (1980) water retention model. The prediction is based on measurements
from the 1-cm cell.
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Table 2.2: Saturated hydraulic conductivity measured in variable gravity. In the case of multiple
measurements at different bulk densities a range of conductivities is given.
Porous medium (size)
Turface (1–2 mm)
Profile (0.25–1 mm)
Glass beads (2.5–3.5 mm)
Glass beads (0.35–0.5 mm)
Glass beads (0.6–1 mm)
Glass beads (1–2 mm)

Ks
cm s−1
1.13
0.13–0.3
7.8
0.089
0.33
1.0–1.7
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Fig. 2.1: Steady-state water retention curves measured in 1-g for (a) Profile (0.25–1 mm), (b) Mix
(0.25–2 mm) and (c) Turface (1–2 mm). Solid lines represent the van Genuchten water retention
model (Eq. [2.2]) fitted to six replicate measurements of drainage (•) and wetting (◦) for processes
within inter-aggregate pores. Dashed/dotted lines indicate the 95 percent confidence interval for the
fitted retention curves.
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Fig. 2.2: (a) 1-cm water retention cell with pressure transducer connected to a porous cup embedded
in and in hydraulic contact with the porous media. The porous cup was connected to a syringe pump
that provided metered water addition and removal. (b) 2-cm water retention cell with (1) water inlet
connected to sintered porous plate, (2) water outlet, pressure transducer ports, and centered time
domain reflectometer (TDR) probe. (c) 4-cm water retention cell showing the vertical location of
the two TDR probes. (d) 7-cm cell showing the pressure transducer positions and water inlet/outlet.

Fig. 2.3: Saturated hydraulic conductivity cells showing the pressure transducer locations. The
water inlet was connected to a syringe pump for constant water fluxes using a bi-directional feed.
The water outlet was connected to a collapsible reservoir.
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Fig. 2.4: Hypothetical diagram of the equilibrium distribution of water content and matric potentials
in a 4 cm tall sample of Turface subjected to Earth’s gravity (a), 1.8-g (b) and 0-g (c). The average
matric potential (i.e. at the midpoint) is constant at -4 cm. The shaded area shows regions of validity
for water content and potentials where the gravitational force scales the hydrostatic equilibrium
distribution.
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Fig. 2.5: (a) Dependence of static Bond numbers Bos on the normalized gravity force considering
the pore scale and system/sample scale influence of gravity vs. capillarity. Solid lines are Turface
and dashed lines are Profile. (b) Characteristic time scales for cell heights of 1 and 7 cm after Eq.
[2.6], respectively.
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Fig. 2.6: Measured and modeled matric potentials as a response to variable gravity in the 7-cm
cell for Profile. Figures on the left side (b—e) show measured matric potentials for three observation heights at z=1, 3 and 5 cm (Fig. 2.2) as a function of time for different water contents θ,
where (a) depicts the gravitational acceleration and change in aircraft cabin pressure for plot (b).
Figures on the right side compare measured (lines) and simulated (symbols) matric potentials in g
following hypergravity (g-j). In (f), measured normalized gravitational accelerations are depicted
for measurements shown in (g).
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Fig. 2.7: Comparison of quasi-steady-state microgravity drainage and wetting water retention and
steady-state 1-g porous-media water retention for Profile, Turface and a mixture of these obtained in the 1-cm cell. The solid lines are predicted 1-g retention curves (i.e. upper=drainage,
lower=wetting). Dashed or dotted lines indicate the 95 percent confidence interval for the 1-g retention curves. Indicated water contents are shown as average sample values determined from pumping
volumes. Matric potentials were measured at z=0.5 cm.
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Fig. 2.8: Comparison of quasi-steady-state microgravity drainage and wetting water retention data
with steady-state 1-g porous-media water retention curves for Turface. In (a) measurements in a
2 cm tall sample with water contents shown as average sample values determined from pumped
volumes are shown. Matric potentials were measured at z=0.5 and 1 cm. Measurements utilizing
a 4 cm tall sample with water contents shown as TDR measurements are depicted in (b) and (c),
where water contents were measured at z=1 cm (bottom) and z=3 cm (top), respectively. The solid
lines are predicted 1-g retention curves (i.e. upper=drainage, lower=wetting). Dashed or dotted
lines indicate the 95 percent confidence interval for the 1-g retention curves.
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Fig. 2.9: Dynamic matric potential-water content response measured in Turface in the 4-cm cell
during two consecutive parabolas at two vertical locations (z=1 and 3 cm, bottom and top, respectively). Five ml of water was added in the 1.8-g period in-between the parabolas with a syringe
pump. Solid lines indicate the 1-g wetting and drainage water retention curves. Dotted lines indicate scaled water response curves for 1.8-g. Solid symbols (•) indicate 1.8-g, and open-faced
symbols (◦) indicate µg measured data.

Fig. 2.10: Saturated-flow pressure gradients as a function of hydraulic flux for glass beads (GB),
Profile and Turface measured in variable gravity. Error bars indicate the standard deviation, while
solid lines denote the mean saturated hydraulic conductivity.
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CHAPTER 3
MICROGRAVITY OXYGEN DIFFUSION AND WATER
RETENTION MEASUREMENTS IN UNSATURATED POROUS
MEDIA ABOARD THE ISS1
3.1

Abstract
The distribution of water controls directly or indirectly the management of water and air in par-

ticulate porous media. With the motivation to involve plants in future life-support systems in space,
the question arises whether fluid behavior in porous media is altered when subjected to microgravitational accelerations (≈ 10−6 gearth ). While the consequences for fluid behavior at the sample scale
have been observed in the form of hypoxia, the physical causes remain uncertain. The Optimization of Root Zone Substrates (ORZS) experiment was the first to directly measure porous-media
water retention and oxygen diffusion parameters in prolonged microgravity. ORZS launched to the
international space station on 12 May 2007, and the experiment was conducted from June to October 2007. Porous-ceramic aggregates tested included 1–2 mm Turface, 0.25–1 mm Profile and
a 50:50 mixture of the two. Each medium had 3 replicates in a 9 cell array. The experiment used
sealed dual-chamber diffusion cells controlled by an automated measurement system with watercontent adjustment. Sensors measured matric potentials and water volumes in the media, along
with oxygen concentrations in the two gas-filled chambers confining the medium. Effective oxygendiffusion coefficients were determined from temporal oxygen-concentration measurements fitted to
a Fickian-type relationship for the dual-chamber geometry. Ground-based determinations of matric
potential and diffusion coefficients as a function of air-filled porosity were compared to microgravity
data. Measured results pointed to enhanced hysteresis in oxygen-diffusion dependency on air-filled
1 The material for this chapter is in preparation for publication as: Heinse, R., S. B. Jones, D. Or, I. Podolskiy,
T. S. Topham, D. Poritz and G. E. Bingham: Microgravity Oxygen Diffusion and Water Retention Measurements in
Unsaturated Porous Media Aboard the ISS
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porosity in microgravity. This indicated altered water-distribution patterns relative to earth-based
measurements. Considering air invasion during drainage, we hypothesized that critical air-filled
pathways form in microgravity at lower water contents due to the absence of hydrostatic force.
The reason for the altered gas percolation threshold is not clear, but may have been affected by the
diffusion-cell geometry boundary conditions, possibly leading to non-uniform water distributions
not observed on earth. Water-retention parameters were not significantly different than Earth-based
parameters, though gas diffusion parameters were significantly different for finer particle-sized media. The apparent reduction in the volume-averaged diffusive transport in microgravity will require
adjustment in plant-growth system management protocols and model development for reliable response prediction of microgravity porous-medium systems.

3.2

Introduction
Predicting distribution and transport of fluids in porous media under microgravity (µg) condi-

tions is vitally important for optimal design and management of plant-root-zone hydration systems
for life support in space. Vigorous plant growth requires the favorable sustenance through fluxes
of water, nutrients and gas exchanges by selection of an optimum (or least-restricting) root-zone
substrate and maintenance of optimum water content. The challenge is to maximize the inversely
related processes of gas and liquid transport (Jones and Or, 1998; Jones et al., 2005). If exposing
root-zone substrates to reduced gravitational accelerations, the question arises if optimum conditions derived under terrestrial conditions are different. Indeed, plant research in microgravity has
shown reduced biomass production compared to plants grown under terrestrial conditions using
equal experimental systems and management protocols. There is consensus that plant physiological
functions (cellular functions) are not primarily limiting (Ivanova et al., 2005; Monje et al., 2005;
Musgrave et al., 2000), but that changes in the microgravity behavior of fluids impede that protocols
established for successfully growing plants on Earth provide the same optimal physical environment
for plants grown in reduced gravity. The discrepancy is mainly attributed to the significantly different distribution of water in microgravity (Ivanova et al., 2006; Steinberg et al., 2002). Difficulties in
providing uniform substrate water contents in root modules and possibly resulting excessive irriga-
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tion have consequently plagued many plant growth experiments in space. Low oxygen availability
(hypoxia) in plants has been found to be symptomatic for these conditions as continuous gaseous
pathways collapse (Bingham et al., 2000). For example, Porterfield et al. (2000) and Stout et al.
(2001) have reported hypoxia in a variety of plants grown in different space greenhouses. Hypoxia
is not the sole negative effect of reduced gas exchange rates, but plants rely on the removal of
metabolic gases like carbon dioxide and ethylene (Veselova et al., 2003) through continuous airfilled pathways in unsaturated porous media, where gas diffusion is the primary transport process.
The distribution and amount of water in porous media then impact the quantity and tortuosity of
these continuous pathways, as gas diffusion in the water phase is roughly four to five orders of
magnitude slower than in the gas phase; effectively providing a barrier for gaseous diffusion.
The problem is further complicated in the currently favored particulate plant-growth substrates
with millimeter sized particles (Steinberg and Poritz, 2005) that show a rapid reduction in air-filled
porosity (total porosity minus water content) within a narrow range of matric potentials; emphasizing the need to most accurately describe porous media fundamental processes like water retention
and oxygen diffusion to manage the root-zone environment and avoid hypoxic conditions. Past
studies have provided evidence of altered water behavior in porous media in microgravity, starting with the seminal work by Podolsky and Mashinsky (1994), who showed differences in water
content distributions measured in µg aboard the MIR space station and measurements on Earth.
Their observations pointed to enhanced capillary transport and the promotion of phase entrapment
in reduced gravity. Jones and Or (1999) used a numerical model based on the Richards (1931)
equation to simulate zero gravity conditions and concluded that narrower pore size distributions and
reduced participation of larger pore sizes to water retention characteristics attributed to differences
in experimental measurements from the space station MIR and the space shuttle to measurements
conducted on Earth. Results in Chapter 2 suggested that the significant impact of reduced gravity
is not on the water retention characteristic, but on the distribution of water in porous media. The
authors used variable gravity testing during parabolic flight and concluded that the hysteretic nature
of the soil water characteristic (SWC) determined the heterogeneous distribution of water based on
the local history of wetting and draining processes. The impact of such possible alterations in water
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distributions were studied by Chau et al. (2005). The authors predicted that relative diffusion coefficients may be reduced by up to 25 percent in zero gravity based on lattice Boltzmann simulations.
However, no experiment has directly measured water retention or oxygen diffusion in long-term
microgravity.
The only attempts to measure oxygen concentrations directly in space have been in-situ oxygen measurements conducted by Porterfield et al. (1997) that suggested sharp gradients in the root
microenvironment. The authors observed signs of hypoxia in the plants grown while the bulk oxygen concentration in the agar growth medium was elevated, compared to 1g measurements. The
difference was attributed to impaired oxygen resupply to the roots. In a follow-up experiment,
Liao et al. (2004) measured oxygen uptake at the root scale in parabolic flight, where the oxygen
bioavailability decreased in phase with the microgravity portion of the flight. However, the results
were inconclusive. A large part of the problem stems from the fact that root-zone environment
measurements that involve gas diffusion through partially wet substrates require longer periods of
microgravity exposure than can be acquired by parabolic flights or drop towers.
The Optimization of Root Zone Substrates (ORZS) experiment was the first to measure gas
diffusion and water retention in plant-growth substrates at varying water contents in sustained microgravity. ORZS is a successful continuation of space greenhouse experiments starting with the
Bulgarian built SVET experiment that first flew on the space station MIR in 1990 (Ivanova et al.,
1993). With the addition of the Gas Exchange Measurement System (GEMS) to the SVET greenhouse, measurement of physical plant growth parameters, including the root zone environment,
were introduced (Ivanova et al., 1998). For example, GEMS measured soil water contents and air
composition. With the advent of the International Space Station (ISS), the gained knowledge from
the SVET and GEMS greenhouse perpetuated in a new space greenhouse called Lada (Bingham et
al., 2002). Lada aims at advancing substrate management physics, plant production and cosmonautplant psychological benefits. Lada also provided the control module for the ORZS experiment.
ORZS conducted side-by-side gas exchange and substrate water controllability measurements in µg,
comparing triplicate samples of three aggregated porous media likely to be used in future NASA
space greenhouses. The hardware was launched to the International Space Station (ISS) on May 12,
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2007. The experiment began July 6 and ended October 9, 2007.
Our primary objectives were to investigate the effect of sustained reduced gravity on the diffusivity of oxygen in unsaturated porous plant-growth media and on the water retention and water
configuration within the media. We (i) characterized oxygen diffusivity and water retention characteristics as a function of air-filled porosity under terrestrial- and microgravity conditions, (ii)
provided predictive capabilities for diffusive transport in microgravity and (iii) described the impact
of altered water distribution on oxygen diffusion pathways.

3.3

3.3.1

Theory

Gaseous Diffusion
The major mechanism for gas transport in porous media in the absence of convective forces

is by diffusion in the gaseous and liquid phase, where the mean square displacement ∆x of the
diffusing gas molecules increases in proportion to the observation time t. The diffusivity D may
then be introduced by the Einstein relation:

(∆x)2 = 2Dt

(3.1)

In the case of normal diffusion in the bulk (sample) phase, the definition of D in Eq. [3.1] is
equivalent to Fick’s first law which correlates the diffusion flux-density ~j with the concentration
 
∂c
, yielding the diffusivity D as the factor of proportionality:
gradient of the diffusant
∂x
~j = −D ∂c
∂x

(3.2)

Because the diffusivity of oxygen in the water phase is roughly four orders of magnitude smaller
then in free air, the transport in the liquid phase is often neglected, enabling simpler treatment of the
∂c
theory. Using the equation of continuity, ∇ · ~j = − , one arrives at the diffusion equation in one
∂t
dimension (Fick’s second law), assuming a constant D:
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∂c
∂2 c
=D 2
∂t
∂x

(3.3)

A solution to this partial differential equation for an initial concentration at the origin takes the form:
x2
1
c(x,t) = const. · √ e− 4Dt
t

(3.4)

1
The solution indicates that a perturbation will propagate as √ with a decay proportional to the
t
mean square displacement and inversely proportional to 4Dt. The diffusivity may then be obtained
from either measurements of c(x,t) or measurements of the mean square displacement for long
enough times using Eq.[3.4].

Estimation of Diffusivity Using a Dual-Chamber Device
Analytical solutions to Eq. [3.3] and [3.4] to determine the diffusivity using a dual chamber
geometry monitoring the temporal change in diffusant concentrations in two cylindrical gas chambers sealed to the ends of a sample holder have been derived by Glauz and Rolston (1989) and are
given in terms of the relative chamber dimensions by Rolston and Moldrup (2002). The temporal
change in concentration c(t) of a gas tracer is observed following the initializing establishment of a
reduced concentration c0 in the sink chamber, and can be described using:
"
c(t) =

1
1 + 1γ + β2

#
A −α2 τ
− e
− co + k
B

(3.5)

where t˜ describes the dimensionless characteristic time:

t˜ =

Dt
L2 ε

(3.6)

with the physical length of the substrate chamber L. γ and β define the dimensionless chamber
geometries:
γ=

H
H
,β=
K
Lε

(3.7)
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where H and K describe the physical lengths of the source and sink chamber. The additional parameter k Eq. [3.5] not found in Glauz and Rolston (1989) was added to describe the effect of finite
priming durations. The parameters A, B and α are given as:

α=

q

1
2
1
2
3
2
2β (1 + γ) − 3β2 (γ − γ + 1) + 45β3 (4γ − 3γ − 3γ + 4)

(3.8)

r

A=
B=

 2
2
α4 + βγ 4 + (1 + γ2 ) αβ


1
1
α4 βγ + α2 γβ
+ βγ + 2γ
+ 12 + βγ2 + 2βγ 2 + 2β1 2

(3.9)
(3.10)

and for monitoring concentrations in the sink chamber, Eq. [3.9] is replaced by:

A=−

γ
α2
−
β2
γ

(3.11)

D may then be determined by fitting Eq. [3.5] to temporal observations of concentrations.

Effective Gaseous-Diffusion Coefficient in Variably-Saturated Porous Media
In porous media, the diffusivity introduced in Eq. [3.1] is understood as an effective diffusivity
in the soil air phase in the presence of non-diffusive phases (i.e., solids and water). Commonly, a
porous media factor ω (≤ 1) is introduced that relates the effective diffusivity Ds to the diffusivity
in free air D0 scaled by the availability and geometry of continuous air-filled pathways:

Ds = ωD0

(3.12)

ω may be conceived as a separable contribution that includes the reduction in cross-sectional area
given by the air-filled porosity ε (total porosity minus water content), the tortuosity of the pore
space in the absence of water τ p , and the increased tortuosity due to the partial saturation of the pore
space τθ :
ω = ετ p τθ

(3.13)
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The effective tortuosity τe f f may then be estimated following Moldrup et al. (2001):

τe f f =

εD0
Ds

1/2
(3.14)

and the effective pore connectivity may be estimated as:

χ=

Ds
εD0

(3.15)

Several empirical relationships utilizing parameterizations of the physical properties of the air-filled
pore space have previously been applied successfully to predict Ds as a function of air-filled porosity.
Because of the variability of pore structures, these are often soil-specific relationships, requiring an
appropriate choice of model and fitting parameters. The majority of these relationships can be
grouped under the following curvilinear format:
Ds
= ω = aεεδ
D0

 
ε
φ

(3.16)

in which φ denotes the total, or macropore porosity. The factor a describes the diffusivity at the
driest point, i.e., when ε = φ. The exponent δ is a fitting parameter that describes the tortuosity of
ε
the pore space. The term introduced by Moldrup et al. (2004), coined the water-induced linear
φ
reduction term, describes the additional tortuosity due to the presence of water in the pore space.
A summary of relationships between Ds and ε is given in Table 3.1. Examples of these models are
plotted in Fig. 3.1.

3.3.2

Gaseous Diffusion and Water Retention
Because the spatial distribution of water in the sample and the pore-size distribution affect the

effective diffusivity of gases, a close relationship between Ds (ε) and the water retention function
is expected. For example, Moldrup et al. (2003) found similarity between the shape of the water
retention and gas diffusivity curve when plotted against water content. The shape of the water
retention function may be described in terms of the volumetric water content or water-filled porosity
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θ = φ − ε as a function of matric potential h (van Genuchten, 1980):

Θ(h) =



 [1 + (α |h|)n ]−m

θ − θr
=
θs − θr 


1

for h < 0

(3.17)

for h ≥ 0

where α, n and m are empirical fitting parameters, where we use the following simplification:
1
m = 1 − . Inclusion of water retention information, primarily at residual water contents, in estin
mating D(ε) was found to provide more accurate estimates than models based on air-filled porosity
alone (Moldrup et al., 2004). In a separate study, Caron and Nkongolo (2004) used water retention
information in a simple scheme to estimate diffusivities in peat substrates. While no general transformation of water retention and gas diffusivity has been derived so far, these studies illustrate the
considerable opportunities and benefits of measuring both in concert.

3.4

3.4.1

Materials and Methods

Porous Media
The porous media used in this study were porous ceramic aggregates (Profile Products, Buffalo

Grove, IL) sieved to particle size fractions of 0.25–1 mm (Profile), 1–2 mm (Turface) and a mixture
(50:50 by weight) of the two (Mix). The particle density of the aggregates is 2.5 g cm−3 . These
porous ceramic aggregates have been widely used in microgravity plant experiments (Levine et al.,
2003; Steinberg and Henninger, 1997; Stutte et al., 2005) and are expected to be used in future life
support applications. The aggregates are stable, have moderate surface area for nutrient storage and
exhibit two distinct pore spaces, inter-aggregate and intra-aggregate pores. Only the inter-aggregate
pore retention characteristics, particularly in the optimal range for liquid and gas supply of 0 to
-25 cmH2 O (1 cmH2 O = 97.96 Pa) matric potential, are of interest for this study. Terrestrial (1g)
porous-media water retention characteristics for Profile, Turface and Mix have been parameterized
in Chapter 2 and by Steinberg and Poritz (2005).
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Packing and Prevention of Particle Rearrangement
Rearrangement of particles during launch to the International Space Station (i.e., vibration and
increased g-force) and exposure to microgravity can result in changes in water retention (Xiao et
al., 2008) and fluid pathways (Reddi et al., 2005) within the samples. These changes are difficult to
predict and pose a separate effect to the targeted microgravity impacts on fluid distribution and transport not pursued in this paper. To prevent the rearrangement of particles and to ensure uniformity
in the porous media samples, we used the following procedure: Oven-dry media was poured slowly
( 25 cm3 min−1 ) into the experimental cells, which were shaken on a vibration table. Packing under
vibration was shown by Steinberg et al. (2005) to produce the highest packing density in Profile
and Turface. The authors further showed that the presence of porous tubes and protruding sensors
had only minor effects on the density. Vibration was stopped at the approximate fill level. The
remaining porous media was then poured and compacted under tamping before pressing on porous
screens that closed off the substrate chamber. The resulting packing densities are listed in Table 3.2.

3.4.2

Experimental Designs and Procedures

Gravity-Considerations on the Geometrical Cell Designs
Measurements were conducted with two separate experimental cell designs whose differences
were in the container geometry and water supply strategy. The separation was necessary to minimize the vertical extent, and henceforth the hydrostatic vertical water-content distribution, of the
sample in 1g for comparable test conditions to µg. In 1g, the horizontal (i.e., perpendicular to the
gravity field) effective diffusion coefficient is an integral value resulting from stratified diffusion
paths in parallel, where the gravity-induced water content distribution with the wettest stratum at
the bottom and the driest stratum on top, control the diffusion coefficient (i.e., diffusion ’highway’
in the driest stratum). Therefore, the Flat cells (Fig. 3.2a), used for experiments in 1g are rectangular in shape, exhibiting a vertical extent of 1.9 cm with water management and control through a
sintered porous plate at the bottom of the cells. The Round cells (Fig. 3.2b) developed for the experiment in µg are cylindrical (5.08 cm i.d.), with a centered stainless-steel porous tube (0.4 cm o.d.)
allowing axi-symmetrical management and control of water in µg. For both designs, nine cells were
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combined into a unit capable of running independent diffusion and water retention experiments, allowing measurements in triplicate samples of Turface, Profile and Mix. The experiments were fully
automated using the Lada control module on the ISS (Bingham et al., 2002), and required minimal
cosmonaut intervention. For the detailed design and operation of the diffusion cells, we refer the
reader to Jones et al. (2002; 2003a; 2003b); here we give a brief description of the measurement
apparatus and conduction of the experiment.

Oxygen Diffusion and Water Retention Measurements
The experimental cells were sealed dual-chamber diffusion devices, designed following the
theory of Glauz and Rolston (1989). Here we describe the Round cell illustrated in Fig. 3.2b;
the general design and operation, however, applies to the Flat cell as well. The cell consists of
three chambers separated at their interfaces with hydrophobic mesh screens. The center chamber
was filled with the porous medium, while the two outer chambers were gas filled. Prior to the
experiment, the substrate and gas chambers were purged with Nitrogen. The source chamber was
then briefly (60 s at a flow rate of 3 l min−1 ) flushed to reach atmospheric (cabin) conditions (≈20 %
O2 ). After hermetically sealing the cell, oxygen sensors in both gas chambers recorded the temporal
changes in oxygen concentrations as gases diffused through the substrate in response to the O2
concentration gradient. The closed system was then allowed to reach equilibrium. The effective
diffusion coefficient Ds was determined using the observed temporal concentration by means of
a non-linear least squares fit with the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization method to optimize Eq.
[3.5], while adjusting c0 , Ds and k. Fitting was implemented with the ”lsqcurvefit” function in the
Matlab Optimization Toolbox version 3.0.2 (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA).
Effective oxygen diffusivities were determined at eleven fixed sample pore-water volumes (i.e.
water-content steps) in a multi-step in- and out-flow cycle. Bulk water content in the porous media
was controlled and metered via a precision peristaltic pump capable of injecting and removing water
through a stainless-steel porous membrane extending the entire length of the porous-media chamber.
Fixed amounts of water were injected/removed, subject to pressure regulation to prevent bubbling
of the membrane and avoid over-pressurization of the tensiometer. The water regulation was based
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on measurements of a differential pressure-transducer tensiometer in line (i.e., measuring tube pressure) with the porous membrane using the membrane as the interface to the medium. Water contents
were referenced to the residual water content at desaturation of the macropores (θr =0.37 cm3 cm−3 )
established prior to the experiment after initial cosmonaut priming (Fig. 3.3) of the air-dry porous
media and computer-controlled wetting and draining cycle ending at approximately -30 cm of suction. The in-line tensiometers provided measurements of the bulk porous-media suction in-between
pumping events. Another pressure-transducer tensiometer was located at the outside of the cell and
connected to the substrate through a porous cup embedded in the outside wall. Water content in the
porous media was further sensed with a single-probe heat-pulse sensor that was shown to be comparably accurate to dual-heat pulse-probe sensors, using a porous-media specific calibration (Heinse
et al., 2006). However, the remainder of this paper uses metered water volumes as the measure of
volumetric water content because of the higher measurement accuracy.

Control of Microbial Respiration
The use of oxygen as a tracer gas can be a disadvantage where microbial respiration can affect
the estimation of diffusivity by reducing the concentration of oxygen in the porous-media sample,
thus leading to over-prediction of the diffusivity. Jones et al. (2003b) established maximal respiration rates of up to 1 percent per day in Turface with the addition of a sucrose food source. Due to the
short period required to estimate Ds (1 to 100 hours), and because respiration is limited at low diffusivities (i.e., at large characteristic time scales with low concentration gradients), the error is likely
to be insignificant. Schjønning et al. (1999) estimated the potential error for agricultural soils to
be less than 0.5 percent. Microbial respiration, if observable, is perceptible as a decrease in oxygen
concentrations in both the source and sink chamber after an equilibrium concentration is reached. To
limit microbial respiration, porous media samples were autoclaved at 121◦ C at 1.1 atm for 1 h before
oven drying at 105◦ C. Experimental cells were wiped out with isopropyl alcohol (91 vol%). Tubing and porous membranes were flushed with a diluted (10 vol%) all-purpose cleaner solution (Mr.
Clean, Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, OH) and treated with a mix (17:3 by volume) of isopropyl
alcohol (91 vol%) and a wetting agent (5 wt%, TWEEN 20). For the experiments, the introduction
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and growth of microbes with the water was controlled using a 0.2 mg l−1 silver-nitrate biocide used
in the Russian water system on the International Space Station (US National Research Council,
2000). Terrestrial measurements used de-ionized water processed with the silver-nitrate biocide.

3.4.3

Statistical Analysis

Model Fitting
Following Moldrup et al. (2000), three statistical measures were used to evaluate and compare
the predictive gas diffusivity models. To evaluate prediction uncertainty, the root mean square error
of the prediction was used:
RMSE =

1 n 2
∑ ei
n i=1

!1/2
(3.18)

where ei is the residual between estimated and predicted values of Ds at a given air-filled porosity,
and n is the number of observations in the data set. The bias was used to evaluate model over(positive) or under-prediction (negative) of estimated Ds (ε) values:

bias =

1 n 2
∑ ei
n i=1

(3.19)

Analysis of Variance
Analysis of variance was used to comparatively evaluate the effect of gravity and cell design
on oxygen diffusivities and water-retention characteristics using SAS statistical package software
version 9.2 (SAS Inst. Inc., Gary, NC). For this, we singled out the SAPHIR model (Table 3.1)
based on fitting results presented in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 discussed in section 3.6.1. Model fits to the
oxygen diffusion/air-filled porosity observation were conducted using the MIXED Procedure. Prior
to analysis of variance, data were transformed using a Box-Cox procedure (Box and Cox, 1964)
to ensure homoscedasticity and normality of the log-normally distributed residuals ei jkm , where the
subscript m indexes the several observations in the wetting and draining sequences indexed by k
within each combination of system (i.e., Flat, Round and ISS) indexed by i, and medium indexed
by j. The linearized SAPHIR-like model in the analysis of variance followed as:
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log(Ds drv ) = δi jk + ξi jk + ei jkm

(3.20)

with an overall mean term µ and the following defined variables describing the observations and
constants:
Ds drv =

log Ds − log D0
−1
log ε

(3.21)

The mean effects regression coefficients δi jk and ξi jk are decomposed as:

δi jk = µ + αi + β j + γk + (αβ)i j + (αγ)ik + (βγ) jk + (αβγ)i jk

(3.22)

ξi jk = ν + λi + ρ j + τk + (λρ)i j + (λτ)ik + (ρτ) jk + (λρτ)i jk

(3.23)

and

Reverting the linear model back to the original response changes the relationship from additive in
the exponent to multiplicative because of the log-normal distribution as follows:

Ds = D0 εe

δi jk ξi jk (φ−ε)

(3.24)

To conduct the nonlinear regression for the analysis of the water retention observations, we used
the NLMIXED Procedure. Procedure NLMIXED fits nonlinear mixed models by maximizing an
approximation to the likelihood integrated over the random effects using the adaptive Gaussian
quadrature for the integral approximations. We used the dual quasi-Newton algorithm to carry out
the optimization.

3.5

Results
In the following, effective oxygen diffusivities as a function of air-filled porosities obtained in

the three experimental systems (Flat 1g, Round 1g and ISS µg) for each of the three media (Turface,
Profile and Mix) and opposing processes (wetting and draining) are compared. In the discussion,
we detail on the performance of predictive models for the aggregated porous media and use them to
statistically compare 1g to µg observations. In addition, we elaborate on the obtained water retention
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characteristics at 1g and µg and discuss differences in the water distributions.
Average values for the porous-media packing densities and macropore porosities are given in
Table 3.3. Reported porosities are reflections of an assumed microporosity of 0.37 cm3 cm−3 . While
Round and ISS packing densities in the identical experimental cells agree well, packing densities
in the Flat cells are slightly higher for Turface and lower for Profile and Mix, where packings of
Turface in the Flat cell show the highest variability.

3.5.1

Terrestrial Estimates of Ds (ε)

Fig. 3.4(a–f) shows obtained effective oxygen diffusivities in the Flat and Round cells at 1g
as a function of air-filled porosities. Diffusivities were estimated by fitting Eq. [3.5] with air-filled
porosities obtained from bulk water volumes representing average air-filled porosities. Porosities of
the media were estimated based on the mass of the packed media with the given particle density and
cell volumes. The diffusivity in the air phase D0 was taken as 11.4 cm2 min−1 . Input parameters
for the cell geometries were taken from Jones et al. (2003b). Note that the two data sets (Flat and
Round cell measurements) were obtained under different boundary conditions (i.e., cell geometry
and water supply).
The diffusivity data in all media and systems suggest a near-linear increase in oxygen diffusivities with air-filled porosity. As expected, wetting diffusivities were higher at a given air-filled
porosity compared to draining conditions. However, this hysteretic behavior was not very pronounced with exception of diffusivities in Profile obtained in the Flat cell. Here the draining diffusivities at intermediate air-filled porosities deviated visually from the wetting diffusivities. This
behavior was not observed for the same medium in the Round cell. At a given air-filled porosity, the larger particle-sized Turface showed the highest diffusivity compared to Profile and Mix,
which showed comparable diffusivities. While observations in Mix reached diffusivities close to
zero at the lowest observed air-filled porosities (≈0.08 m3 cm−3 ), quasi-zero diffusivities were also
attained for Profile in the Round cell, but not in the Flat cell. Observations in Turface for both the
Flat and Round cells did not reach zero diffusivities at the lowest air-filled porosities, but retained a
diffusivity of about 0.5 cm2 min−1 .
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Microgravity Estimates of Ds (ε)

3.5.2

Fig. 3.4(g–i) shows obtained effective oxygen diffusivities on the ISS at µg as a function of
air-filled porosities. For the measurements in microgravity, an incomplete data-set was collected
due to premature termination of the experimen. This premature end of the experiment prevented us
from collecting a complete data set where the missing measurements at steps 10 and 11 represent
the dry end of the draining cycle. The complete experiment was also scheduled to repeat itself, but
mechanical failure prevented this.
Wetting effective diffusivities at µg are visually in good agreement with data obtained at 1g.
Draining data for Turface also appear to agree well with the 1g observations. The profound difference between the gravity regimes, however, is found for draining data in Profile, and to some extent
in Mix, where a deviation is noted from the 1g observations in the draining cycle. With increasing
air-filled porosities, diffusivities are increasing at a much slower rate than at 1g, suggesting that the
air-filled connectivity in the draining process at equal air-filled porosities is reduced compared to
1g. This enhanced hysteresis in the diffusivity-air-filled porosity behavior is fundamentally different
from the observations at 1g that exhibited less hysteretic behavior.

Model Comparison and Parameter Estimation for Ds (ε)

3.5.3

To aid in comparing the diffusivities in the different media, systems and processes, we evaluated the Ds (ε) models listed in Table 3.1. For the model fitting, the diffusivities at the lowest
air-filled porosity (i.e., at the turn-around in the draining wetting cycle) were classified as both
draining and wetting. In fitting, we explicitly assumed that the macro-pore porosity (φm = φ − 0.37)
equals the total porosity. This assumption reflects the hypothesis that the micropore region remains
saturated under the exerted matric potentials, and that the diffusive transport of oxygen in the airphase occurs exclusively in the macro-pore region. Table 3.3 and 3.4 list fitted model parameters
and goodness-of-fit measures for the models given in Table 3.1 that were tested against the draining
and wetting data. In Fig. 3.5 we show a scatter-plot comparison of estimated and predicted values
for Ds .
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Statistical Analysis of Ds (ε)

3.5.4

We used the log-transformed SAPHIR model (Eq. [3.24]) for the statistical analysis. Because
this transformed model differs from the original SAPHIR model (Table 3.1), estimates of δs and
ξs obtained using log transformation do not compare to direct fitting of models. However, the
transformed model parameters quantify the differences between media, system and mode, albeit
losing their physical meaning. Comparisons involving the parameter ξs were conducted under the
assumption that δs = 0 (i.e., when φ = ε).
A selection of comparative statistics using the difference in estimated parameters for Flat (i.e.,
at 1g) and ISS (i.e., at µg) treatments, as well as draining and wetting, are given in Table 3.5. For
the parameter δs , draining parameter estimates in the Flat cell were significantly different from
draining parameter estimates in µg for all media. For wetting conditions, parameter estimates were
not significantly different. For the parameter ξs , draining parameter estimates were different for Mix
and Profile, but not for Turface. Wetting parameter estimates were significantly different between
the Flat cell and µg for Mix, but not for Profile and Turface. Evaluating hysteresis in the draining
and wetting modes for the media comparing parameter estimates from the Flat cell (i.e., at 1g), no
significant difference was noted for parameters δs and ξs . At µg, parameter estimates for draining
and wetting were significantly different for δs and ξs considering Mix and Profile, but were not
significantly different for Turface.

3.5.5

Parameter Estimates of Porous-Media Water Retention
Water retention characteristic data obtained at 1g in the Flat and Round cells and at µg on the

ISS are depicted in Fig. 3.6. Also shown are the fitted primary draining and wetting water retention
curves to the observations using Eq. [3.17]. Fitting parameters α and n and goodness-of-fit measures
are reported in Table 3.6. As with the diffusivity observations, the experimental malfunctions on the
ISS prevented the collection of a complete data set, with two draining water content steps at the dry
end missing.
Observations at 1g were self-consistent with some differences between the Flat and Round
systems, likely due to the differing vertical extent of the experimental cells. At µg, we intermittently
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experienced higher levels of noise in the potential readings compared to 1g, possibly due to a noisier
power source. To retrieve consistent matric potential data, we filtered the individual matric-potential
time series and averaged over reduced-noise time-windows at equilibrium conditions. Nevertheless,
draining data in the individual cells (i.e., individual observations of potentials at a given water
content) for Profile and Mix at µg were not self-consistent like they were at 1g, but appeared to
deviate increasingly with decreasing water content.
To facilitate model fitting, the residual water content θr was kept invariant at 0.37 cm3 cm−3 .
Since experimental limitations forced the avoidance of saturated water contents, we further assumed
a saturated water content θs of 0.7 cm3 cm−3 for all systems, media and processes. In doing so,
we effectively assumed some degree of air-entrapment, but ignored the process dependence of this
entrapment (i.e., higher entrapment for wetting than draining) and further ignored the gravity dependence of entrapment. We did this because the measured data did not allow a substantiated analysis
of air-entrapment because of the lack of data near saturation. In addition, owing to the malfunctions
and the resulting lack of data at the dry end, we added the wetting data at θ=0.37 cm3 cm−3 for
h < −25 cm (i.e., at the asymptote) to help constrain the fit to the draining model.

3.5.6

Statistical Analysis of Porous-Media Water Retention
A selection of comparative statistics using the difference in estimated parameters for Flat cell

and ISS, as well as draining and wetting, are given in Table 3.7. For the parameter α, estimates were
significantly different for Mix under both wetting and draining conditions, but were not significantly
different for Profile and Turface, with exception for Turface wetting conditions comparing Flat cell
and µg estimates. For the parameter n, estimates for draining conditions were significantly different for Mix and Profile, but not for Turface. Under wetting conditions, no significant difference
was noted for Mix and Profile. Turface estimates were significantly different for wetting conditions comparing Flat cell and µg. Evaluating hysteresis in the draining and wetting modes for the
media comparing parameter estimates from the Flat cell, significant differences were noted for α
parameters. For n parameters, no significant differences were noted for Mix and Profile. Parameter
estimates of n for Turface were significantly different, comparing draining and wetting at 1g in the
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Flat cell. At µg, no significant difference was noted for estimates of the parameter α for Mix and
Profile, but not for Turface. For the parameter n, significant differences were noted for all media.

3.6

Discussion

3.6.1

Analysis of Predictive Models for Ds (ε)

In the following, models listed in Table 3.1 describing the effective oxygen diffusivities obtained in the Flat and Round cells at 1g as a function of air-filled porosities shown in Fig. 3.4 with
fitting parameters listed in Table 3.3 are evaluated as to their ability to describe the observations.
In Fig. 3.5 we show scatter plot comparisons of the predicted and observed data considering individual model parameter fits for the systems, media and processes in order to facilitate the statistical
evaluation of reduced gravity effects based on predicted Ds (ε).

Single Parameter Models
The Penman model, which was not fitted to the observations, was included for visual comparison purposes. The model was developed for dry media and assumes a linear variation of diffusivity
with ε, as suggested by Buckingham (1904), using a constant tortuosity factor τe f f of 0.66. It is not
surprising then that the model greatly overestimated the observations for all treatments, and because
of its linear nature, failed to capture the curvilinear shape of the observations. The Penman model
did particularly poor for Mix and Profile, but did better in capturing the more linearly behaved
Turface, especially for wetting conditions. Nevertheless, not needing a calibration (i.e., fitting), the
Penman model did nevertheless well in predicting the diffusivities at the highest air-filled porosities,
again capturing Turface well, but somewhat over-predicting Mix and Profile.
The PMQ model, extending the Penman model for partially saturated conditions and repacked
soils, largely over-predicted diffusivities at ε = φ, and tended to over-predict the observations at
high air-filled porosities, while under-predicting the observations at low air-filled porosities. Nevertheless, the PMQ model provided reasonable estimates for Mix and Profile, but significantly underpredicted observations in Turface at low air-filled porosities.
The TPM did not provide a good fit to the data, generally under-predicting the observations at
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high air-filled porosities and in part over-predicting the observations at low air-filled porosities. Part
of the problem stems from the fact that we took the model literally; assuming that the φ2 term does
Ds
at ε = φ. We fully expect the TPM to perform better if φ2 were treated as a fitting
indeed describe
D0
parameter or if measured observations were used for this condition as suggested by Moldrup et al.
(2004). For the scope of our work, neither option was attractive, as each would have introduced
additional variability.
The WLR model was the best fitting single parameter model. Turface under draining conditions
was best described using a δ of 2.37, while under wetting conditions, δ=2.26 and δ=2.33 for the Flat
and Round cells, respectively, were best. Profile and Mix were best described using an averaged
exponent δ of 2.65 and 2.54 for wetting and draining, respectively. Due to its curvilinear format, the
WLR model captured the observations of Mix and Profile very well with little bias, but generally
underpredicted observations in Turface, particularly at low air-filled porosities, due to its non-linear
shape.

Dual Parameter Models
With exception of the WLR model, the dual parameter models MQ, SAPHIR and Troeh generally described the observations better than the single parameter models, due to their greater flexibility in fitting the observations.
The Troeh model showed good agreement to the Turface observations, exhibiting little bias.
Predictions in Mix and Profile, however, were slightly over-predicting the observations at low airfilled porosities, and under-predicting at high air-filled porosities. For the aggregated media, the
second fitting parameter was found to be close to zero, suggesting that there was little impact of
inactive air-filled pore space on the diffusion. With the second fitting parameter close to zero, the
model may then be simplified to the form of Ds = Da εδ . This simplification effectively reduces
the Troeh model to the models suggested by Marshall (1959) and Millington (1959) for completely
dry soil, with the exception that the fitted exponent for the particulate porous media exceeded the
suggested values of 4/3 and 3/2, with exception of Turface at draining, which seemed to be well
described by a δ of 1.56. Surprisingly, the Troeh model implied little difference in the wetting ob-
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servations among the media and systems. For the draining observations, the model further suggested
that Turface may be described with an average δ of 1.56, while Profile and Mix may be described
by an average δ=1.82, regardless of system highlighting the models relative insensitivity. For purposes of evaluating differences, the Troeh model seemed at a disadvantage, however, the good fit
and stability (as the positive side of insensitivity) may lend the model suitability for conservative
estimates in future modeling efforts.
The MQ model and the SAPHIR model provided the visually most appealing and almost identical fits to the observations. The SAPHIR model had slightly (statistically insignificant) lower
RMS errors compared to the MQ model. Both models were able to capture the general shape of
the observations in all media well, while showing little bias at low air-filled porosities, slightly
under-predicting diffusivities.
The MQ model resolved differences in the observations related to media, system and process,
with the values of the wetting parameter sets being lower compared to the draining parameters.
For the observations under draining conditions, Mix parameter sets were in reasonable agreement
with standard parameter sets suggested by Millington and Quirk (1961). The authors suggested
10
and ξ=2. In a later paper, Sallam et al. (1984) suggested a slightly reduced
the use of δ =
3
parameter δ of 3.1, placing values found in this study of δ=3.03 for the Flat cells and δ=3.85 for
the Round cells close to the standard values. However, the Flat cell parameter ξ for Mix was found
2
to be closer to the ξ = suggested by Millington and Quirk (1960). While Mix with the wider
3
particle-size distribution compared to Profile and Turface compared well to the standard parameters
in the above studies, Turface and Profile were not well described by these parameter sets at draining
conditions with an even wider discrepancy at wetting conditions. Turface parameter sets suggested
less curvature in the observations compared to Profile and Mix, with much smaller values for ξ
ranging from 0 for wetting conditions to 0.15 and 0.3 for draining conditions. Similarly to the
Troeh model, ξ values close to zero suggested that Turface may be well described by a simplified
relationship according to Ds = Da εδ . In contrast to the Troeh model, however, Profile and Mix
parameters for ξ showed divergent behavior between wetting and draining conditions, ranging from
0.85 to 2.4 for draining, and 0.31 to 0.86 for wetting conditions, with Mix showing the higher ξ
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parameter values. Considering differences in Flat and Round cell model fits showed a general trend
of lower parameters of and for the Flat cell. For example, Turface observations under draining
conditions in the Flat cell were described with δ=1.63 and ξ=0.15, compared to δ=1.78 and ξ=0 in
the Round cell. For wetting conditions, δ=1.41 and ξ=1.47 were found to describe the observations
in the Flat and Round cell, respectively. Profile and Mix parameter sets showed similar behaviors.
The SAPHIR model appeared to best describe the observations in the Flat and Round cells.
Turface parameter sets varied from the Profile and Mix parameter sets, with distinct differences in
draining and wetting, as well as differences in the Flat and Round cell treatments. Mix observations in the Flat cell at draining conditions were well described using a parameter set of δ=0.62 and
ξ=3.29 close to the one suggested by Thorbjørn et al. (2008). In their paper, the authors suggested
that a δ=0.6 and ξ=3 comprised a good average parameter set to predict diffusivities in unstructured
particulate porous media. For our observations at wetting conditions, however, a different parameter set of δ=0.61 and ξ=1 was found to describe the data. The reduction in the parameter ξ, also
termed the water-blockage factor, to unity suggests that the reduction in diffusivities with air-filled
porosity is primarily a function of the reduction in cross sectional area with increasing water content
for wetting conditions, whereas, for draining conditions tortuosity increases non-linearly. For both
wetting and draining conditions, the parameter δ, also termed the particle shape factor, is comparable. Because the particle shape factor describes the reduction in diffusivity due to the arrangement
of the dry solids alone, there should not be a process-dependent change, giving us great confidence
in the model’s ability to separate effects in draining and wetting behavior under different gravity
regimes. For the Turface observations in the Flat cell, δ varied between 0.49 and 0.41 for draining and wetting, respectively. The reduction in δ compared to Profile and Mix is consistent with
Thorbjørn et al. (2008), where the authors suggested a lower δ for larger particle size media. For
the water blockage factor ξ, we noted values of 0.24 and 0 for Turface under draining and wetting conditions, respectively, suggesting a lower water-induced disconnectivity in the larger particle
sized media compared to the smaller particle sized Profile and Mix. This contradictory finding to
Thorbjørn et al. (2008) implies reduced tortuosity when compared to Profile and Mix. The Round
cell estimates showed similar behavior, but with increased ξ of 5.63 and 2.04 for wetting and drain-
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ing respectively in Mix. Turface estimates were 0.61 and 0 for wetting and draining. The increased
ξ for the Round cell estimates in Mix indicate that for any given air-filled porosity, diffusivities in
the Round cell were lower compared to the Flat cell; perhaps caused by the different distribution of
the water phase with an increased apparent water content (φ − ε in Table 3.1, SAPHIR) compared
to the Flat cell. This apparent reduction in diffusivities may be partially attributed to the expected
hydrostatic vertical distribution of water in the test cells, where the taller Round cell likely exhibits
an increased gradient in water content with a region of below average water contents towards the
top of the sample, and a region of above average water contents at the bottom that determine the
lower apparent diffusivity.

3.6.2

Apparent Diffusivities under Hydrostatic Water Distributions at 1g
Because of the non-uniform distribution of water in a sample of height L at terrestrial gravity,

the measured apparent (or mean) observations of diffusivity and air-filled porosity may not represent
the true behavior of the diffusivity in a hydraulically homogenous sample. For horizontal diffusion
(i.e., perpendicular to the gravity field), the expected apparent diffusivity of the 1g sample is the
integral of the diffusivities determined by the equilibrium air-filled porosity distribution over the
vertical extent of the sample divided by the height of the column:
1
Ds (ε) =
L

Z hub

Ds (ε)dh

(3.25)

hlb

where hlb and hub indicate the lower and upper boundary hydraulic potentials. Fig. 3.7 compares
observations of diffusivities considering horizontal diffusion at a point with modeled data in the Flat
and Round cell samples with vertical extents of 2 and 5 cm, respectively. With increasing sample
height, the error resulting from the mean observations Ds (ε) compared to the diffusivities at a given
homogenous air-filled porosity Ds (ε) increases, and is, as a fraction, most important at low air-filled
porosities where the magnitude of the diffusivity is lowest.

3.6.3

Apparent Effects on Effective Diffusivities at µg
With 1g differences in the gravity induced water distribution in the Flat and Round cells being
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perceptible in the model predictions, we opted to use the Flat cell estimates for means of comparison with µg results using the SAPHIR model (Table 3.1) fitted parameter estimates. Inferences
about gravity-induced differences were made based on statistical conclusions using the SAPHIRlike model (Eq. [3.24]), herein indexed with s.
For wetting conditions, no significant differences were noted for all media comparing δs and ξs
in the SAPHIR-like model, with the exception of Mix, where the parameter ξs differed significantly
from the Flat cell estimate. The parameter ξs differed further comparing the Round cell estimate
with µg (P < 0001). Comparing the model fitting estimates, Mix parameters for the particle shape
factor δ in µg matched the Flat cell estimates at 1g, suggesting that minimum and maximum diffusivities at corresponding air-filled porosities were unaffected by µg. Estimates for ξ, however, were
reduced to 0.25 compared to the terrestrial estimates of 1.01. This reduction is in concert with the
reduction seen between the 5 and 2 cm tall samples at terrestrial gravity, making it likely that the
vertical extent of the 2 cm tall Flat cell in 1g resulted in lower apparent diffusivities compared to
the more homogenous distribution of water in the sample at µg.
The Turface estimate for δ at wetting was higher at 0.52 compared to the estimate of 0.41 at
1g, suggesting a slight, but insignificant reduction in maximum diffusivity at the highest air-filled
porosity. As a note, the estimate for δ in the Round cell was 0.47. Because the particle shape factor
ξ is less of a function of water distribution, but particle arrangement, the packing density affects
the diffusivity in the dry media. Looking back to Table 3.2, packing densities for Turface were
lowest for the ISS treatment with the highest density for the Flat and intermediate density for the
Round treatment, respectively. With δ unchanged between the Flat, Round and ISS treatments, the
change in ξ may then be partially attributed to the packing density differences and is likely not a
manifestation of a gravity impact.
Comparing wetting and draining conditions, no significant differences in δs and ξs were noted
for Mix and Profile comparing Flat cell wetting and draining estimates. In contrast, significant differences were noted comparing wetting and draining estimates in µg. This fundamentally different
hysteresis behavior is attributed to a significantly different draining response in these media in µg.
Comparing the model fitting estimates for the Flat cell, the particle shape factor δ remained largely
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unchanged between the wetting and draining sequence, with a notable, but insignificant, increase
in the water-blockage factor ξ under draining conditions. In µg, the particle shape factor δ differed
significantly between the wetting and draining sequences, where for Mix and Profile δ more than
doubled and ξ remained largely unchanged at values close to zero. No significant difference in the
hysteretic behavior was noted for the larger particle-sized Turface.
For Turface under draining conditions, a significant difference was noted for δs , but not for ξs
corresponding with the observed difference in the particle shape factor δ that showed an increase
in µg compared to 1g estimates. Consideration of the shortened data set for draining conditions
discussed above, one may be inclined to attribute the difference to the greater variability in the
reduced data set with missing observations at high air-filled porosities. Considering the draining
estimates for Mix and Profile, however, corroborated the divergent behavior in the draining process
at µg compared to 1g where estimates of δs and ξs suggested a significant difference. Estimates of
δ doubled for Mix and tripled for Profile, suggestive of the observed reduction in diffusivities with
increased air-filled porosities that indicate a greater resistance to the diffusive transport. Because
the water-blockage factor ξ is reduced to zero in µg, the increase in δ signifies an apparent change
in the pore geometry, with a significant increase in apparent tortuosity. This increase in apparent
tortuosity manifests itself as a perceived shift in the air-percolation threshold to higher air-filled
porosities in µg. One may theorize that during wetting, small pores fill first and generate a more
organized re-filling of pores compared to draining conditions. In the draining cycle, at a given water
content, water will tend to be localized in larger pores with narrow necks. This will have less of an
effect on air-filled pore connectivity than the more disperse distribution that will occur at the same
water content during wetting. This dispersed distribution, however, is likely to occlude arterial
pores important for maintaining high rates of gas diffusion, and is likely to explain reductions in
diffusivity for the draining process at 1g. The enhanced reduction observed in µg, however, may be
partially explained by an artifact of the experimental system (Fig. 3.8) that was not observed at 1g.
During draining, air percolates when the bubbling pressure threshold is surpassed. With the
reduction of water-filled pore space indicated by the decreasing average water content in the draining
sequence, air-filled porosity must increase. This increase, however, may not be uniform, but may
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be concentrated in pores near the pervious sides of the experimental cells (i.e., the porous screens
in Fig. 3.2b), leaving a cluster of water-filled pores in the center of the sample. Because of the
speculated asymmetry of air-entry and water drainage, water filled pores which are not connected
to air-filled clusters will remain water filled. As a consequence, no continuous air-filled pathway
traversing the sample is established until a second threshold water content is reached when air-filled
pore space has advanced to the center of the sample, allowing water in large pores to drain with
incoming air. The existing air-filled porosity which previously did not contribute to the horizontal
diffusion would then allow for rapid increases in diffusivity as the restriction subsides.

3.6.4

Apparent Effects on Water-Retention Characteristics at µg
The water-retention observations highlight some of the differences attributed to the hydrostatic

water-content distributions. Using average water contents in the derivation of the water retention
data, while using a quasi-point measurement for the matric potential, appears to distort parts of
the retention behavior due to the neglect of changes in water content and hydraulic potential with
elevation at terrestrial gravity. While matric potentials are expected to be more uniform throughout
the sample with the lack of a gravitational potential, the water-content distribution may still be
nonuniform.
Considering the wetting process, no significant differences were noted for the parameter n describing the pore-size distribution with exception of Turface. For Turface, n increased significantly.
We attribute the difference to the averaging of water contents over the height of the sample in 1g
that tends to smooth the apparent water-retention characteristic displaying a signature indicative of
a wider pore-size distribution media (i.e., smaller n). Additionally, a shift in the air-entry value,
related to the inverse of α, is attributable to the smoothing which is more perceptible for the larger
particle-sized Turface. The smaller particle-sized media Profile and Mix have air-entry values comparable or greater than the vertical extents of the experimental cells in 1g, with a relatively smaller
impact of the averaging on the water-retention characteristics. For Profile and Mix inconsistent
conclusions have to be drawn as to the change in air-entry values at wetting comparing 1g and µg.
The parameter α in Profile was shown to be significantly different in µg, but α for Mix was not
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significantly different. Given that estimates for α varied significantly between the Flat and Round
cell estimates, definitive conclusions cannot be drawn based on the available observations without
further verification. For draining conditions, no significant differences were noted for estimates of
α in the three media, with significant differences in the estimates for the parameter n for Mix and
Profile. Turface estimates of n in µg were not significantly different from 1g.
Like for the diffusivity observations, water-retention observations under draining conditions
were limited by an incomplete dataset. For the water-retention observations, particularly for the
observations in Mix and Profile, inconsistent observations of matric potentials with increasing variation at decreasing water contents characterize the response. We speculate that the perceived inconsistency may be attributable to the discussed nonuniformity in the water-content distribution
hypothesized for the draining process. This would result in spatially variable matric potentials necessarily bounded by the primary draining and wetting water-retention characteristic for pore-clusters
showing water contents in contrast to neighboring clusters. With the given uncertainty in the waterretention response for draining conditions, no definitive conclusions on effects of microgravity can
be drawn.

3.7

Conclusions
We presented oxygen diffusivity and matric potential measurements as a function of water

content in variably-saturated aggregated porous media. Both wetting and draining processes were
considered in both flattened rectangular and cylindrical experimental systems (diffusion cells) with
differing vertical extents. We evaluated several fitted models describing the oxygen diffusivity/airfilled porosity characteristic and concluded that the SAPHIR model by Thorbjørn et al. (2008) best
described our observations in the relatively coarse porous media compared to other models tested.
Using the fitted SAPHIR model, we compared measurements conducted aboard the International
Space Station in microgravity with earth-based measurements. For the oxygen diffusivity/air-filled
porosity fitted parameters, no significant differences in the draining response were noted in µg.
Observed significant differences in the draining response characterized by a higher air-percolation
threshold and increased apparent tortuosity in Profile and Mix resulted in a significant difference
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between the wetting and draining parameters not observed in 1g. While this reduction in diffusivity
may explain signs of root-zone hypoxia from previous µg plant-growth experiments, the outcome is
fundamentally different from measurements in 1g, and therefore, we offered a possible explanation
based on the porous medium container geometry. This anomaly was not observed in 1g and is likely
enhanced by microgravity, where in the draining sequence the air-entry takes place at the two gas
chamber interfaces. We hypothesized this could create an asymmetrical distribution of water contents impeding diffusive transport between source and sink, where the effect was greater for smaller
particle size. While results do not suggest a centrally different response in diffusivities at µg, they
nevertheless highlight perceived changes in the configuration of water that affect the signature of
observed volume-averaged effective diffusivities. With water-retention characteristics that, given
the level of confidence, appear to be similar in µg, controlling water in porous substrates based on
matric potentials (i.e., supply membrane suction) to ensure adequate aeration nevertheless suggests
the need for adjustments in µg, because of the hydrostatic distribution of water in 1g that will generally allow for higher horizontal diffusivities compared to the more disperse distribution in µg. Our
results further suggested that the distribution of water in µg may be nonuniform, with the possible creation of clusters of relatively more water-induced tortuous pathways, pointing to the need to
more carefully study the impact of supply locations on resource fluxes in porous-media root zones.
Because the signatures of measured oxygen diffusive transport and water retention characteristics
do not allow for a unique reconstruction of the distribution of water in the sample, we suggest the
need for further experimental study confirming key aspects of the speculated impacts of µg. Such
studies might include approaches to measure spatial and temporal water content distribution, both
with and without plants, in order to determine the extent of heterogeneity in microgravity porous
media.
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Table 3.1: Summary of commonly used relationships between relative effective diffusivity Ds /D0
and air-filled porosity ε for partially saturated porous media. For the ease of notation, δ and ξ are
being used to describe the first and, if applicable, second fitting parameter. φ denotes the total or
macropore porosity.
Ds
=
D0

Source
Penman (1940)
Moldrup et al. (1997)
Moldrup et al. (2004)
Moldrup et al. (2004)
Millington and Quirk (1960, 1961)
Thorbjørn et al. (2008)
Troeh et al. (1982)

Notation

0.66ε
  12−δ
ε 3
0.66ε
φ
 δ
ε
φ2
φ
 
ε
εδ
φ
εδ
φξ

Penman

ε1+δ+ξ(φ−ε)


ε−ξ δ
1−ξ

SAPHIR

PMQ
TPM
WLR
MQ

Troeh

Table 3.2: Average packing densities ρb and macropore porosities φmacro (assuming a micropore
porosity of 0.37 cm3 cm−3 ) for triplicate measurements in the Flat, Round and ISS treatments. The
standard deviations (SD) for these properties are also given.
System

Flat

Round

ISS

Media
Turface
Profile
Mix
Turface
Profile
Mix
Turface
Profile
Mix

ρ¯b
SDρb
–g cm3 –
0.682 0.029
0.683 0.012
0.699 0.006
0.665 0.003
0.704 0.001
0.716 0.013
0.652 0.005
0.705 0.002
0.713 0.008

φmacro SDφmacro
–cm3 cm−3 –
0.357
0.011
0.357
0.005
0.351
0.003
0.364
0.001
0.348
0.001
0.343
0.005
0.369
0.002
0.348
0.001
0.345
0.003

Round cell

System
Flat cell

Profile

Mix

Turface

Profile

Mix

Media
Turface

Model
Penman
PMQ
TMP
WLR
MQ
SAPHIR
Troeh
Penman
PMQ
TMP
WLR
MQ
SAPHIR
Troeh
Penman
PMQ
TMP
WLR
MQ
SAPHIR
Troeh
Penman
PMQ
TMP
WLR
MQ
SAPHIR
Troeh
Penman
PMQ
TMP
WLR
MQ
SAPHIR
Troeh
Penman
PMQ
TMP
WLR
MQ
SAPHIR
Troeh

Draining
δ 95 % CI
ub
δ
lb
2.00
1.45
-1.28
4.19
0.67
0.32
1.02
2.43
2.37
2.32
1.63
1.43
1.82
0.49
0.44
0.54
1.78
1.59
1.40
2.00
0.00
-3.83
3.83
1.86
1.29
2.42
2.67
2.62
2.72
3.03
2.56
3.51
0.63
0.56
0.71
1.82
1.42
2.22
2.00
0.00
-3.33
3.33
1.43
1.07
1.79
2.61
2.57
2.65
2.41
2.13
2.70
0.65
0.59
0.71
1.76
1.51
2.00
2.00
0.39
-1.85
2.63
0.79
0.44
1.13
2.37
2.32
2.42
1.78
1.52
2.03
0.49
0.42
0.55
1.54
1.33
1.74
2.00
0.00
-2.56
2.56
1.97
1.35
2.58
2.64
2.59
2.70
3.85
3.36
4.34
0.48
0.41
0.55
1.83
1.37
2.28
2.00
0.00
-1.76
1.76
1.61
1.37
1.86
2.64
2.61
2.67
2.52
2.21
2.83
0.69
0.62
0.76
1.84
1.61
2.07
0.85
1.87
0.00

2.39
5.63
0.00

0.30
0.61
0.00

0.77
1.69
0.00

1.41
3.29
0.00

0.15
0.24
0.03

ξ

0.48
1.04
-0.06

1.84
4.32
-0.11

-0.01
-0.07
-0.06

0.45
0.92
-0.07

0.88
2.02
-0.10

-0.08
-0.27
-0.03

1.23
2.70
0.06

2.94
6.94
0.11

0.61
1.28
0.06

1.10
2.45
0.07

1.93
4.55
0.10

0.37
0.75
0.09

ξ 95 % CI
lb
ub

Statistics
RMSE
bias
0.466
0.394
0.717
0.100
0.543 -0.266
0.272 -0.129
0.190 -0.031
0.192 -0.027
0.191 -0.006
0.932
0.884
0.814
0.462
0.322 -0.108
0.180
0.001
0.174 -0.020
0.176 -0.022
0.256
0.042
0.822
0.779
0.747
0.313
0.297 -0.114
0.145 -0.055
0.142 -0.039
0.147 -0.040
0.183
0.007
0.537
0.470
0.558 -0.037
0.499 -0.208
0.254 -0.087
0.211 -0.021
0.213 -0.020
0.222
0.002
0.943
0.897
0.571
0.377
0.329 -0.075
0.181
0.047
0.126
0.000
0.125 -0.003
0.279
0.070
0.902
0.882
0.439
0.229
0.176 -0.025
0.096 -0.005
0.096
0.000
0.095 -0.001
0.128
0.028

Wetting
δ 95 % CI
δ
lb
ub
2.00
4.63
3.05 6.20
0.43
0.14 0.73
2.26
2.20 2.33
1.41
1.30 1.52
0.41
0.38 0.45
1.62
1.50 1.73
2.00
0.00
-3.80
3.80
1.25
0.83 1.68
2.55
2.49 2.60
2.05
1.74 2.36
0.61
0.55 0.68
1.68
1.43 1.93
2.00
1.53
-1.47
4.52
0.80
0.52 1.09
2.44
2.38 2.50
1.57
1.47 1.66
0.57
0.54 0.59
1.63
1.54 1.72
2.00
3.48
1.39 5.58
0.59
0.28 0.89
2.33
2.26 2.40
1.47
1.30 1.64
0.47
0.42 0.52
1.61
1.42 1.80
2.00
0.00
-3.16
3.16
1.35
0.85 1.85
2.55
2.52 2.58
2.42
2.16 2.69
0.57
0.52 0.61
1.69
1.46 1.92
2.00
0.00
-2.87
2.87
1.14
0.81 1.48
2.51
2.47 2.56
1.92
1.71 2.14
0.62
0.56 0.67
1.67
1.50 1.84
0.31
0.70
0.00

0.86
2.04
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.04

0.00
0.00
0.02

0.44
1.01
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.07

ξ

0.06
0.12
-0.05

0.56
1.35
-0.06

-0.21
-0.46
-0.02

-0.12
-0.26
-0.01

0.08
0.20
-0.07

-0.14
-0.30
0.03

0.57
1.28
0.05

1.16
2.73
0.06

0.21
0.46
0.10

0.12
0.26
0.05

0.79
1.82
0.07

0.14
0.30
0.11

ξ % CI
lb
ub

Statistics
RMSE
bias
0.255
0.220
0.658
0.153
0.557
-0.289
0.367
-0.168
0.128
-0.025
0.128
-0.025
0.099
-0.001
0.741
0.707
0.806
0.295
0.379
-0.143
0.215
-0.040
0.190
0.004
0.189
0.003
0.210
0.031
0.512
0.502
0.789
0.171
0.391
-0.188
0.271
-0.118
0.088
-0.007
0.088
-0.007
0.085
0.001
0.382
0.335
0.743
0.164
0.524
-0.259
0.369
-0.146
0.186
-0.016
0.186
-0.016
0.179
0.001
0.756
0.732
0.705
0.364
0.380
-0.145
0.127
0.007
0.125
0.014
0.122
0.012
0.194
0.053
0.697
0.681
0.652
0.178
0.324
-0.112
0.176
-0.042
0.133
0.008
0.133
0.008
0.146
0.027

Table 3.3: Fitted gas diffusivity model parameters for the Flat and Round cell observations at 1g. For the model descriptions compare Table
3.3.1. The lower and upper bounds (lb and ub, respectively) of the 95 percent confidence interval for the estimated parameters are given in
addition to the models RMSE and bias.
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System
ISS

Profile

Mix

Media
Turface

Model
Penman
PMQ
TMP
WLR
MQ
SAPHIR
Troeh
Penman
PMQ
TMP
WLR
MQ
SAPHIR
Troeh
Penman
PMQ
TMP
WLR
MQ
SAPHIR
Troeh

Draining
δ 95 % CI
δ
lb
ub
2.00
3.25
1.74
4.76
0.97
0.80
1.13
2.30
2.19
2.42
1.62
1.08
2.15
0.62
0.37
0.87
2.17
1.39
2.94
2.00
0.00
-2.62
2.62
2.71
2.07
3.34
2.95
2.73
3.16
2.23
0.47
3.99
1.23
0.51
1.96
3.77
-0.69
8.23
2.00
0.00
-5.18
5.18
5.00
3.41
6.59
3.57
3.19
3.96
2.83
-1.16
6.82
1.83
0.33
3.34
2119
-2·107
2·107
0.00
0.00
382

0.00
0.00
0.31

0.00
0.00
0.15

ξ

-5.66
-11.6
-4·105

-2.55
-5.22
-0.61

-0.80
-1.56
-0.06

5.66
11.58
4·105

2.55
5.22
1.22

0.80
1.56
0.36

ξ 95 % CI
lb
ub

Statistics
RMSE
bias
0.604
0.571
0.289 -0.101
0.130 -0.011
0.218 -0.090
0.141 -0.030
0.141 -0.030
0.110 -0.001
0.998
0.929
0.258
0.073
0.125 -0.033
0.128 -0.048
0.117 -0.029
0.117 -0.029
0.105 -0.002
1.166
1.086
0.388
0.216
0.080 -0.044
0.070 -0.039
0.063 -0.030
0.063 -0.030
0.037
-0.001

Wetting
δ 95 % CI
δ
lb
ub
2.00
3.34
-0.27
6.94
0.65
0.30 1.00
2.40
2.29 2.52
1.52
1.30 1.74
0.52
0.46 0.59
1.88
1.62 2.13
2.00
0.36
-4.95
5.68
1.04
0.59 1.49
2.50
2.43 2.56
1.72
1.56 1.87
0.60
0.56 0.64
1.62
1.50 1.74
2.00
0.00
-7.63
7.63
1.19
0.76 1.63
2.59
2.48 2.70
1.71
1.45 1.97
0.71
0.64 0.78
1.71
1.48 1.94
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.12
0.25
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.11

ξ

-0.31
-0.71
-0.06

-0.06
-0.16
-0.03

-0.27
-0.58
0.03

0.31
0.71
0.06

0.30
0.66
0.03

0.27
0.58
0.20

ξ % CI
lb
ub

Statistics
RMSE
bias
0.416
0.394
0.854
0.214
0.415
-0.208
0.382
-0.182
0.158
-0.037
0.158
-0.037
0.112
0.001
0.594
0.581
0.776
0.182
0.346
-0.149
0.192
-0.087
0.083
0.000
0.083
0.000
0.087
0.009
0.720
0.709
0.879
0.236
0.241
-0.086
0.226
-0.087
0.104
0.007
0.104
0.007
0.104
0.007

Table 3.4: Fitted gas diffusivity model parameters for the ISS observations at µg. For the models descriptions compare Table 3.3.1. The lower
and upper bounds of the 95 percent confidence interval for the estimated parameters are given in addition to the models RMSE and bias.
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Parameter System Medium
Mode
System Medium
Mode
Estimate ± SD DF t Value Pr > |t|†
‡
δ
Flat
Mix
Draining
Flat
Mix
Wetting
0.29 ± 0.24 454
1.2
0.219
δ‡
Flat
Profile
Draining
Flat
Profile
Wetting
0.41 ± 0.23 454
1.8
0.078
δ‡
Flat
Turface Draining
Flat
Turface
Wetting
0.12 ± 0.24 454
0.5
0.628
δ‡
Flat
Mix
Draining
ISS
Mix
Draining
-3.11 ± 0.50 454
-6.2 <.0001[
δ‡
Flat
Mix
Wetting
ISS
Mix
Wetting
-0.57 ± 0.29 454
-2.0
0.050
‡
δ
Flat
Profile
Draining
ISS
Profile
Draining
-2.64 ± 0.60 454
-4.4 <.0001[
‡
δ
Flat
Profile
Wetting
ISS
Profile
Wetting
0.36 ± 0.33 454
1.1
0.282
δ‡
Flat
Turface Draining
ISS
Mix
Draining
-2.12 ± 0.50 454
-4.2 <.0001[
δ‡
Flat
Turface
Wetting
ISS
Turface
Wetting
-0.15 ± 0.29 454
-0.5
0.601
δ‡
ISS
Mix
Draining
ISS
Mix
Wetting
2.84 ± 0.52 454
5.5 <.0001[
δ‡
ISS
Profile
Draining
ISS
Profile
Wetting
3.41 ± 0.63 454
5.4 <.0001[
‡
δ
ISS
Turface Draining
ISS
Turface
Wetting
0.93 ± 0.52 454
1.8
0.071
ξ
Flat
Mix
Draining
Flat
Mix
Wetting
-0.20 ± 0.47 454
-0.4
0.677
ξ
Flat
Profile
Draining
Flat
Profile
Wetting
-0.23 ± 0.45 454
-0.5
0.616
ξ
Flat
Turface Draining
Flat
Turface
Wetting
0.17 ± 0.47 454
0.4
0.720
ξ
Flat
Mix
Draining
ISS
Mix
Draining
5.54 ± 0.90 454
6.2 <.0001[
ξ
Flat
Mix
Wetting
ISS
Mix
Wetting
1.52 ± 0.53 454
2.9
0.005[
ξ
Flat
Profile
Draining
ISS
Profile
Draining
3.45 ± 1.07 454
3.2
0.001[
ξ
Flat
Profile
Wetting
ISS
Profile
Wetting
-1.28 ± 0.62 454
-2.1
0.038
ξ
Flat
Turface Draining
ISS
Turface Draining
1.23 ± 0.89 454
1.4
0.169
ξ
Flat
Turface
Wetting
ISS
Turface
Wetting
-0.17 ± 0.54 454
-0.3
0.752
ξ
ISS
Mix
Draining
ISS
Mix
Wetting
-4.22 ± 0.93 454
-4.5 <.0001[
ξ
ISS
Profile
Draining
ISS
Profile
Wetting
-4.96 ± 1.15 454
-4.3 <.0001[
ξ
ISS
Turface Draining
ISS
Turface
Wetting
-1.23 ± 0.93 454
-1.3
0.187
SD: standard deviation; DF: degrees of freedom; t: Student’s t-test applied to difference between two parameter estimates
† considering α = 0.05
‡ for ξ = 0

Table 3.5: Evaluation of differences in parameter estimates for δ and ξ in Eq. [3.24] using Student’s t-test under the null hypothesis. The
estimate gives the difference in parameters for the listed cases given as combinations of system, medium and mode with the corresponding
standard error. The sign of the estimate corresponds with the direction of change for the compared cases. Probabilities subscripted with [
indicate statistical significance.
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ISS

Round

Flat

System

α

0.490
0.146
0.126
0.256
0.179
0.146
0.282
0.286
0.133

Media

Turface
Mix
Profile
Turface
Mix
Profile
Turface
Mix
Profile

Wetting
α 95 % CI
lb
ub
–g cm3 –
0.447
0.532
0.140
0.153
0.121
0.131
0.235
0.276
0.206
0.152
0.155
0.137
0.270
0.294
0.272
0.299
0.124
0.142
2.713
4.072
4.633
3.796
3.113
3.824
5.273
3.480
4.641

n
2.414
3.560
3.911
3.164
2.344
3.117
4.055
3.101
3.333

3.013
4.584
5.356
4.427
3.881
4.531
6.490
3.858
5.948

n 95 % CI
lb
ub
0.020
0.020
0.024
0.032
0.037
0.025
0.026
0.012
0.028

0.002
0.000
0.001
0.007
0.009
0.002
-0.001
0.001
0.001

Statistics
RMSE
bias
0.294
0.103
0.085
0.169
0.130
0.089
0.222
0.197
0.100

α

Draining
α 95 % CI
lb
ub
–g cm3 –
0.251
0.338
0.098
0.108
0.083
0.087
0.162
0.177
0.116
0.144
0.086
0.092
0.195
0.250
0.152
0.241
0.086
0.114

3.091
4.435
5.357
4.708
3.036
4.341
3.918
2.758
3.513

n

2.431
3.818
4.758
4.003
2.610
3.949
2.271
2.009
2.503

3.750
5.052
5.956
5.413
3.461
4.733
5.566
3.508
4.523

n 95 % CI
lb
ub

0.030
0.020
0.016
0.020
0.024
0.014
0.020
0.031
0.028

0.007
0.003
0.003
0.001
0.003
0.001
0.000
0.006
0.006

Statistics
RMSE
bias

Table 3.6: Parameters of the fitted van Genuchten model (Eq. [3.17]). The residual and saturated water contents θr and θs were kept invariant
at 0.37 cm3 cm− 3 and 0.7 cm3 cm− 3, respectively.
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Parameter System Medium
Mode
System Medium
Mode
Estimate ± SD DF t Value Pr > |t|†
α
Flat
Mix
Wetting
Flat
Mix
Draining
0.04 ± 0.00
7
12.6 <.0001[
α
Flat
Profile
Wetting
Flat
Profile
Draining
0.04 ± 0.00
7
18.3 <.0001[
α
Flat
Turface
Wetting
Flat
Turface Draining
0.23 ± 0.02
7
9.9 <.0001[
α
Flat
Mix
Draining
ISS
Mix
Draining
-0.19 ± 0.06
7
-3.1
0.017[
α
Flat
Mix
Wetting
ISS
Mix
Wetting
-0.15 ± 0.01
7
-13.0 <.0001[
α
Flat
Profile
Draining
ISS
Profile
Draining
-0.03 ± 0.01
7
-2.8
0.028
α
Flat
Profile
Wetting
ISS
Profile
Wetting
-0.01 ± 0.00
7
-2.7
0.030
α
Flat
Turface Draining
ISS
Turface Draining
0.04 ± 0.01
7
2.7
0.029
α
Flat
Turface
Wetting
ISS
Turface
Wetting
0.21 ± 0.02
7
8.7 <.0001[
α
ISS
Mix
Wetting
ISS
Mix
Draining
0.01 ± 0.06
7
0.2
0.881
α
ISS
Profile
Wetting
ISS
Profile
Draining
0.02 ± 0.01
7
1.9
0.106
α
ISS
Turface
Wetting
ISS
Turface Draining
0.06 ± 0.01
7
5.4 <.0001[
n
Flat
Mix
Wetting
Flat
Mix
Draining
-0.29 ± 0.30
7
-1.0
0.365
n
Flat
Profile
Wetting
Flat
Profile
Draining
-0.75 ± 0.35
7
-2.1
0.073
n
Flat
Turface
Wetting
Flat
Turface Draining
-0.83 ± 0.22
7
-3.7
0.007[
n
Flat
Mix
Draining
ISS
Mix
Draining
2.36 ± 0.32
7
7.4 <.0001[
n
Flat
Mix
Wetting
ISS
Mix
Wetting
0.76 ± 0.33
7
2.3
0.052
n
Flat
Profile
Draining
ISS
Profile
Draining
2.57 ± 0.42
7
6.1 <.0001[
n
Flat
Profile
Wetting
ISS
Profile
Wetting
-0.04 ± 0.48
7
-0.1
0.941
n
Flat
Turface Draining
ISS
Turface Draining
-0.52 ± 0.56
7
-0.9
0.382
n
Flat
Turface
Wetting
ISS
Turface
Wetting
-2.50 ± 0.39
7
-6.4 <.0001[
n
ISS
Mix
Wetting
ISS
Mix
Draining
1.31 ± 0.31
7
4.2
0.004[
n
ISS
Profile
Wetting
ISS
Profile
Draining
1.86 ± 0.49
7
3.8
0.006[
n
ISS
Turface
Wetting
ISS
Turface Draining
1.15 ± 0.64
7
1.8
0.116
SD: standard deviation; DF: degrees of freedom; t: Student’s t-test applied to difference between two parameter estimates
† considering α=0.05

Table 3.7: Evaluation of differences in parameter estimates for α and n in Eq. [3.17] using Student’s t-test under the null hypothesis. The
estimate gives the mean difference in parameters for the listed cases given as combinations of system, medium and mode with the corresponding
standard error. The sign of the estimate corresponds with the direction of change for the compared cases. Probabilities subscripted with [ indicate
statistical significance.
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Fig. 3.1: Illustration of shape differences in the models describing effective diffusivity as a function
of air-filled porosity given in Table 3.1. Depicted functions are examples of fitted models (i.e., not
using standard parameter sets) to the aggregated porous media used in this study with a diffusivity
in air D0 of 11.4 cm2 min−1 . Note that subtle differences in the Troeh- (dotted line), and MQ- and
SAPHIR-model (solid line) plots are obscured through the line thickness.

Fig. 3.2: Schematic drawings of the Flat (a) and Round/ISS (b) cells depicting the porous media
and gas chambers as well as sensor locations. Part (b) was drawn after Laing (2004).
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Fig. 3.3: Cosmonaut Oleg Kotov priming the experiment with water on the International Space
Station in July 2007. The porous media were launched oven dry. Air in the tubes and porous
membranes was replaced with water through manual Cosmonaut intervention facilitating the first
wet-up of the porous media in the process. An automated procedure then continued to wet up the
media to a matric potential of -2 cmH2 O and subsequently drained the media to a potential of -30
cmH2 O , at which point the automated experiments began. The cut-out shows heterogeneous wetting
patterns observed in Turface, Mix and Profile during priming, leaving behind dry clusters of media.
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Fig. 3.4: Oxygen diffusion observations in three different particle-sized aggregate media: Turface,
Profile and Mix. Top and center rows compare measurements at 1g collected in apparatuses with
vertical extents of 1.9 cm (Flat) and 5 cm (Round), respectively, illustrating the influence of the
vertical distribution of water in 1g with gravity. Bottom row shows measurements at µg on the ISS.
Note the departure in Profile and Mix draining data.
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Fig. 3.5: Scatter-plot comparison of predicted and measured effective oxygen diffusivities in the
Flat, Round and ISS treatments for draining and wetting conditions in the Turface, Mix and Profile
media. Model predictions are: (a–c) Penman, (d–f) Penman-Millington and Quirk, (g–i) ThreePorosity Model, (m–o) Millington and Quirk, (p–r) SAPHIR and (s–u) Troeh gas diffusivity model
(compare Table 3.1). Predicted diffusivities are given based on individually fitted parameterizations
for the media, system and process (Table 3.3 and 3.4).
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Fig. 3.6: Water retention observations in the Flat, Round and ISS measurements. Dotted and dashdotted lines indicate the fitted van Genuchten model (Eq. [3.17]) to the draining and wetting observations, respectively.
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Fig. 3.7: Illustration of the relative error in modeled mean diffusivities Ds (ε) relative to the local diffusivity Ds (ε) for samples of two vertical heights (2 cm and 5 cm), representing the Flat and Round
cells, respectively. Estimates of the error were derived using Eq. [3.25] with terrestrial estimates of
the van Genuchten water retention function for draining conditions and utilizing the SAPHIR diffusivity model with Flat cell derived parameter sets relative to the diffusivity at a constant air-filled
porosity representing the mean.

Fig. 3.8: Schematic showing the hypothesized explanation of reduced gas diffusivities measured in
microgravity on the ISS. The water-content distribution suggests the draining process begins from
the air-supply boundaries at each end. As the stepwise draining process continues, the progressively
diminishing center region remains water filled, limiting the diffusive flux of oxygen from one side
to the other. Note that only one half of the axisymmetric diffusion cell is shown.
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CHAPTER 4
ON GRAVITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR OPTIMAL ROOT-ZONE
FLUXES IN UNSATURATED POROUS MEDIA: FRAMEWORK
AND CASE STUDIES 1
4.1

Abstract
The modeling, designing and testing of root zones providing optimal supplies of plant needs is

essential for reliable and resilient research-based bioregenerative life support systems that operate in
partial- or microgravity. High root densities, limited volumes and gravity-induced changes in water
content distributions remain central challenges for maintaining a favorable water/air-exchange balance. In this chapter, we i) discuss root-zone design considerations from a soil-physical standpoint,
ii) suggest a stratified root-zone design amenable for imitating the more disperse microgravity liquid distribution in a gravitational environment, and iii) evaluate the effect of high root densities on
the physical root-zone environment. In a first case study, we developed a unique root-zone system
using stratified Ottawa sands where capillary driven saturation was maintained between 50 and 80
percent. The benefits of the root-zone design include maintaining more uniform water content and
on-demand supply of resources within the porous-media profile compared with the dynamic range
of water contents in conventional homogenous particle-sized medium designs in earth’s gravity. In
a second case study, we measured water-retention characteristics in Turface and Profile aggregates
comparing bulk media and macroscopic rhizosphere properties. The macroscopic water-retention
characteristics were unaffected at root-densities of up to 0.03 cm3root cm−3
soil . However, we suggest an
increasing underestimation of plant-available water is possible with increasing root densities. This
will likely prove to be an important consideration for operation and management of restricted root
zones where temporal changes of root-zone hydraulic properties should be included.
1 The material for this chapter is part of a collaborative work with contributions by Scott B. Jones and Bruce Bugbee.
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4.2

Introduction
Plant growth continues to be a key part of space exploration research motivated by the need to

incorporate plants in any long term, bioregenerative life support system. While much research has
been conducted in the areas of microgravity (µg) plant growth (Monje et al., 2003; Porterfield et al.,
2003), the important issue of the plant-rooting environment and associated physical processes that
govern the flow and distribution of fluids in porous media lacks a general framework that addresses
different gravity environments for future space missions. With the current focus of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to look at Lunar and Martian outposts, there is a
need to consider root systems that operate in partial gravity.
One of the major problems in previous microgravity plant research has been the lack of control
and quantification of the growth-media-plant-fluid relations (Steinberg et al., 2002). Despite indications of altered liquid and gaseous fluxes in reduced gravity, there are currently no official guidelines
or selection criteria for selecting plant growth media for microgravity. The presently favored growth
media are mm-sized particles of baked clay (Steinberg and Poritz, 2005). Alternative soilless substrates like composted wheat straw (Gros et al., 2005) and porous tube nutrient delivery systems
(Dreschel and Sager, 1989) are also being considered. The advantage of coarse-textured particulate
porous media lies in the controllability of water content where pores drain readily after watering,
providing ample air-filled pore space for gas exchange with the root tissues. The particulate media systems have the further advantages of water storage and control via the matrix in the case of
system malfunction. However, under reduced gravity conditions, capillary forces are dominant, creating water distribution profiles and non-uniformities that are not observed on Earth (see Chapter 2;
Jones and Or, 1999) and that could reduce gas exchange rates (Chau et al., 2005). Few space borne
experiments have investigated water movement and control in µg, but none have investigated the
region where gas exchange becomes the limiting factor for plant growth. The gas exchange in the
root zone provides both oxygen supply and the removal of metabolic gases. Consequently, the importance of air-filled pores for vigorous plant growth has been emphasized by many researchers (for
a review see: Gliński and Sȩpniewski, 1985). For example, Bunt (1988) suggested that while there
is no optimal value of air-filled porosity, there is agreement that 10–25 percent is desirable. Some of
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the uncertainty in quantifying optimal air-filled porosity is attributed to the variability in tolerance
of different plant species to poor aeration, the effects of different environmental and management
factors, and to the use of different methods of determining air-filled porosity. More importantly,
while the air-filed porosity is a good descriptor of the storage of gases, it is primarily the diffusive
gas-exchange rate along with the rate of respiration that determines the composition of the soil air.
The rate of gas exchange, and in that capacity the gas diffusion coefficient, is therefore a more appropriate descriptor of soil aeration (Caron and Nkongolo, 1999), where Cook and Knight (2003)
pointed out that it is highly unlikely that there is a single critical value to describe soil aeration.
The controllability of optimal root-zone conditions is further intricate for restricted root zones
because of root densities that are typically 10 times higher than in containers in greenhouse grown
plants, and 100 times greater than field grown plants. The successive demand for aeration and water
per unit volume is therefore much larger than in conventional crop production. While terrestrial
plant-growth media have been researched considerably in the past four decades (Rivire and Caron,
2001), the emphasis has been on characterizing the physical properties of different growth substrates
(Milks et al., 1989), optimizing the proportions of these materials (Bunt, 1984) and managing irrigation (Rivire et al., 1990). Building on this research, the least limiting water range was proposed as
a structural quality index that defines a range of soil water content within which plant growth is least
limited by water potential, aeration, and mechanical resistance (da Silva and Kay, 1997; da Silva
et al., 1994). However, much of this research has considered optimizing homogenous and isotropic
media ignoring or explicitly accepting hydrostatic water content differences in the soil profile.
In reduced gravity, hydrostatic water content differences are reduced and hysteretic water content differences become more dominant (see Chapter 2). In this context, the question arises if
homogenous porous media are the ideal root-zone design for reduced gravity and how root-zone
performance in homogenous porous media can be evaluated in terrestrial gravity with respect to
microgravity. Recent research by Henry et al. (2006) has considered non-uniform root zones that
provide vertically more homogeneous conditions for root growth. The authors successfully used
strata of increasingly finer particle sizes to homogenize the water content distribution in a soil column where the free-draining column was drip irrigated at the upper surface. Inherent in the de-
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signs by Henry et al. (2006) as well as previous efforts at designing and managing optimized root
zones was the assumption that hydraulic properties of the porous-media root zone are unaffected by
roots. The question arises whether initial conditions used in the designs are altered with progressing root development. In particular, the questions stands if hydraulic properties of the root-zone
media, largely determined through the pore-size distribution, undergo temporal changes as roots
selectively occupy pores, reducing the overall porosity and altering the pore size distribution of the
media. Through the physical elongation, radial expansion and exchanges with their immediate environment (i.e. water and mineral absorption, exudation of chemical compounds), roots are known to
modify the soil physico-chemical conditions. Considerable research in root-adherent soil has shown
increased bulk density in the immediate root vicinity (e.g. Whalley et al., 2004; Young, 1998), aggregation of soil particles due to biological exudates of roots and microbial colonies (Traore 2000)
and changes in the hydrophilic and hydrophobic properties of the media (Hallett et al., 2003; Read
et al., 2003). Most of the physical changes are concentrated around the root with for example bulk
density changes decreasing exponentially with distance from the root (Dexter, 1987). Considering
water retention characteristics, Whalley et al. (2005) studied differences between porous media
adjacent to roots and bulk media. The authors concluded that rhizosphere media contained larger
pores and tended to be drier at a given matric potential than bulk media. In contrast, research on the
effects of increased bulk density due to compaction by Bruand and Cousin (1995) has shown that
changes in the pore size distribution are primarily due to a decrease in the number of larger pores
with resulting reductions in water retention primarily near saturation. Richard et al. (2001) and
Assouline (2006) suggested further that compaction increases the amount of smaller pores with an
related increase in water retention at low matric potentials. Because the pore size distribution and
the resulting distribution of water so crucially determine fluxes of water, gases and nutrients to the
roots, the water retention characteristic need to be quantified in light of increasing root densities to
predict the long term viability of engineered root zones. Modifications of the porous-media rhizosphere by root penetration particularly need to be considered when multiple successive croppings
could potentially compound the effects on porous-media hydraulic properties.
There is a lack of research combining flux-based root-zone characterization framing water-
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content distributions in different gravity regimes and related hydraulic properties. Our aim was
to analyze how terrestrial root zones can be developed to simulate the more homogenous watercontent distribution in microgravity based on matric-potential driven water contents. For that purpose we designed a stratified root zone and studied (i) the water-retention properties of Ottawa sands,
(ii) the hydrostatically driven water-content distribution in the stratified design and (iii) evaluated
the improved root-zone performance on theoretic ground compared to a conventional homogenous
porous-media root zone through liquid and gaseous flux potentials. We further aimed to analyze
potential temporal changes to rhizosphere porous-media hydraulic properties. For that purpose we
selected a course aggregated porous medium in two different particle sizes and studied (i) the bulk
and rhizosphere water-retention characteristics using pea roots in partially restricted root zones and
(ii) hypothesized on the effects of root-growth on the plant-available water and monitored water
contents using electric, dielectric and heat-flux-based sensors.

4.3

Porous-Media Root-Zone Design Considerations
For plant hydration and nutrient delivery systems in micro- and partial- gravity, it is desirable to

minimize the root volume, water use and nutrient application while retaining plant vigor and yield.
The aim is to maintain adequate air-filled pore connectivity and water transfer rates to maximize
the advantageous (usable) plant-rooting volume through optimization of the porous-media physical
characteristics. The design optimization must balance the water transfer performance with the gas
exchange penalty where the presence of plant roots and microbes and their requirements for liquid
and gaseous content and fluxes pose an important dynamic component for media selection and
characterization. The intensive growth conditions associated with the use of small containers and
desirable high efficiency of growth which relies on gas exchange, further add to the complexity of
the problem.
The water content θv and the gas content θa in porous media are intricately linked and may be
described in terms of their volumes in porous media:

θv =

Vw Vw +Va −Va
=
= n − θa
Vt
Vt

(4.1)
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where Vw is the volume of water, Va the gas-filled volume and Vt the total porous media volume.


Vw +Va
. Looking ahead to Fig. 4.2, in gravity dominated
n is the porous-media porosity n =
Vt
environments, the gravity-driven distribution of water in homogenous porous media is non-uniform
and non-linear, providing only a partially-optimized root zone profile. In capillarity dominated
environments, the distribution of water is expected to be more disperse, providing, at least in terms
of water content, the potential of choice of one optimally engineered porous media. However, along
with the more uniform water content distribution comes the cost of having a root zone that is less
forgiving. Because of the hydrostatic water content at Earth’s gravity, a homogenous porous media
is likely to be more forgiving (albeit less optimal) than in reduced gravity, providing a wider range of
water contents in the root zone that roots may choose to occupy. This range is likely to be narrower
at reduced gravity. Considering partial gravity, one may approach the optimization problem through
vertical stratification using a combination of porous media sizes, thus simulating in part the more
homogeneous distribution of water in the root zone. Of course, optimizing for an optimal water
content distribution can only be part of the effort as water and gas fluxes as well as nutrient supplies
to the roots are the primary resource determinants for the plant. It can be shown however that these
fluxes are intricately linked to the water content distribution.
Because the water and gas fluxes depend on their respective contents, determining an optimal
porous media to satisfy the root requirements, one may approach the problem by establishing a
representative water content profile. The focus can then turn towards evaluating the gas and water
movement through the profile. The efficiency of the system in maximizing water and gaseous fluxes
is related to the restriction in water movement through the least saturated volume element and for
the gas movement in the most saturated volume element. A further restriction to the fluxes may
be in the water and gas consumption/production. One may use a modified Fick’s law to describe
the water and oxygen transport mechanisms in unsaturated porous media. Analytical solutions are
presented to estimate both the fluxes that reach volume elements in the root zone and the fluxes
entering the roots. For this, one may separate macro-fluxes, occurring between the supply source
and distal media locations, and micro-fluxes, which occur in the nearby vicinity of plant roots similar
to work of many researchers (e.g., Cook and Knight, 2003; De Willigen and van Noordwijk, 1984;
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Gliński and Sȩpniewski, 1985).
Under the intensive growth conditions in constrained volumes, the assumption of steady-state
fluxes is used to simplify the system under consideration. Where water contents near roots are
maintained at a level such that hydraulic conductivity is not limiting water uptake by roots, virtual
steady-state conditions exist. Lang and Gardner (1970) demonstrated this upper limit at which plant
roots can maintain a given rate of water uptake: it occurs when the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of the media in the vicinity of roots decreases more rapidly than the increase in the water
potential gradient between the root surface and the bulk media. Gardner (1960) theorized that these
gradients are small if the soil is not drier than -10 mH2O . Experimental observations by Schmidhalter
(1997) corroborated that significant gradients between the root and soil do not occur when pre-dawn
soil matric potentials were lower than -2.6 mH2O in a silt-loam soil. The author measured gradients
in maize and sunflower plants in the order of −20 to −70 mH2 O cm−1 under dry and water-stressed
conditions. However, the study also suggested that plant species behave differently showing that
gradients in wheat and barley were generally insignificant. This may partially be determined by
the root/soil contact as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. For unsaturated soils, water films and menisci near
the root provide supply of water to the root at low resistivities, while non-contact areas which are
air-filled can provide gas exchange. With increasing root diameters this contact resistance increases
faster compared to smaller diameter roots as water content decreases.
In this context, aggregated porous media, like Turface which are used in space greenhouses
(Steinberg and Poritz, 2005), will tend to develop larger potential gradients between the soil and
root. Because of larger particle sizes than most field soils, these media will have a faster increase in
contact resistance with fewer contact points with the root and a more marked decrease in unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity than typical field soils (Hsieh et al., 1972). Further, if roots are confined to a
small volume, gradients are more likely to develop. Under the plant water potentials that result from
a root-media gradient of up to -70 mH2O , plant stomata close—reducing CO2 uptake, and limiting
cell expansion. On Earth, night periods allow the equilibration of water near the root surfaces with
the bulk media, allowing cell expansion to recover. However, many microgravity experiments use
longer light periods or constant illumination to correct for lower light levels (Bugbee and Salis-
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bury, 1989), which with gradients of this size may significantly stunt plant growth.
The development of roots is further affected by environmental factors such as mechanical
impedance, aeration, temperature, and availability of water and nutrients. While the mechanical
impedance, water retention and aeration are functions of the texture and structure of the porous
medium, the root distribution and architecture are partially determined by genetic factors and environmental stimuli and constraints. With the limited volumes of containers used in commercial plant
production and space-greenhouse experiments, atypically-high root densities are induced that may
result in temporal and spatial modifications of the physical root environment. Such modifications
may counter the design of porous-media root zones under static conditions and would require the
inclusion of predictive capabilities describing the temporal alterations in hydraulic behavior with
the design considerations or the adjustment in the operation of such root zones.

4.3.1

Macroscopic Porous-Media Characterization

Fluxes in Porous-Media Root Zones
The transport of plant resources in porous medium including water and nutrients as well as
gases can be cast in general terms using transport theory. Considering a one-dimensional root zone,
one may supplement the differential form of the mass balance equation with a sink/source term
describing uptake and release of resources by plant roots:
∂µ ∂vz
=
− Sz (z,t)
∂t
∂z

(4.2)

where µ is the content (or energy potential) of the resource, z is the physical separation, vz is the flux
density and Sz is a distributed sink/source rate. The planar flux density can be defined using Fick’s
first law:
vz = −D

∂µ
∂t

(4.3)

where D is the diffusivity (in the case of radial geometries describing fluxes to a cylindrical root, a
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factor of 2πr is added). Combining [4.2] and [4.3] results in:


∂
∂µ
∂µ
=
−D = − Sz (z,t)
∂t
∂z
∂z

(4.4)

Eq. [4.4] can be used to predict the performance of the root zone. While notoriously hard to solve,
solutions exist for specific conditions and parameterizations discussed below.


∂µ
For steady-state diffusion
= 0 and assuming a constant diffusivity, Eq. [4.4] can be
∂t
written as:
∂2 µ S(z,t)
+
=0
(4.5)
∂x2
D
van Bavel (1951) presented a solution for Eq. [4.5] considering a constant and uniform source/sink
in a porous media underlain by an impervious boundary at depth L (e.g., a water table for gaseous
fluxes or an air-interface for liquid fluxes) and an ambient content (µ0 ) at the surface. The boundary
conditions are:

S = const. at 0 ≤ x ≤ L
µ = µ0 at x = 0

(4.6)

∂µ
= 0 at x = L
∂x
We may then integrate Eq. [4.5] twice and apply the boundary conditions. The solution for the
content distribution in the porous-media profile is:


x2
S
Lx −
µ(x) = µ0 +
D
2

(4.7)

The prediction of content distributions as a function of path length for steady-state conditions using
Eq. [4.7] provides a framework for estimating macro and subsequent micro fluxes from the source
boundary to the plant root. However, the assumed constant diffusivity in Eq. [4.7] is not an accurate
description of diffusivity profiles that are determined by content profiles as well as source and sink
rates and distributions. One may then revert to using an effective diffusivity integrating over the
domain between source and point-of-interest dividing the domain into infinitesimal small layers with
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constant diffusivity. The effective diffusivity for such a layered non-uniform porous-media profile
with liquid and gaseous fluxes perpendicular to the layering can be estimated based on harmonic
averaging of individual diffusivities of each layer:
I

∑ ∆zi

Deff =

i=1
I

(4.8)

∆zi
∑ Ds (µi )
i=1 i
where Deff is the effective diffusivity for the entire domain. Di (µi ) represents the diffusivity of
discrete layers i of thickness ∆zi and content µ, and I is the total number of layers within the domain.

Analytical Descriptions and Parameterizations of Diffusivities and Root Fluxes
For liquid fluxes in porous media, Eq. [4.3] is identified as the Buckingham-Darcy law in the
absence of gravity and Eq. [4.4] is identified as the Richards (1931) equation where the (always
positive) porous-media liquid diffusivity for unsaturated conditions is given as:

Dls = K

∂h
∂θ

(4.9)

K denotes the hydraulic conductivity, h the matric potential describing the surface interactions be∂h
tween water and porous-media solids, and θ is the volumetric water content.
is the inverse of the
∂θ
slope of the soil water characteristic curve (θ(h)) describing the physical environment consisting of
volumes of air, liquid and solids in terms of the energy status of water in the media as a functional
relationship between water content and matric potential. Several parameterizations of the soil water
characteristic and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity are known. In order to enable a compact
formulation we introduce the normalized water content (i.e. saturation index):

Θ=

θ − θr
θs − θr

(4.10)

where θs is the saturated volumetric water content and θr is the residual volumetric water content,
respectively. The soil water characteristic curve may then be parameterized using the van Genuchten
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(1980) relationship:


1
Θ(h) =
1 + (α|ψ|)n

m
(4.11)

where α, m and n are empirical parameters. For well-sorted sand filters, Hazen (1911) developed
the following empirical model to predict the saturated hydraulic conductivity in cm s−1 :

2
Ks = 100 · d10

(4.12)

where d10 is the particle size in cm for which ten percent of the soil is finer. The unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity as a function of water content in connection with the statistical pore-size
distribution model of Mualem (1976) may then be expressed in terms of matric potential using
parameters of the van Genuchten (1980) model (Eq. [4.11]):

K(h) = Ks

1 − (α|h|)n−1 ) [1 + (α|h|)n ]m
m

[1 + (α|h|)n ] 2

2
(4.13)

1
is used. Both the water retention characteristic and the unn
saturated hydraulic conductivity function are hysteretic, meaning that a set of parameters describing

Frequently the simplification m = 1 −

the primary, process dependent (i.e. draining and wetting) functions are needed for the closure of
the model.
Several forms of the water uptake function S(z,t) exist. Here we give a conceptually simple
form. The uptake integrated over the root zone equals the potential transpiration rate governed by
atmospheric conditions under optimal water conditions (i.e. not limited). Feddes et al. (1978)
described S as a function of matric potential assuming a homogenous root distribution according to:

S(h) = β(h)S p

(4.14)

where β(h) is a dimensionless function of matric potential and S p is the potential water uptake by
roots. Under non-optimal conditions (i.e. water or solute stress), S p is reduced by means of β(h).
A simple shape of β(h) as a trapezoid was given by Feddes et al. (1978). The values of the input
variables for β(h) are crop specific and can be found in the literature (e.g. Wesseling et al., 1991).
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Diffusion is the dominant component for gaseous fluxes within a porous media having negligible air pressure gradients (Collin and Rasmuson, 1988). The driving force for diffusion is a
gas concentration or partial pressure gradient. Such gradients develop around plant roots as O2 is
being consumed for respiration and CO2 and other metabolic gases are released. The effective gas
diffusion flux density (vz ) in air may be written according to Eq. [4.3] as:
vz = −Da

dcg
dx

(4.15)

where Da is the diffusion coefficient in free air, and cg is the gas concentration. The apparent
diffusion coefficient Dgs in a porous medium is lower than in air due to limited and tortuous pathways
in the presence of water filled pores and solid particles. Moldrup et al. (2000) derived an expression
for the apparent gas diffusion coefficient Dgs as a function of air-filled pore space in sieved and
repacked porous media given as:
Dgs = Da θa

θδa
n

(4.16)

where n is the porosity and θa is the gas-filled porosity of the medium. A fitting exponent δ = 1.5
was found to be a good approximation for most unstructured media (Moldrup et al., 2000).

4.3.2

Water-Content Distributions in Planetary- and Zero-Gravity
The previous relationships relating fluxes of water and gases to plant roots as a function of

media parameters (porosity, hydraulic conductivity, water retention characteristic) can be used to
design a porous medium. The intricate dependency on the liquid distribution requires different solutions for varying gravity regimes, where gravity and hysteresis determine the spatial and temporal
distribution of water. Additional considerations concern the water supply strategies including the
location and operation of sources and sinks as well as the balancing of opposing processes (e.g.
while lunar gravity may call for gravel-sized media for an optimal liquid distribution, root establishment and cation exchange capacity likely would make particles of this size prohibitive). The
capillary rise equation can be used to predict the liquid distribution based on the height of rise h as
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a function of the radius of a capillary tube r which can be related to the porous-media pore size:

h=

2σ cos(γ)
ρw gr

(4.17)

where σ is the surface tension of liquid, γ is the contact angle of the solid-liquid interface, ρw
is the density of liquid and g is the gravitational acceleration. When exposing porous media to
Earth (1g), Martian (0.38g), Lunar (0.165g) or zero-gravity (0g), the capillary rise scales with the
reciprocal gravitational force according to Eq. [4.17]. One can then use the parameterized soil water
characteristic to predict the steady-state distribution of water for given boundary conditions. Figure
4.2 shows the distribution of water at four gravity regimes illustrating the very different distributions
of water in a 10 cm tall root zone at identical management (i.e. average hydraulic potential). Note
that the average water content is not identical for the distributions despite equal average hydraulic
potentials.

Case Studies

4.4

Terrestrial Simulation of More Uniform Water-Content
Distributions Using a Stratified Root Zone

4.4.1

Motivation
Testing designed root zones intended for plant growth in microgravity under terrestrial condi-

tion as well as providing guidelines for media selection at planetary gravities would greatly benefit
from an experimental test bed that could simulate reduced-gravity water content distributions. For
this, we propose to combine the method of Jones and Or (1998) with a novel terrestrial approach for
maintaining vertically more uniform water contents in porous-media root zones using stratified media to offset the effects of gravity similar to Henry et al. (2006). In Jones and Or (1998), the authors
formulated an optimization problem leading to media selection based on design fluxes. The authors
combined media properties in terms of hydraulic and structural parameters with physiological information (e.g., optimal oxygen concentration and water content) to express gas and liquid fluxes to
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plant roots for a homogeneous root-zone. To provide a test bed, we therefore propose to abandon
the textural homogeneity of the porous media in order to create a more homogenous water content
distribution following Henry et al. (2006). In the authors approach, differing grades of Ottawa sands
provided variations in particle and pore sizes related to the capillary rise or energy of water held in
the porous media Eq. [4.17]. The authors used strata of increasingly finer particle sizes create a
more uniform water-content distribution in a sand column where the free-draining column was drip
irrigated at the upper surface and drained with a hanging 7 cm fiberglass wick at the bottom outlet.
Problems arose when water build up in the strata (i.e., above the soil water content discontinuities)
because of disparities in the matric potentials, requiring more positive pressure potentials before
water moved into the next underlying stratum. This problem can be diverted by reversing the direction of irrigation where water is drawn upward against gravity by capillary forces. Looking ahead
to Fig. 4.5, a porous media design based on the wetting water retention curves (water is drawn upward by capillary action from a free water surface) of sands can be designed. Each curve associated
with a different particle size distribution provides a guide for stratifying depths based on hydrostatic
conditions.

4.4.2

Materials and Methods

Porous Media
We used Ottawa sands (ρs = 2.64 g cm−3 , 1:1 aspect ratio) with varying particle sizes obtained
from the following sources: 20–30 grit (Coarse), 20117-088 (VWR, West Chester, PA); 30-40 grit
(Medium), EM-SX0075-3 (VWR, West Chester, PA); 40-50 grit (Fine), 50 grit Wedron sand (Cinder
Co., Lindon, UT). To estimate the water retention characteristics of the sands, paired measurements
of matric potential and water content were carried out in 1 cm tall, 2.5 cm i.d. cylindrical cells
described in Chapter 2.

Experimental Setup and Hydration
We designed a column (25 cm tall, 10 cm inner diameter) that allowed the establishment and
maintenance of a shallow saturated zone at the bottom of the root zone through a small (>0.4 mm i.d.)
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port using a Mariotte device. The Mariotte device provided on demand replenishment of water while
maintaining a constant hydraulic potential distribution in the column under steady-state conditions.
Fig. 4.3 shows an open-faced (for illustrative purposes only) root-zone column with possible sensor
placements for monitoring water content and electrical conductivity (not used in this study).
Experiments were conducted under monitored environmental conditions in a greenhouse at
the Crop Physiology Laboratory at Utah State University, Logan, UT. Six instrumented root-zone
columns were prepared with uniformly packed strata. To assure uniformity, mixing and packing of
media for each stratum was conducted slightly wet to prevent particle size segregation (Lebron and
Robinson, 2003).
Hydration of the media was maintained on-demand using individual Mariotte devices for each
column. Water use was monitored hourly by suction (negative pressure) measurements in the
airspace of the Mariotte devices, corresponding to the height of water in each device.Pressures were
monitored using differential pressure transducers (PX40-15G5V, Omega Engineering, Stamford,
CT). Water lost from each Mariotte device provided an indirect measure of water use. Evapotranspiration was determined by taking the difference in the suction between two consecutive hours
and converting the value to mm h−1 . Pan evaporation was estimated in a similar fashion using an
additional column with an open water surface.

4.4.3

Stratified Root-Zone Results and Discussion
In this subsection, we present measurements and design parameters leading to the assembly of

the stratified root zone. We argue for the design effectiveness based on predicted distributions of
water- and air-filled pores with subsequent diffusivities and propose a design-effectiveness descriptor in the ratio of effective gaseous and liquid diffusivities.

Water-Retention-Based Media Stratification
Water retention characteristics for the Ottawa-sand particle-size classes are depicted in Fig. 4.4
with parameterizations of the van Genuchten (1980) model (Eq. [4.11]) given in Table 4.1. Fitted
saturated water contents θs and the parameters α, describing the air-entry value, compared well to
estimates by Schroth et al. (1996) which were used in the root-zone design by Henry et al. (2006).
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The fitting parameter n for the primary draining water-retention curves, however, differed from the
estimates reported in Schroth et al. (1996). This may partially be attributable to the different source
for the sands, where the lower n values indicate a wider pore-size distribution for the sands used
in this and the Henry et al. (2006) study compared to sands tested by Schroth et al. (1996) at
identical upper and lower sieve boundaries (i.e. mesh sizes). Using the assumption of a 25 cm tall
column at hydrostatic equilibrium under wetting conditions, layers of Coarse and Medium sands
and mixtures thereof were found appropriate for maintaining the desired water content range. To
obtain media with suitable retention characteristics, mixtures of the media were prepared for the
use in two strata (2 and 4). Indicated mixtures are given as a mass fraction of the constituents.
In stratifying the Ottawa sand classes, the water content distribution was optimized based on the
wetting water retention curves. Strata boundaries were chosen to retain saturation between 50 and
85 percent (shaded area in Fig. 4.5). In Fig. 4.5, from stratum 1 (Coarse) at the bottom between
0 and 6.75 cm a water content between 0.34 and 0.17 cm3 cm−3 is predicted. The next stratum up
(2:1 mix of Coarse and Medium) shows increased water content back up to 0.26 cm3 cm−3 at the
interface with stratum 1 and decreasing again to 0.17 cm3 cm−3 at its top interface where it again
transitions in stratum 3 (Medium) back up to 0.26 cm3 cm−3 and so on. A similar approach could
be applied to a different gravity environment using the capillary rise principle (Eq. [4.17]) to make
inferences about the effect of Lunar or Martian gravity on the water distribution in a given porous
medium.

Predicted Root-Zone Performance and Advantages over Conventional Designs
Fig. 4.6 shows predicted water-content distributions and related liquid and gaseous transport
properties comparing the stratified with a homogenous porous-media root-zone design. For purposes of comparison, Medium Ottawa sand was chosen as a representative conventional design.
Based on the water content distributions estimated using Eq. [4.16] with parameters listed in Table
4.1 shown in Fig. 4.6a, the unsaturated hydraulic conductivities (Fig. 4.6b) and liquid diffusivities
(Fig. 4.6c) were predicted using Eq. [4.13] and [4.9], respectively. For the estimation of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivities, we estimated the saturated hydraulic conductivities using Eq. [4.12]
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with effective particle size diameters d10 = (0.707, 0.56, 0.42 and 0.285) mm, for strata 1 through 4,
respectively. In Fig. 4.6d we depict gaseous diffusivities estimated using Eq. [4.16].
Compared to the homogenous medium design, unsaturated hydraulic conductivities in the stratified media are equal or higher with exception of stratum 2. Notably, the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity in the topmost stratum (4) is significantly higher than in the homogenous medium. The
benefits of that are evidenced in the liquid diffusivities where the achieved higher diffusivities in the
topmost layer functionally outweighs the reduction in diffusivities in the lower strata compared to
the homogenous medium. Concerning the gaseous diffusivity, the stratified media realizes higher
diffusivities in the lower strata at the expense of lower diffusivities in the topmost stratum. More
importantly, the balance of antipodal liquid and gaseous diffusivities providing optimal fluxes of
root resources determines root health and plant vigor. For that it is further imperative to include information on pervious and impervious boundaries to the root zone allowing exchange of gases with
the atmosphere and supply of liquids. For the root zone under consideration, the topmost boundary
is pervious to gases while the bottommost boundary is pervious to liquids. As a result, the direction
of liquid fluxes in the media is upward while the direction of gaseous fluxes are downward given
a consumptive use that establishes a gradient with respect to concentrations at the pervious supply
boundaries.
Because these fluxes to a given volume element in the root zone are an integral process limited by the lowest diffusivity along the pathway, comparing diffusivities for a volume element as
descriptors of design effectiveness alone would be inappropriate. As a better descriptor we suggest the ratio of effective diffusivities of the gaseous and liquid phase. Using Eq. [4.16] we may
estimate the vertical distribution of effective (or apparent) diffusivities for the gaseous and liquid
phases where the ratio attempts to describe the balance between the two. The ratio descriptor is
similar to the gas diffusion fingerprint (GDF) plot suggested by Moldrup et al. (2003). The authors used the incremental relative change (IRC) in gaseous diffusivity with respect to a change in
air-filled porosity (i.e. change in water content) as a descriptor, where high IRC values at a given
matric potential indicate an optimal aeration potential (i.e. suggesting a high connectivity of the
air-filled pore space). We feel that the change in liquid diffusivities is more descriptive than the
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change in water content in relation to the IRC in gaseous diffusivities; including information on
connected water-filled pathways along with gas-filled pathways. In addition, the use of effective
diffusivities allows for root-zone design effectiveness evaluations with respect to path lengths to
supply locations not feasible when using diffusivities alone. In the case of multiple supply location
and multi-domain geometries, the ratio of effective diffusivities may easily be generalized as the
superposition of effective diffusivities for each volume element with respect to each supply source:
I

∑ Dsg eff k,i

Sk =

i=1
J

∑

(4.18)
Dwgeff k, j

j=1

where Sk is the ratio descriptor for the kth volume element with the subscripts i and j referencing
the gaseous and liquid supply sources, respectively. Care needs to be taken however in providing an
optimal range of values for the ratio because root demands likely vary among species and microbial
communities likely pose dynamic demands with complex feedbacks that may be spatially distributed
and are difficult to predict in the scope of this chapter. It is further important to remember that plants
are quite adaptable to root-zone conditions making a single optimal value for the ratio unlikely.
The ratio of effective diffusivities for the root-zone in Fig. 4.5 is shown in Fig. 4.6e comparing
the stratified root-zone with the homogenous medium design. In both cases, low values characterize
the bottommost and topmost volume elements of the root zone. For the bottommost volume elements, the ratio is close to zero because of low effective gaseous diffusivities with respect to high
effective liquid diffusivities indicating that gas exchange may be limiting in this region. In contrast,
for the topmost volume elements, the ratio is close to zero because of high effective gaseous diffusivities with respect to low effective liquid diffusivities indicating that hydration may be limiting
in this region. High values of the ratio descriptor are attained in the center of the root zone suggesting that balanced effective gaseous and liquid diffusivities characterize this region. Comparing
the stratified root zone with the homogenous root zone, it is notable that the region of high ratio
descriptor is extended for the stratified design suggestive of a more optimal distribution of usable
porous media for root exploration compared to a conventional homogenous-medium design.
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Verification of the Water Content Distribution
Fig. 4.7 depicts gravimetrically-determined water contents sampled at the end of the experiment in three columns. water contents shown are integrative values over given depth intervals and
were determined using sampled gravimetric water contents. Gravimetric water contents were used
to estimate the volumetric water contents using pre-determined average bulk densities ρb =(1.75,
1.72, 1.46, 1.55) g cm−3 for strata 1-4, respectively. In cases where samples spanned a strata interface, a weighted bulk density was used. In Fig. 4.7, water contents were over-predicted for stratum
1 with the exception of the bottommost samples which exhibited water contents exceeding the saturated water content of the Coarse sand. For these samples, water contents were likely higher due to
sampling in the saturated layer with collection of excess water. In contrast, reduced water contents
compared to predicted values in the Coarse sand above the water table may in part be attributable
to a loss of water during sampling caused by the dispersion of particles and accompanied loss of
water holding capacity which is more perceptible in the Coarse sand than in the finer and wider
pore-size distribution sands used in strata 2–4. Sampled water contents in strata 2 and 3 generally
agreed well with predicted water contents. Water contents in Stratum 4 showed inconsistent results,
but remained within the desired water content range (shaded area in Fig. 4.7) for the height interval
corresponding to the predicted water content.
The measured water-content distribution in Fig. 4.7 reflects the assumed hydrostatic distribution. With increasing evapotranspiration, however, the assumed water content profile may only be
maintained up to some threshold. This threshold is reached when the water extraction rate exceeds
the resupply rate at any given time and vertical position along the transport pathway. In that case,
water contents, primarily at the upper strata interface, may be reduced resulting in a local reduction in unsaturated hydraulic conductivity further reducing the rate of water resupply. If the water
demand is reduced, and ample time is given for recovery (e.g. during dark periods), the system
can recover and re-establish equilibrium conditions. If however, the demand continuously outstrips
the supply, a condition can be created where the system cannot stabilize itself, and can result in a
hydraulic disconnect. This disconnect would likely first affect the interface between strata 3 and
4, resulting in the draining of strata four. The plant may then continue to extract water from the
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underlying strata if an existing root system allows. If the demand continues to grow, the establishment of disconnects may progress downward, but at increasingly higher thresholds. The advantage
of the stratified root zone compared to a homogenous medium design is found in the reduction
in thresholds for the failure in steady-state conditions because of the hypothetically more uniform
distribution of roots in such a system with the accompanied distribution of uptake, reducing the
probability of failure by reducing the demand per volume element in the root zone.

4.5

4.5.1

Bulk and Rhizosphere Water-Retention Properties

Motivation
Root proliferation may modify porous-media properties by altering the quantity and size distri-

bution of pores controlling the water-retention characteristic and hydraulic conductivity. Therefore
it seems likely that increasing root density should decrease the total porosity (or saturated water
content) and may alter the slope and shape of the water-retention characteristic curve. As a consequence, water management based on macroscopic criteria (i.e. management set points using the
water-retention characteristic) may require temporal adjustments. While field-grown plants result in
root densities in the order of 1–2 percent of the porous media volume (e.g. Fageria et al., 2006), containerized plant growth in coarse aggregate media may result in significantly higher root volumes.
For example, Steinberg et al. (2005) suggested a 10 percent change in available macroporosity for
plants grown in Turface. At such high root volumes, water held in the roots may further contribute
to an overestimation of water contents with current sensing techniques providing an integral signal.

4.5.2

Materials and Methods

Porous Media
We used coarse aggregate media (Profile Products, Buffalo Grove, IL) sieved to particle size
fractions of 0.25–1 mm (Profile) and 1–2 mm (Turface). The particle density of the aggregates is
2.5 g cm−3 . These media have been widely used in microgravity plant experiments (Levine et al.,
2003; Steinberg and Henninger, 1997; Stutte et al., 2005) and are expected to be used in future
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life support applications. The aggregates are stable, have moderate surface area for nutrient storage
and exhibit two distinct pore spaces, inter-aggregate and intra-aggregate pores. Only the interaggregate pore retention characteristics, particularly in the optimal range for liquid and gas supply
of 0 to -25 cmH2 O matric potential, are of interest for this study. The porous-media water retention
characteristics for Profile and Turface have been parameterized in Chapter 2 and by Steinberg and
Poritz (2005).

Plant Materials
EarliGreen pea plants (Pisum sativum), a dwarf variety, (obtained from the USU Crop Physiology Laboratory, Logan, UT) were used in this work. The plants exhibit a fast life cycle (24 days
to first flower), short height, and excellent growth in low light (Crop Physiology Laboratory at Utah
State University). Seed germination was initiated by hydrating the refrigerated seeds in water for
12 hours and then planting the seeds in a 4-noded quad plus center node directly into the media at
1 cm depth (i.e. having a 1-2 mm overburden). Germination rates were 100 percent after 5-6 days.

Water Retention and Root Measurements
Experiments were conducted in a temperature-controlled room with temperatures ranging from
26-28◦ C with a relative humidity ranging from 21-28 percent. Fig. 4.8 shows the setup with three
of six samples using Buchner funnels (Pyrex 36060, Corning Life Sciences, Lowell, MA; 350 ml
capacity, 8.0 cm disc diameter) for the root chamber. Porous-media samples were packed under
tamping to a height of ≈ 3 cm at a mean bulk density of 0.68 g cm−3 on top of the fritted porous
plates (pore size 4-5.5 µm). Hydration was achieved on-demand using a single Mariotte bottle connected to the porous plates which formed the interface to the porous medium. Hydraulic potentials
were set to 0 cmH2 O at the porous plate with capillary action drawing water into the media. Lighting was achieved with four cool-white fluorescent lights with a light intensity of 105 µmolphotons
m−2 s−1 at ≈15 cm below the light source. The light period was 16 hours. Plants were grown
for two trials (i.e., in Turface and Profile) for 28 days past planting. The rooting volume was not
restrained vertically (i.e. allowed to expand with root proliferation). The Buchner funnels were
initially covered with Parafilm to minimize evaporative water losses during the germination state
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with a small hole (> 0.5 mm) allowing for pressure equilibrium with the atmosphere. Nutrients (at
a low concentration to avoid osmotic potentials) were applied in liquid form on days 7 and 18 using
2 ml of premixed plant-food (0.02% N, 0.02% P, 0.02% K; Pour and Feed, Scotts Miracle Grow,
Marysville, OH) directly to the porous media.
Water retention characteristics in the six samples were determined with an automated method
using the fritted porous plates connected to a precision peristaltic pump (KDS 230, KD Scientific,
Holliston, MA). Fast responding pressure transducers (PX40-15G5V, Omega Engineering, Stamford, CT) installed horizontally in line between the funnels and the pump measured the hydraulic
potential, where the height of the fritted porous plate corresponded to the midpoint of the transducer
membranes (i.e., measuring hydraulic potentials as the negative ”tube pressure” with reference to
the porous plate). Water-retention measurements were conducted immediately before seed planting
and repeated every seven days thereafter. To minimize water uptake by the plant and evaporation
during measurements, shoots were shielded from light and covered with a plastic bag. Measurements started at a matric potential of -30 cmH2 O (i.e. referencing water content to the macropore
residual water content θr =0.37 cm3 cm−3 ) with the pump adding fixed volumes (5 ml) in multiple
steps (wetting). Upon reaching approximate satiation, the direction of pumping was reversed until
a matric potential of -30 cmH2 O (draining) was attained. Static equilibrium conditions were attained
after each pumping step before proceeding. Water contents at each step were determined from the
induced changes in water volumes with the known porosity.
Plants were harvested after 29 days to determine the mass of roots and shoots. The root fresh
mass was measured after careful removal of adhering particles through washing and rinsing and
separation of roots and shoots. Dry mass of roots and shoots was determined after oven drying at
65◦ C for 48 hours. Root distributions were visually evaluated.

4.5.3

Water-Retention Results and Discussion
Table 4.2 lists root and shoot properties at 29 days after planting. The mean root-volume

fractions relative to the total volume were 0.016 and 0.03 cm3root cm−3
soil for the Profile and Turface
treatments, respectively. Considering only the macro-pore volume, mean root fractions were 0.041
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and 0.076 cm3root cm−3
macropore for Profile and Turface treatments, respectively.
Measured hydraulic potentials in the root chambers were corrected for hydrostatic differences
in the media by shifting the readings to represent the matric potential in the center of the sample.
Fig. 4.9 compares obtained water-retention observations for the bulk media collected before seed
planting and rhizosphere media collected at day 28 for Profile (a) and Turface (b), respectively. Also
shown are the predicted water-retention characteristics using the van Genuchten model (Eq. [4.11])
with parameters from Chapter 2. Fitted parameters α, n and θs were determined using a non-linear
least squares approach with the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization method for Eq. [4.11] to the
observations of water content and matric potential while keeping θr fixed at 0.37 cm3 cm−3 . Fitting
was implemented with the “lsqcurvefit” function in the Matlab Optimization Toolbox version 3.0.2
(Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). Table 4.3 lists the fitted parameters.
Water retention characteristics for the bulk and rhizosphere media were similar for both the
Profile and Turface media. Parameters α, inversely related to the air-entry potential, were almost
identical between bulk and rhizosphere estimates with exception of Profile at wetting conditions
where α is larger suggesting a decrease in air-entry pressure. Parameters n, describing the slope of
the retention curve, were generally larger for the rhizosphere estimates with exception of Turface
at draining conditions where n was lower. However, differences in n were not significant, indicated
by the overlapping 95 percent confidence intervals for the estimates. Similarly, the difference in
α was not significant considering the 95 percent confidence interval for the estimate in Chapter 2.
Further, estimates for the saturated water content θs were not significantly different between bulk
and rhizosphere treatments.
Root volumes increased vertically with a mean height in the root chamber of 3.2 cm for Profile
and 3.3 cm for Turface at day 29. The increase in height corresponds approximately to the developed
root volume suggesting that root development resulted in an equivalent decrease in bulk density with
an overall increase in pore sizes now occupied by roots. However, visual observation of the rooting
system revealed that a large quantity of roots developed at the porous plate interface with a higher
root density in the medium immediately above the porous plate. For plant development this suggests
that water was limiting in the media. For the water retention characterization it suggests that a
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significant part of the root proliferation did not take place in the mediums pore space and therefore
a measurable signature suggestive of a change in rhizosphere water-retention characteristics was not
observed at this rooting density.

Hypothesized Root-Induced Pore Volume Changes
The physical characteristics of the porous media are crucial design parameters because they
determine the physical aspects of root functions and resource supplies. If used as a design characterization for matric-suction based root-zone hydration systems, the modifications of the porous-media
rhizosphere need to be considered, particularly, when multiple successive plantings compound the
effects on porous-media hydraulic properties. In addition to changes in pore-size distributions primarily affecting the function of optimally designed root zones, changes in overall pore volume
affecting the monitoring of root zones need to be considered. Of these, water content measurements
are critical for the accurate determination of plant-available water and the estimation of freely available ions. Indirect volume-based water content determinations fail to separate between water held
in the porous media and water held in the roots. For example, Gerke and Kuchenbuch (2007) measured water held inside the roots and found that up to 20 percent of the total soil water content
can be in the roots for field grown maize at high root densities. Estimates based on the dielectric
properties (e.g. time domain reflectometry) will fail to make that distinction and prove problematic
because of their integrative signal (Mojid and Cho, 2004). Estimates based on electrical properties
(e.g. electrical resistivity imaging), suffering from the equivalency problem, will also fail to make
that distinction for fresh roots, but recent research has shown that older roots may be distinguishable from fresh roots by their much higher electrical resistivity (Hagrey, 2007). Estimates based
on the measurement of heat capacity (e.g., heat-pulse sensors) may also be unable to distinguish
water held in roots from water held in pores. In most cases then, plant available water will likely be
overestimated if root water is not considered.
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For the change in porosity with root proliferation we consider two scenarios:
i) Restricted Root Zone
If the root-zone volume is restricted, the total volume with roots V2 equals the total volume of the
bulk media V1 :

V2 = V1
Vφ2 = Vφ1 −Vr

(4.19)
(4.20)

where Vr is the root volume and Vφ is the pore volume with the indices 1 and 2 describing the case
without roots and with roots, respectively. It may be speculated that the reduction in pore volume
would likely shift the pore size distribution to smaller pore sizes as roots preferentially occupy larger
pores.
ii) Unrestricted Root Zone
If the root-zone volume is allowed to expand, the total volume with roots will increase compared to
the total volume of the bulk media V1 according to:

V2 = V1 + κVr
Vφ2 = Vφ1 − (1 − κ)Vr

(4.21)
(4.22)

Part of the roots will occupy existing pore space while part of the root expansion will lead to an
increase in total volume. The factor κ (0 ≤ κ ≤ 1), defined as:

κ=

V2 −V1
Vr

(4.23)

scales the proportional occupation of existing pore space Vφ1 to newly created pore space by expansion. Again, the reduction in pore space will likely shift the pore size distribution to smaller pore
sizes, but may be less pronounced than in the restricted root-zone case.
It can easily be shown that case 1 is a special condition of case 2 with κ = 0. For a given media
with an initial bulk density ρb1 , the introduction of roots would decrease the bulk density to a value
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ρb2 because of the change in total Volume. The saturated water content of the rhizosphere media is
then directly related to the saturated water content of the bulk media and the bulk densities:

θs2 = θs1




Vφ1 − (1 − κ)Vr V1
ρs − ρb2
= θs1
(V1 + κVr )Vφ1
ρs − ρb1

(4.24)

where ρs is the solids particle density. The residual water content θr can be considered unaffected
mw
by a change in pore size distribution and bulk density on a mass basis (θrm =
), where mw and ms
ms
denote the mass of water and dry media solids, respectively Consequently, the volumetric residual
water content of the rhizosphere soil θr2 is given by:

θr2 = θr1

V1
V1 + κVr




= θr1

ρb2
ρb1


(4.25)

Fig. 4.10(inset) shows the change in residual and saturated water contents using the example of the
Turface media considering only the primary draining water-retention characteristic. For a restricted
root zone (i.e. κ = 0), the residual water content remains unchanged compared to the bulk media
with a marked decrease in saturated water content corresponding to the occupation of pores by roots
(in this case 10 percent). For the unrestricted root-zones (i.e. κ > 0), both the residual and saturated
water content decrease, where higher κ values characterize a larger decrease. The resulting predictions of readily plant-available water defined as θ − θr in Fig. 4.10 show a reduction compared to
the bulk media. Notably, the highest reduction is predicted for the restricted root-zone. Unrestricted
root zones are characterized by a reduction in plant-available water that scales with 1 − κ, meaning
that root zones where root proliferation results in the 1:1 creation of additional root-zone volume
are predicted to experience the lowest decrease in plant-available water.
For water-content measurements, water held in roots occupying some of the pore space integrated over by the volume-averaging sensors, sense a water content closer to the bulk mediums
water content at a given matric potential. The overestimation (i.e. some part of θs1 − θs1 ) depends
on κ, where a value of zero, corresponding to the restricted root zone, exhibits the highest overestimation with the maximal pore fraction occupied by roots. The overestimation depends further on
the root water content, where Gerke and Kuchenbuch (2007) estimated the water content of well
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watered maize to be ≈ 0.8 cm3 cm−3 . However, because the water status of the roots (i.e. the root
water content) varies with the porous-media hydraulic potential, root age and species, the watercontent overestimations may be difficult to predict accurately. Nevertheless, the fraction of water
held in roots relative to the bulk volumes water content is significant at high root densities and particularly in restricted root zones and should be considered when estimating water contents based on
volume-averaging sensors.

4.6

Summary and Conclusions
The physical characteristics of the porous media are crucial design characteristics because they

determine the physical aspects of root function such as water, nutrient and gas exchange that are
most relevant to root growth and plant vigor. Of these, water retention characteristics provide critical
information on the distribution of water and air in root zones and are critical for the optimization of
water and gaseous fluxes to plant roots in different gravity environments.
In a first case study we designed a root-zone system based on wetting water-retention characteristics of vertically-increasing finer particle-sized media providing a more homogenous watercontent distribution under terrestrial gravity compared to conventional homogenous-medium results.
The design offers a more uniform water content profile leading to a potentially more homogenous
root distribution. This is achieved by extending the region where antipodal fluxes of water and gases
are balanced and provides a terrestrial test bed for microgravity root-zone performance. The design
framework may further be easily adapted for planetary gravity, like Lunar or Martian gravity, and
provides the basis for media selection including planetary regolith.
In a second case study, we considered how roots change the physical root-zone environment
and in particular the water-retention characteristic, which underlies the root-zone optimization problem. The limited results from this study do not support the suggestion that macroscopic waterretention characteristics are significantly altered by root proliferation. We attributed part of this
conclusion to experimental challenges that should be addressed in future experiments. The main
challenge is establishing a uniform root distribution in the sample and prevention of the development of a root mat on the porous membrane. We advocate that root effects on the porous-media
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root zone should be more intensely studied before media optimizations can be applied. We further
suggest that more research should be conducted on the inclusion of water held in roots for volumeaveraging water-content monitoring sensors crucial to managing a root environment to sustain plant
growth.
Current soil-water flow models based on the Richards equation describe water movement only
in the capillary pores. Plant effects on soil water are considered only as a sink term accounting
for root-water uptake. While root distribution, soil hydraulic properties and water content data
are used for the closure of the models, complex feedback reactions and impacts of root systems
both spatially and temporally on the state variables (i.e. water content and matric potential) and
hydraulic properties (i.e. changes in density, pore size distribution, hydraulic conductivity) are
mostly neglected. We suggest further study aiming at the inclusion of temporal root modifications of
the porous-media hydraulic properties which affect the transport and retention of water. We further
suggest the need to study more closely the transport of water from the bulk media to the immediate
root vicinity and finally into the root to explain differences in plant vigor seen in restricted root
zones in microgravity.

4.7
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Draining
Wetting
†
Porous medium [stratum]
α
n
θr
θs
α
n
θ†r
θs
−1
3
−3
−1
3
cm
–cm cm –
cm
–cm cm−3 –
Coarse [1]
0.086 6.23 0.01 0.36
0.166 4.28 0.01 0.35
‡
lower
0.080 5.26
0.32
0.151 3.45
0.34
upper‡
0.093 7.20
0.40
0.181 5.11
0.35
Coarse-Medium (2:1) [2] 0.063 4.67 0.01 0.37
0.113 3.23 0.01 0.33
lower
0.060 4.00
0.34
0.101 2.82
0.31
upper
0.067 5.33
0.39
0.124 3.63
0.35
Medium [3]
0.042 6.78 0.01 0.35
0.074 4.78 0.01 0.31
lower
0.041 5.89
0.33
0.068 4.04
0.29
upper
0.043 7.67
0.37
0.080 5.52
0.34
Medium-Fine (1:1) [4]
0.031 6.17 0.01 0.35
0.051 3.94 0.01 0.31
lower
0.030 5.30
0.35
0.045 3.24
0.29
upper
0.031 7.04
0.36
0.057 4.63
0.33
Fine
0.074 3.25 0.01 0.38
0.034 4.37 0.01 0.40
lower
0.062 2.40
0.35
0.033 3.91
0.40
upper
0.087 4.09
0.42
0.035 4.83
0.41
† Residual water content θr was kept invariant while fitting the saturated water content θs
and the curve-fitting parameters α and n in the van Genuchten model.
‡ Lower and upper bounds of the 95 % confidence interval, respectively.

Table 4.1: van Genuchten (1980) parameterizations of the primary draining and wetting water retention characteristics for the Ottawa sands and
the respective mixtures used in the stratified sand column. The parameters for Fine are also given though it was used only as a mixture in the
column experiment. Mixtures indicate parts by weight. α, n and θs were determined using a nonlinear least squares fit with the LevenbergMarquardt optimization method to optimize Eq. [4.11] to measured water contents and matric potentials while keeping θr fixed. Fitting was
implemented with the ”lsqcurvefit” function in the Matlab Optimization Toolbox version 3.0.2 (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA).
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Table 4.2: Fresh and dry mass of pea roots and shoots expressed in grams per plant after 28 day
treatments.

Vt
cm3
161
161
161
161

Root
m f resh
g
2.12
3.06
2.68

Profile
Root Shoot
mdry
mdry
g
g
0.34
0.62
0.43
0.8
0.37
0.66

Root
m f resh
g
3.82
5.14
6.13
4.33

Turface
Root Shoot
mdry
mdry
g
g
0.36
0.95
0.62
0.93
0.73
1.07
0.41
0.76

Table 4.3: Porous media parameters of the van Genuchten (1980) water retention model comparing
bulk and rhizosphere estimates.
Profile

Wetting
lower‡
upper‡

α
cm−1
0.172
0.163
0.181

Bulk Media
n
θ†r
θs
3
–cm cm−3 –
4.85 0.37 0.66
4.00 0.37 0.64
5.71 0.37 0.67

Bulk Rhizosphere
α
n
θ†r
θs
−1
3
cm
–cm cm−3 –
0.223 3.41 0.37
0.66
0.201 2.92 0.37
0.65
0.244 3.91 0.37
0.68

Draining
lower
upper

0.108
0.105
0.112

6.74
5.86
7.62

Process

Wetting
lower
upper

0.350
0.332
0.368

4.16
3.75
4.56

0.37
0.37
0.37

0.66
0.65
0.68

0.109
0.106
0.111

5.81
5.31
6.31

0.37
0.37
0.37

0.68
0.67
0.69

0.37
0.37
0.37

Turface
0.66
0.398
0.65
0.366
0.68
0.430

3.83
3.19
4.47

0.37
0.37
0.37

0.67
0.65
0.68

Draining 0.202 5.52 0.37 0.67
0.201 6.64 0.37
0.67
lower 0.192 4.55 0.37 0.65
0.192 5.42 0.37
0.65
upper 0.212 6.50 0.37 0.69
0.210 7.86 0.37
0.69
† Residual water content θr was taken from Blonquist et al. (2006) and kept
invariant while fitting the saturated water content θs and the curve-fitting
parameters α and n in the van Genuchten model.
‡ Lower and upper bounds of the 95 % confidence interval, respectively.
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Fig. 4.1: Illustration of partial root-soil and root-air contact providing simultaneous transport of
water and gasses at the pore-scale.

Fig. 4.2: Hypothetical steady-state equilibrium distribution of water contents in a 10 cm tall sample
of porous ceramic-aggregate Turface subjected to (a) Earth’s, (b) Martian, (c) Lunar and (d) zerogravity. The average hydraulic potential (i.e. at the midpoint) is constant at -5 cm. The shaded
area shows the regions of validity for water contents bounded by the primary draining and wetting
water retention curves where the hydrostatic distribution of hydraulic potentials scales with the
gravitational force.
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Fig. 4.3: Plant-growth column used in the stratified porous-media root zone experiments. The 25
cm tall column allows hydration via the establishment of a shallow saturated zone at the bottom
of the root zone using a small port at the base. The inside look shows the possible placement of
integrated dual-probe heat-pulse sensors amenable for the estimation of water content and electrical
conductivity.
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Fig. 4.4: Water retention characteristics of four particle-size classes of Ottawa sands. Solid and
dotted lines represent fitted van Genuchten models to the replicate wetting (closed symbols) and
draining (open symbols) data with parameterizations given in Table 4.1.
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Fig. 4.5: Depiction of the stratified porous-media root zone providing more uniform water contents
than a conventional homogenous medium design. The wetting water-retention curves shown illustrate the vertical change in water content (i.e. with the gravitational field) where the predicted water
content (bold line) increases in the next higher stratum at the interface based on smaller pore-sized
media holding more water at that hydraulic potential (vertical position in the profile).
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Fig. 4.6: Predicted root zone performance comparing a homogenous porous medium design with
the proposed stratified design. For the estimation of unsaturated hydraulic conductivities K(h),
liquid diffusivities Dwg and gaseous diffusivities Dag see the text. The ratio of effective diffusivities
shown in (e) is proposed as a design-effectiveness descriptor suggesting a wider range in optimal
root zone (i.e. where liquid and gaseous fluxes are balanced) for the stratified design compared to
the homogenous medium-sand design.
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Fig. 4.7: Comparison of predicted and gravimetrically determined volumetric water-content distributions in three columns with stratified root zones. Gravimetric water contents were sampled
over depth intervals indicated in the plot and thus represent vertically averaged values. Column
identifiers c1, c3 and c5 point to columns 1, 3 and 5 out of a total of 6 tested, respectively.
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Fig. 4.8: Buchner-funnel root chambers for water retention measurements. The Mariotte-Bottle
provided on demand water supply maintaining a hydraulic potential of 0 cmH2 O at the porous
membrane. For water retention measurements, the water supply was interrupted and a computercontrolled precision syringe pump provided changes in water volume in the bulk root zone while
the plants were covered and darkened to minimize evapotranspiratory losses.
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Fig. 4.9: Water retention characteristics measured in Profile (a) and Turface (b) comparing bulk
media with bulk rhizosphere properties. For comparison, solid lines represent predicted characteristics using parameters given in Heinse et al. (2007). Dotted and dash-dotted lines represent fitted
van Genuchten models to the replicate wetting (closed symbols) and drying (open symbols) data.
Errorbars indicate the standard error in the replicate measurements at given water contents.
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Fig. 4.10: Plant available water in restricted and unrestricted root zones comparing the bulk media
with no roots and cases with 10 percent roots per volume in Turface for the primary draining process.
The parameter κ indicates the fractional root expansion with root development. κ = 0 indicates the
case when the root-zone volume is restricted, κ = 1 indicates a case where the root-zone volume
is allowed to expand and root development results in the total expansion. The insert shows the
corresponding water-retention characteristics considering only the changes in residual and saturated
water contents. Also indicated is the range of apparent water-content overestimation (water that is
held in the roots occupying pore space within the media) using volume-averaging indirect watercontent sensors.
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CHAPTER 5
INTEGRATION OF HEAT CAPACITY AND ELECTRICAL
CONDUCTIVITY SENSORS FOR ROOT MODULE WATER AND
NUTRIENT ASSESSMENT1
5.1

Abstract
Management of water content and nutrient status during space flight is a critical element for

successful plant production systems. Our objectives were to determine if dual-probe heat-pulse
(DPHP) sensors could improve water content determination accuracy over single-probe heat-pulse
(SPHP) sensors, and to test a design using coupled heat-pulse and direct-current electrical conductivity sensors, paired as a 4-electrode array. The DPHP predicted water content correlated well
with independently measured water contents based on a physically-derived one-point calibration
model. SPHP water content prediction was comparable to the dual-probe sensors when using an
empirical relationship. Pooled regression analysis showed that water content for both sensors was
accurate with a root-mean square error of 0.02 cm3 cm−3 . Electrical conductivity was measured
in both saturated flow-through and static unsaturated measurements. Model predictions of solution electrical conductivity as a function of water contents were well correlated for water contents
above 0.2 cm3 cm−3 . Combining the dual-needle heat-pulse probe water content determination
with electrical conductivity measurements provides improved root-zone environment assessment
and management capabilities.
1 The

material for this chapter was previously published as: R. Heinse, G. Kluitenberg, K.S. Lewis, R.S. Austin,
P.J. Shouse, G.B. Bingham, and S.B. Jones: “Integration of Heat Capacity and Electrical Conductivity Sensors for Root
Module Water and Nutrient Assessment.” SAE Technical Paper 2006-01-2211. The 36th International Conference on
Environmental Systems (ICES), Norfolk, VI, July 17–20, 2006. Reprinted with permission from SAE Paper # 2006-012211* c 2006** SAE International.
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5.2

Introduction
Water content and nutrient status is a critical need for plant production systems that utilize

restricted root zones. The heat-pulse method has been a common method for estimating volumetric
water content where mass, volume, power and safety constraints associated with payloads destined
for space necessitated the development of small-scale low-power sensors. While the soil physics
community began revisiting dual-probe heat-pulse (DPHP) methods with improvements in electronics technology in the 1980s, spaceflight applications called for the retrofitting of existing hardware
using nail-like and miniaturized single-probe heat-pulse (SPHP) sensors for measuring water content (Bingham et al., 2002; Hoehn et al., 2000; Levine et al., 2003; Morrow et al., 2001). Recently,
Newman et al. (2005) successfully applied the DPHP method in coarse-textured porous media considered for plant growth in space. The major advantages of the DPHP over the SPHP method is
the greater consistency with theory and the availability of analytical solutions, allowing an estimation of the soil water content using a physically-based approach. Sensing water content with
SPHP sensors is commonly based on empirical, calibrated relationships (Morrow et al., 2001). One
additional advantage of the DPHP method is the versatility of the setup. Recently scientists have
proposed multi-functional sensors combining heat-pulse measurements with electrical conductivity
measurements (Bristow et al., 2001; Mori et al., 2003), dielectric measurements (Ren et al., 2005),
and water flux determinations (Mori et al., 2005; Ochsner et al., 2005). The benefit of the multifunctional probe is the possibility of measuring independent physical properties at a comparable
scale. This is particularly important considering the spatial and temporal heterogeneity in the root
zone. The addition of two needles to the DPHP sensor, to facilitate electrical conductivity measurements, which can be related to solution nutrient status, has shown promise using equidistant parallel
needles in a Wenner array (Bristow et al., 2001; Mori et al., 2003). In this paper, we test whether
difficulties in using the Wenner array at low conductivities can be partially improved by increasing
the spacing between the potential electrodes. The electrode spacing determines the sensitivity and
the signal to noise ratio of the array. We expect that the benefit of the increased spacing will be most
significant at low water contents and electrical conductivities. We further investigated the problem
of water content determination with SPHP and DPHP methods and the integrated use of DPHP sen-
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sors to measure electrical conductivity in a 4-electrode array. Our objectives were to: (1) evaluate
if dual-probe heat-pulse sensors can improve water content determination accuracy compared to
single-probe heat-pulse sensors, and (2) construct and test a novel sensor providing nutrient status
from electrical conductivity measurements at a scale (i.e., sensor or root zone) appropriate for space
applications. Combining the DPHP sensor with the capability for electrical conductivity measurements potentially provides improved water-content-determination accuracy and nutrient assessment.
Emphasis on integrating porous-media root module and sensor components with porous-media design will create novel management capabilities unavailable in present microgravity plant-growth
systems.

5.3

5.3.1

Theoretical Considerations

Heat-Capacity-Based Water Content Sensing
The specific heat capacity c of a porous medium has been shown to be linearly related to the

volumetric water content of porous media (Campbell et al., 1991):

θv =

ρc − ρb cs
ρw cw

(5.1)

ρb denotes the bulk density, c the specific heat-capacity, and θv the volumetric water content. The
subscripts s and w refer to the solid and liquid phase, respectively. The contribution of the air
phase is neglected because of the relatively low density and heat capacity compared to the solid and
liquid phase. Generally, the experimental methodology for measuring the specific heat capacity is
based on the application of a heat pulse to a source, and analysis of the temperature response at the
source (SPHP) or at some distance from the source (DPHP). Commonly, SPHP data are analyzed
empirically by a linear fitting of the measured maximum temperature change to water contents. For
the DPHP method, Campbell et al. (1991) developed an analytical inverse relationship between the
maximum temperature rise at the temperature probe and the volumetric heat capacity of the medium
following an instantaneous heat pulse:
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ρc =

q
eπr2 Tm

(5.2)

Tm denotes the maximum temperature increase at a distance r following the application of a heat
pulse taken as the applied power per length of probe q, and e is the Euler’s number. Campbell et al.
(1991) found that calibrating for apparent probe spacing rapp rather than the physical spacing between the needles improved the water content prediction accuracy. Knight and Kluitenberg (2004)
proposed a computationally simplified version of a physically based equation derived by Kluitenberg et al. (1993) that accounts for the finite heat application as opposed to an instantaneous heat
pulse:
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(5.3)

where ε = to /tm , to is the duration of the heat-pulse, and tm is the time from the initiation of the pulse
to the occurrence of the temperature maximum.

5.3.2

Electrical Conductivity
The bulk electrical conductivity represents the integrative conductivity of all contributing con-

ductors (pore fluid, matrix), and is dependent on the water content of the media. Archie (1942)
formulated an expression that relates the bulk electrical conductivity σb to the porosity Φ, the relative saturation S, the electrical conductivity of the pore fluid σw , and the conductivity of the matrix
σg :
1
σb = Φm Swn σw + σg
a

(5.4)

with a, m and n being fitting parameters. After calibration, Eq. (5.4) provides a means to estimate
the solution electrical conductivity from measurements of the bulk conductivity and volumetric
water content. The calibration consists of fitting Eq. (5.4) to measured bulk conductivities at known
solution conductivities and water contents. Measuring the electrical conductivity may be achieved
with direct current resistivity methods that refer to stationary fields and currents, but also include
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slowly alternating fields and currents.
Given two electrodes A and B, and two electrodes M and N at spacings r (Fig. (5.1)), the
difference in potential between M and N equals:
I
V=
2πσ



1
rAM

−

1
rAN




−

1
rBM

−

1
rBN

−1
(5.5)

The 2π term indicates measurements at the surface of a half sphere. A multitude of electrode
arrays exist. Measuring the potential difference and the induced current, multiplied by a geometry
factor, results in the apparent conductivity:

σa =

I
f (r)
2πU

(5.6)

f (r)
2π

(5.7)

where

G=
is called the geometry or configuration factor.

The geometry factor can be determined experimentally in a medium with known conductivity.
Because the medium is generally not homogenous and isotropic, the determined conductivity is
referred to as the apparent conductivity. If the medium is homogeneous and isotropic, the apparent
conductivity equals the specific conductivity of the medium.

5.4

5.4.1

Materials and Methods

Porous Media
The porous media used in this study were porous ceramic aggregates (Aimcor, Deerfield, IL)

sieved to size fractions of 0.25–1 mm (Profile), and 1–2 mm (Turface). Porous ceramic aggregates
have been widely used in microgravity plant experiments (Levine et al., 2003; Norikane et al.,
2004; Steinberg and Henninger, 1997; Stutte et al., 2005). The aggregates are stable, have moderate
surface area for nutrient storage, are easily separated from roots, and are re-useable. The aggregates
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exhibit a dual-pore character made up of inter-aggregate and intra-aggregate pores. Only the intraaggregate pore retention characteristics are of interest for these studies, particularly in the range of
0 to -25 cm H2 O matric potential used for plant growth.

5.4.2

Shallow-Sample Cell Setup
Heat-pulse sensors were installed in an experimental setup for microgravity water-retention

experiments used by Heinse et al. (2005). The experimental system consists of clear-Lexan rectangular containers (internal dimensions: 12 cm long, 5 cm wide and 2 cm high). The average water
content of the media was controlled using a water addition/removal system which consisted of water
inlet, water outlet and porous plate. The inlet, connected to the porous plate, fills the entirety of the
bottom of the cell, allowing control of water in the media at suction (negative pressure) without air
passing through the plate. The gravitational effect on the water content distribution is minimized
because of the small vertical extent. The heat-pulse sensors were installed horizontally at a height of
1 cm. Sensors were held in place using silicone sealant to allow for non-destructive removal while
ensuring air- and water-sealed conditions. Figure 5.2 shows the sensors installed in the cell. The
horizontal spacing between the probes is approximately 3 cm.

5.4.3

Pseudo Root Module Setup
Testing the ability of the multi-needle electrical conductivity sensors to monitor changes in

electrical conductivity at the root module scale used a container shown in Fig. 5.3. Three DPHP
sensors were installed vertically from the bottom of the container (30 cm by 15 cm, 15 cm tall).
The container was packed with porous media to a height of 12 cm. The sensors were placed in a
line, and were spaced 7.5 cm apart. On one side, the container was packed with 0.25-1 mm ceramic
aggregates vacuum-saturated with tap water (σw =0.042 S m−1 ), and on the other side, with 0.25–
1 mm ceramic aggregates saturated and vacuumed in tap water mixed with slow release fertilizer
(Osmocote 19-6-12, Scotts-Sierra Horticultural Products, Marysville, OH). The concentration of
the fertilizer was 0.0185 cm3 cm−3 .
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5.4.4

Heat-Pulse Sensors
The single-probe heat-pulse (SPHP) sensors tested were developed at Space Dynamics Labo-

ratory (SDL), Logan, Utah, and are being used in the Optimization of Root Zone Substrates (ORSZ)
flight experiment (Jones et al., 2002) and as a modified version in the LADA plant growth chamber (Bingham et al., 2002). The sensors contain a single heating and temperature-sensing element
(model LM50BIM3, National Semiconductor, Santa Clara, CA), and have a stainless-steel tip.
The dual-probe heat-pulse sensors (DPHP) were developed and constructed following the procedure of Ham and Benson (2004). The DPHP sensors consist of two parallel stainless steel needles
spaced 6 mm apart. One needle contains a line heat source while the other contains a thermistor.

5.4.5

Heat-Pulse Measurements
The shallow-sample cell was packed with porous media saturated under vacuum to minimize

air-entrapment. Following the incremental addition of the media (about 2 cm3 ), the cell was tapped
to ascertain uniform bulk density. The specific heats (Turface: 832 J kg−1 K−1 , Profile: 848 J
kg−1 K−1 at 30◦ C) of the saturated ceramic aggregates as a function of temperature were measured
by Thermophysical Properties Research Laboratories, West Lafayette, IN. The initial temperature
(room temperature, about 24◦ C) of the individual sensors was measured prior to applying a heatpulse. The SPHP sensors were heated for a period of 20 s by applying a constant potential of 12
V (q ∼
= 1677 J m−1 ). Fifteen-minute intervals were given to allow temperatures to return to the
initial temperature before the next heating event. The temperature was monitored after heating
was terminated, and the maximum temperature difference, Tm , was recorded. The DPHP sensors
were heated for a period of 8 s (q ∼
= 744 J m−1 ). Temperature was then monitored after heating
was terminated, and the maximum temperature difference, time to maximum tm, and applied heat
were recorded. The apparent probe spacing rapp for the DPHP sensors was then calculated using
saturated measurements of q, Tm and tm (Eq. (5.3)). Water was then manually withdrawn from
the bottom of the cell with a syringe in 7 ml increments until the approximate desaturation of
macropores, where the water withdrawal was reversed up to satiation. Volumetric water contents
of the medium were calculated at the end of the experiment using destructive measurements of the
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bulk density with known cell volume following the experiments. SPHP and DPHP measurements
were conducted sequentially in 15 min intervals after a 15 min wait to static equilibrium after each
water content change.

5.4.6

Electrical Conductivity Sensor
A common electrical conductivity measurement configuration consists of four electrodes. For

this study, the configuration consisted of two DPHP sensors. The physical arrangement of electrodes
has infinite possibilities; all involve a current induction with two electrodes and a measurement of
potential with two separate electrodes. To avoid polarization effects, an alternating current (e.g., 400
Hz) was used. The measured apparent electrical conductance (g=V/I) was used to calculate the bulk
electrical conductivity σb using a calibrated configuration factor G that depends on the electrode
array, electrode spacing and boundary conditions.
The two main considerations in determining the most suitable electrode configuration are the
sensitivity distribution and the signal to noise ratio. The sensitivity describes a change in the measured apparent conductivity with respect to a conductivity change in a small volume element in the
porous medium (Spitzer, 1998). A positive sensitivity indicates an increase in the apparent conductivity from an increase in the intrinsic conductivity in the cell. A negative sensitivity suggests inverse
behavior where an increase in the intrinsic conductivity leads to a decrease in apparent conductivity. The sensitivity data can be used to analyze the resolving power of electrode configurations in
both horizontal and vertical directions (Furche and Weller, 2002). In this study, we used SensInv2D
(Geotomographie, Neuwied, Germany) to calculate the sensitivity distributions. As for the signal
to noise ratio (S/N ratio), the larger spacing between M and N (the potential drop measurement)
compared to the commonly used Wenner array, results in a larger potential difference at a small
geometry factor. The larger potential drop can be read with greater accuracy by a data-logger, while
the small geometry factor ensures that errors in the potential drop measurements are not multiplied
by a large geometry factor.

5.4.7

Electrical Conductivity Measurements
Two DPHP sensors, spaced 3 cm apart (center to center), were used to construct the 4-electrode
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array. First, the cell was filled with four liquids of known electrical conductivity in the range of 0.4–
5.4 S m−1 . The increase in electrical conductivity of the liquids was achieved by adding Potassium
Bromide to tap water. The electrical conductivity of the fluids was measured by an electrical conductivity meter (Accumet 20, Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH). Using Eq. (5.6), the geometry factor
was determined experimentally from measurements of the electrical conductance. The average geometry factor was 0.068 cm−1 with a standard deviation of 0.002 cm−1 .
Second, we packed the cell with 1–2 mm porous media in analogy to the heat pulse measurements. The initial packing used porous media saturated with tap water (0.042 S m−1 ). The cell was
then connected to a pumping mechanism (Masterflex, Cole Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL), and potassium bromide infused water at a conductivity of 0.68 S m−1 was pumped through the cell at a flow
rate of 4 cm3 min−1 . We then switched back to pumping tap water through the cell. Reference
σw measurements were conducted at the cell’s outlet. The apparent electrical conductivity was calculated using Eq. (5.6) with the previously determined geometry factor. We used a least-squares
algorithm to optimize for the parameters a and m in Archie’s equation (Eq. (5.4)) by comparison
with the reference σw measurements.
Third, we disconnected the pump and connected a syringe to the bottom of the cell. Water
was manually withdrawn from the bottom of the cell with the syringe in 5 ml increments until the
approximate desaturation of macropores, where the water withdrawal was reversed up to satiation.
Volumetric water contents of the medium were calculated using destructive measurements of the
bulk density with known cell volume following the experiments. We used a least squares algorithm to optimize for the parameter n in Archie’s equation (Eq. (5.4)) using previously determined
parameters a and m by comparison with the reference sw measurements.

5.4.8

Data Acquisition and Control System
The data acquisition and control system (DACS) included several data-loggers, multiplexers

and custom circuits. Control of the heat pulse (HP) measurements and electrical conductivity measurements were separated and electrically isolated for initial testing and development, and have
subsequently been incorporated into a single DACS (Fig. 5.4).
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The heat pulse DACS consisted of a CR10X data-logger with two AM416 multiplexers (Campbell Scientific, Logan, UT), a 1 Ω current-sensing shunt resistor (Model VPR5, 0.1% tolerance,
Vishay Resistors, Malvern, PA), a 5 kΩ resistor (Model S102K, 0.1% tolerance, Vishay Resistors,
Malvern, PA), and a 12 V battery. One multiplexer was used for the heater probe selection and
the other multiplexer was used for all temperature probes. The data-logger was used for the timing
and recording of the heat pulse and temperature measurements. The switched 12 V terminal of
the data-logger was used to apply power to each heater for 8 s. Heat transmitted was measured by
placing the 1 Ω shunt in series with the heater probe. Ohm’s law was used to determine the current
in the heater by measuring the voltage drop across the shunt. The thermistors were measured using
a four-wire half-bridge circuit that utilized the 5 kΩ resistor as a reference.
The electrical conductivity DACS consisted of a data-logger (Model CR21X, Campbell Scientific, Logan, UT), one multiplexer (Model AM416, Campbell Scientific, Logan, UT), one 12 V
battery, an isolated current supply circuit (four optical isolators with transistor output) shown in Fig.
(5.4), and two D-size 1.5 V batteries. The data-loggers’ excitation port acted as a 400 Hz alternating current switch that controlled the output and polarity of the current driver circuit. The constant
current driver was composed of a PS-2501-4 optical isolator, a 100 Ω resistor, a 22 kΩ resistor, and
a 1 kΩ current-sensing resistor.

5.5

5.5.1

Results and Discussion

Heat-Pulse Probe Comparison
Estimates of volumetric water content in 0.25–1 mm and 1–2 mm ceramic aggregates obtained

using the SPHP (θSPHP ) and DPHP (θDPHP ) method are shown in Fig. 5.7. The symbols represent
water content values from individual sensors paired with average cell water contents (θcell ). The data
shows good agreement between θDPHP and θcell . The maximum residual between θDPHP and θcell
in Profile (Fig. 5.7a) is 0.11 cm3 cm−3 at θcell = 0.68 cm3 cm−3 . It is at this water content that we
find the most pronounced spread between the water content estimates. Further, notice that one of the
sensors (Sensor 3: circles) overestimates water contents down to θcell =0.49 cm3 cm−3 . At the lowest
water content, all Sensors estimate the water content in agreement. Apparently, water in the cell does
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not distribute horizontally in a uniform manner following water content changes. We speculate that
water was preferentially withdrawn from the part of the cell sensitive to measurements of Sensor 3.
Notice that Sensors 1 and 2 do not register a change in water content at the first water withdrawal step
(0.75 to 0.68 cm3 cm−3 ). One explanation for the water content heterogeneity is that while packing
the media saturated, segregation in particle size took place at each packing increment, resulting in
horizontal layering (the cell was packed vertically). The slight DPHP underestimation noticeable for
Sensors 1 and 2 throughout the whole water content range has previously been reported (Basinger
et al., 2003; Bristow et al., 2001).
In the case of 1–2 mm ceramic aggregates (Fig. 5.7b) the sensor under-predicts water contents
in the range of 0.4–0.6 cm3 cm−3 . We attribute this in part to the vertical gradient in water content.
The volume sensitive to the heat-pulse measurement likely has a lower water content compared to
the average water content. Steinberg and Poritz (2005) demonstrated that 1–2 mm ceramic aggregates drain over a relatively small range of suction comparable to the 2 cm vertical extent of the
cell. Further, contact problems between the probe and the particles may have affected the predictions. The diameter of the probe is similar to the particle size resulting in fewer contact points
between the probe and the media.
When comparing DPHP and SPHP performance based on the analytical approach that does
not require calibration other than fitting probe spacing to measure-ments made in saturated media,
it is apparent that the DPHP method shows good accuracy for the entire water content range. The
SPHP performance based on media specific calibrations shown in Fig. 5.7 (c and d) shows the
water content estimates based on a best-fit linear calibration. The effects of the heterogeneous water
content distribution in 0.25–1 mm aggregates are more pronounced when compared to the DPHP
estimates. The reason for this difference could be the result of the smaller sampling volume of the
SPHP sensor.
Statistical results for the pooled measurements of the three SPHP and DPHP in each of the
two porous media are given in Fig. 5.7. The average apparent probe spacing (rapp ) and standard
deviation for each probe are listed showing less variation in rapp for 0.25–1 mm ceramic aggregates.
At least five water content determinations were made for each probe at saturation to obtain the
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fitted rapp-values. The root mean squared error was also computed for the difference in DPHP and
SPHP determinations compared to the independently measured values over the entire range of water
contents. These values indicate that the SPHP sensor errors are comparable to the DPHP errors.

5.5.2

Electrical Conductivity
Determining nutrient status from bulk electrical conductivity measurements necessitates esti-

mating the solution electrical conductivity from the bulk measurement. Below we present estimates
of solution electrical conductivity in saturated and unsaturated media followed by information on
sensitivity and robustness of the electrical conductivity measurements. We demonstrate the need for
caution interpreting bulk electrical conductivity measurements because the integration takes place
over a complex volume, which in turn is dependent on constituent physical properties. This is
illustrated by time-dependent measurements that track diffusion of solutes in a porous medium.

Saturated Measurements with a Solute Pulse
A solute pulse was passed through the shallow-sample cell filled with 1–2 mm ceramic aggregates, and the bulk electrical conductivity was measured. The bulk electrical conductivity values
were determined from the electrode configuration calibration in Eq. (5.6). Solution electrical conductivities were estimated solving Eq. (5.4) and optimizing parameters a and m (a=0.64, m=1.7).
The estimated solution electrical conductivity was compared in Fig. 5.6 with the measured effluent electrical conductivity measured at the cell outlet using an EC meter. The over-prediction in
the salinizing and the under-prediction in the desalinizing period are attributed to the temporal and
spatial separation between the 4-electrode probe and the EC meter in addition to diffusion into the
aggregates and adsorption of the salt on the solid. Because the EC meter is located at the outlet of
the cell, changes in σw in the cell are first sensed by the 4-electrode array, with the EC meter lagging behind. Further, the EC meter measures the effluent exiting the cell after a complicated mixing
process between tap and saline water in the cell (convective) and inside the aggregates (diffusive).
The data in Fig. 5.8 indicates the difference in ion dispersion of the pulse front moving through the
cell.
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Unsaturated Static Measurements
To evaluate the 4-electrode array response under unsaturated static-equilibrium conditions, the
volumetric water content was adjusted using a syringe. For purposes of evaluating the σw prediction
methodology, we used the syringe-controlled (bulk) water content instead of the heat-pulse sensed
water content. The results in Fig. 5.7 show measured data for glass beads and macropore data in
ceramic aggregates (i.e., micropores were not drained).
Modeled results were obtained by fitting parameters a, m, and n to the experimental data. Fitted
values for 1–2 mm glass beads were 0.33, 1.5, 1 and for 1–2 mm ceramic aggregates were 0.64, 1.7,
1.0 for a, m, and n, respectively. Notice that coincidentally the total porosity of the glass beads
is equivalent to the microporosity of the 1–2 mm ceramic aggregates (i.e. the macropores of the
ceramic aggregate finish draining near the saturation of the glass beads). Both data sets exhibit a
linear relationship between bulk conductivity and water content (for glass bead θ greater than 0.2)
indicated by a saturation exponent n=1 for both materials. We attribute the linear relationship to the
contribution of the solid phase conductivity in the case of 1–2 mm ceramic aggregates, and more
importantly, to the presence of water films prohibiting the electrical isolation of water absorbed
in the particles or held in pore crevices (Suman and Knight, 1997). Bulk conductivities measured
below 0.2 water content are reduced compared to the model. We attribute this to measurement
deficiencies at such low conductivities (see subsection Measurement Sensitivity).
Using the fitted model, i.e., Eq. (5.4), it is possible to predict the solution electrical conductivity
from the bulk conductivity measurements.
Figure 5.9 illustrates the capability of the 4-electrode array to provide solution electrical conductivity estimates from bulk water content determinations. It is evident, that the accuracy of the
σw prediction is limited by the accuracy of sensing water content.

Measurement Sensitivity
The conductivity measurement is not equally sensitive to all volume elements because the apparent conductivity is an integral measurement lumping a complicated three-dimensional conductivity distribution into a single value. Electrodes may be configured in several ways were each exhibits
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a characteristic distribution of sensitivity. Some volume elements will be more influential in the bulk
measurement than others. Figure 5.8 illustrates the two-dimensional sensitivity distributions for the
Focused and Wenner electrode configurations. The Focused array refers to the configuration used in
this study (AB=3.6 cm, MN=2.4 cm). The equidistant Wenner array uses AB=3.6 cm and MN=1.8
cm. Features common to these distributions are that the greatest sensitivities are observed around
the electrodes and at the container surface between the electrodes, and that the sensitivity decreases
moving away from the electrodes. Distinctions can be made between the configurations considered.
For example, the Wenner configuration has relatively constant sensitivities laterally and resolves
the half-space uniformly. This is why the Wenner configuration is preferred for mapping. The focused array shows slightly higher sensitivities at larger radial distances at the expense of increased
sensitivities in the immediate surroundings of the electrodes. The major difference, however, is the
slightly reduced lateral homogeneity of the sensitivity distribution for the focused compared to the
Wenner configuration.
While the sensitivity is a quantity aiding in data interpretation and optimization of a configuration for a given target, the robustness of the conductivity measurement is determined by the range,
accuracy and precision of the voltage and current measurement and the geometry factor calibration
(Eq. (5.5)). Conductivities of unsaturated porous media can vary over several orders of magnitude
with the degree of saturation and the solution electrical conductivity. It is therefore the conductivity
that primarily determines the voltage and current measurement. Provided a constant current driver
operates in its optimal range, the voltage measurements determine the measurement precision. It
is hence desirable to measure large voltages at small geometry factors. Figure 5.9 demonstrates
voltage drop and geometry factor, as a function of the spacing between AM (compare Fig. 5.1) for
a symmetrical configuration were the outer electrodes (AB) are the current electrodes.
Notice that at high conductivities (for example saline, saturated conditions) and large spacings
between AM (i.e. MN very small), the maximum resolution of the data-logger (in the 2.5 mV
range: 0.33 mV) limits the precision of the measurement. More importantly, small perturbations
in the configuration of the electrodes at large AB will result in increased error propagation for
the conductivity estimation (multiplication of a small erroneous conductance with large geometry
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factor). Compared to the Wenner configuration, the focused configuration uses an increased spacing
between the potential electrodes which results in larger measured voltages at smaller geometry
factors.
For low conductivities (e.g., unsaturated conditions), it is the ability to induce a current across
electrodes AB that becomes the limiting factor for measurements. It is likely that the constant
current driver will not operate optimally under these conditions, i.e. higher voltage generation across
AB, suggesting larger gradients are needed to drive a current under low conductive conditions. This
may result in significantly reduced current induction, which in turn results in a reduced potential
drop across electrodes MN. It is under these conditions that the S/N ratio decreases. If the spacing
between the current electrodes is fixed, it is beneficial to sense a larger potential drop at reduced
currents.

Saturated Measurements of Solute Diffusion
We chose five configurations for the electrical conductivity measurements. The configurations
and the measured configuration factors are given in Table 5.2. Solution electrical conductivity
was predicted using Eq. (5.4). The parameters a=0.64, and m=1.7 were taken from parameter
optimizations described in subsection Saturated Measurements with a Solute Pulse.
Solution electrical conductivities as a function of time are shown in Fig. 5.10. Measurements were initiated immediately after packing. The predicted initial solution electrical conductivity (0.045 S m−1 ) corresponds well with the measured σw of the tap water used for saturating and
packing the porous media. As the fertilizer started to release ions, the sensed sw increased in both
sides of the container. In the part of the pseudo root module packed with fertilizer, σw increased by
a factor of five in a period of 24 hours. In the part with no fertilizer the sensed solution electrical
conductivity also increased, but to only about half the magnitude. This increase is indicative of a
diffusive transport of ions from the higher concentration in the fertilized part towards the low concentration. Note that for the measurements in the fertilized part of the module, the rate of increase
in electrical conductivity changed from an initial rapid increase to a much slower rate. We speculate that ions entering solution out of the fertilizer pellets contributed to the initial rapid increase.
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As these ions were taken out of solution by sorption onto/into the aggregates, the rate of increase
decreased because of the reduced contribution of free ions in solution.

5.6

Conclusions
Long-term plant growth in containerized media can suffer from salt buildup due to slow re-

lease fertilizers or nutrient solution additions. This occurs due to excess plant nutrient additions
and a lack of free drainage that would remove excess salts. The ability to monitor nutrient status of
plant growth media could minimize or eliminate this problem and provide researchers with valuable
spatial and temporal information on water potential and content within the root zone. The integrated
measurement method presented here provides a relatively accurate and robust approach for estimating volumetric water content and nutrient status via solution electrical conductivity in unsaturated
porous media.
We considered single-probe and dual-probe heat-pulse sensors to estimate water contents in a
multi-step outflow experiment. We conclude that the accuracy of the dual-probe sensors is comparable to the single-probe sensors. The dual-probe sensor, which comprises two needle-sized probes,
has the advantage of a single point calibration (i.e., under saturated conditions). In cases where
the particle size was on the order of the dual-probe sensor’s needle diameter, we attributed water
content estimate variations to contact resistance as fewer particles were in contact with the probe. In
the current mode of operation, the dual-probe sensors consume less than half the power compared
to the single-probe sensors.
We showed results of two dual-probe heat-pulse sensors combined to form a 4-electrode configuration for measuring electrical conductivity. It was shown that variations in the bulk electrical
conductivity due to water content changes were well described using Archie’s Law for water contents above 0.2 cm3 cm−3 . The numerical estimates indicate that the saturation was linearly related
to bulk electrical conductivity in the range of water contents tested. These results demonstrate the
ability of the integrated electrical conductivity sensors to accurately predict the solution electrical
conductivity under unsaturated conditions. We pointed to the advantages of using a larger spread
between the potential electrodes over the equidistant Wenner configuration. In this case, signal
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to noise ratios can be improved with small sacrifices to lateral uniformity in the sensitivity distribution of those configurations. The benefit of such configurations will be most noticeable at low
conductivities where current induction limits measurement sensitivity.
The integrated heat-pulse and electrical conductivity measurement method for water content
and bulk electrical conductivity determination provides valuable management and assessment tools
for containerized plant growth media. The tool gives researchers a means to study the effect of
water content, and nutrient release and uptake in the root zone at a scale suitable for current plant
production units used in spaceflight applications.

5.7
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Table 5.1: Pooled apparent probe spacing (rapp ), and standard deviation (STDEV) for the DPHP
sensors used in the DPHP water content prediction, and linear least squares model for predicting
the SPHP water content prediction based on maximum temperature rise Tm .

Porous
Media
1–2 mm
aggregate
0.25–1 mm
aggregate

Sensor

Prediction

DPHP
SPHP
DPHP
SPHP

Eq. 1–3
θSPHP =2.27Tm -0.30
Eq. 1–3
θSPHP =2.22Tm -0.27

rapp
mm
5.54

STDEV
mm
0.17

5.53

0.14

Table 5.2: Electrode configurations, geometry factors (G) and standard deviation of geometry factors (STDEVG). V and I indicate voltage measurement across M-N and current induction across
A-B, respectively (compare Fig. 5.7). Lower case roman numerals indicate probe configurations.

Configuration

M-N (V)

A-B (I)

i
ii
iii
iv
v

2-3
4-5
1-6
1-6
1-6

1-4
3-6
2-3
4-5
2-5

G
m
0.0521
0.0516
0.0849
0.0865
0.0422

STDEVG
m
0.0004
0.0007
0.0008
0.0007
0.0005
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Fig. 5.1: Four-electrode configuration for apparent electrical conductivity measurements showing
current induction (I) and potential difference (V) measurements.
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Fig. 5.2: Shallow sample cell (12x5x2 cm) showing the installment of the single-probe heat-pulse
(SPHP) and dual-probe heat-pulse (DPHP) sensors. Letters AMNB indicate the DPHP sensors used
for the electrical conductivity measurements.

Fig. 5.3: Photograph of the pseudo root module experimental setup showing the porous media filled
container. The three DPHP sensors are indicated (dots), and their probes numbered. Sensors were
installed vertically from the bottom of the container spaced 7.5 cm apart. The cell was packed
with 0.25–1 mm ceramic aggregate, were the left half of the container was mixed with slow release
fertilizer.
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Fig. 5.4: Data acquisition and control system circuit diagram showing the single- and dual-probe
heat-pulse sensor and electrical conductivity measurement wiring (top), and constant current driver
(bottom).
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Fig. 5.5: Comparison of predicted with independently measured volumetric water contents for two
ceramic aggregates. (a+b) DPHP predictions using the analytical approach. (c+d) SPHP estimates
based on empirical linear best fit. The solid line indicates the 1:1 line. Slope and intercept (line not
shown) of the statistical analysis of the water content relationship between DPHP, SPHP and cell
water content are given in the inset. The square of the correlation coefficient (r2 ) and the root mean
square error (RMSE) for the water content prediction in 1–2 mm (ρb =0.65 g cm−3 ) and 0.25–1mm
(ρb =0.647 g cm−3 ) ceramic aggregates are also given.
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Fig. 5.6: Measured and estimated solution electrical conductivity obtained at steady state saturated
flow (q=4 ml min−1 ). A saline pulse (σw =0.68 S m−1 ) was passed through tap-water saturated 1–2
mm ceramic aggregate (salinizing) until steady state conductivities were reached; at which point
tap water was re-introduced to the cell (desalinizing). Estimated σw determined from σb measured
inside the cell, while σw was measured at the outlet of the cell.

Fig. 5.7: Predicted solution electrical conductivity (circles) as a function of average (syringe) water
content for 1–2 mm glass beads and 1–2 mm ceramic aggregates. Dashed lines indicate fitted
models to the bulk electrical conductivity measurements (Eq. (5.4)). Convergence of bulk EC and
solution EC near saturation in ceramic aggregates is coincidental and partially attributed to surface
conductance of aggregates.
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Fig. 5.8: Absolute sensitivity distribution on a log-scale for the Focused (used in the shallow sample
cell) (top) and Wenner (bottom) electrode configuration assuming a homogeneous half space.
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Fig. 5.9: Geometry factor and potential drop over the potential electrodes (MN) as a function of
the spacing between AM for a symmetrical electrode configuration. The calculations using Eq.
(5.5) assume a homogeneous half space with conductivities indicated in the figure. The total spread
between the current electrodes AB (constant current 0.048 A) is held constant at 36 mm. The
spacing between AM for the focused configuration is 6 mm (indicated by the gray dashed line), and
the spacing for the equidistant Wenner configuration is 12 mm (see Fig. (5.4)).

Fig. 5.10: Change in solution electrical conductivity as a function of time for five electrode configurations during a slow release fertilizer experiment. Electrical conductivity measurements were made
using 4-electrode configurations employing DPHP sensors. The approximate volume sensitive to
the measurements is indicated in the inclusion. Detailed information on the configurations can be
found in Table 2.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
At the core of this research stood the question whether and how the hydraulic performance of
porous plant-growth media changes in the absence, or partial presence, of gravity. Past plant growth
experiments in microgravity had indicated the former, but have improved in the past 35 years to
produce vigorous plants, with multiple examples of successful seed to seed experiments (albeit under low light conditions, reducing the demand on the root-zone resource supply). Has the notion of
gravity effects passed? Certainly not, but space greenhouses have adapted using trial and error and
empirical adjustment to control set points and choice of mm-sized media. Little of this advance was
based on improved deterministic understanding of the complex interactions of fluids and matrix in
reduced gravity. Perspectively, this comes as no surprise as these interactions are still the subject of
intense research for soils under terrestrial gravity conditions where we have much higher accessibility to experimentation and execution of multiphase models. Studying multiphase flow in reduced
gravity on the other hand is very much opportunity limited. The list of long duration space experiments targeting multiphase flow in coarse-textured porous media is stunningly short. Whilst pore
scale effects (foremost contact angle issues) in reduced gravity have been studied more intensely,
upscaling these singular effects to predict performance at the root-module scale has not produced
the needed answers. A few researchers have studied sample-scale multiphase flow in short-duration
reduced gravity using drop towers or parabolic flight. However, these environments bring their own
challenges, foremost the short duration, that limit the power of the conclusions gained from these
experiments. A convenient diversion from the experimental limitations is the attempt to predict
root-zone performance using numerical modeling of multiphase flow. There are no indications that
fundamental relationships derived on Earth are not applicable in reduced gravity. However, accentuated hysteretic-bound heterogeneities, enhanced phase entrapment, preferential wetting and particle
rearrangement are likely to produce phase distributions not observed on earth. Quantifying these
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distributions will consequently facilitate advanced modeling of reduced-gravity root-zone performance and enable the development of improved, resourceful root-zones for microgravity in space
travel and partial gravity on planetary habitats.

6.1

Summary of Findings
The results presented in the body of this dissertation included the improved characterization

of the spatio-temporal behavior of porous-media-water and -gases in variable and reduced gravity
by studying the water retention, saturated flow and gaseous diffusion in unsaturated particulate
porous media. Furthermore, an integrated method for sensing soil water and nutrient concentration,
specifically for restricted root-zones, was developed, improving the accuracy and capability of rootzone monitoring systems.
In Chapter 2, measurements during parabolic-flight induced variable gravity showed the dynamic behavior of matric potentials during transitions from 1.8g to µg. We found that the non-linear
migration toward static equilibrium was a function of hydraulic diffusivity with the transition slowing at decreased water contents. While transitioning from 1.8g to µg and vice versa, matric potentials
tracked secondary drainage or wetting water-retention curves simultaneously depending on the vertical position in the experimental cells, illustrating that minimal changes in water content fulfilled
both the 1.8g and the µg matric potential conditions. The resultant spatial heterogeneity in the distribution of water contents, maintained during variable gravity, pointed toward history-dependent
heterogeneous water contents in µg amid uniform hydraulic potentials. This finding falsified one of
the implicit assumptions of root-zone water contents in microgravity. While reduced gravity forces
result in reduced water content gradients with diminished gravity potentials, the hysteretic nature
of the water-content/matric potential relationship could maintain water content differences within
the root zone. In the case of Turface (1–2 mm particle size), this could result in significant water content gradients. For example, at a matric potential of -4 cm, water contents could traverse a
range of 0.5–0.67 cm3 cm−3 . Measurements in parabolic flight approximated microgravity waterretention characteristics from quasi-steady state conditions at the end of the µg phase. Despite the
apparent influence of the hypergravity phase on dynamic water retention, measurements suggested
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similar water-retention characteristics compared to 1g for wetting conditions. Drainage water retention data generally fell below the 1g measured data, with the disparity being attributed to the
uncertain redistribution of water following the ensuing hypergravity phase. Water retention results
highlighted open questions about the long-term applicability of parabolic flight experiments raised
by the timescale of some processes in excess of the 20 s of µg and the dynamic constraints with the
ensuing hypergravity phase required for proper flight trajectory. Saturated hydraulic conductivities
measured during parabolic flight were found to be in close agreement with measurements conducted on the ground. Results indicated that the relationship between hydraulic gradient and flux
could be described with a linear function (Buckingham-Darcy’s law), corroborating the expected
gravity-independence of saturated flow when rigid pore structures were maintained (i.e. no particle
rearrangement). Simulations of experimental data presented evidence of altered dynamics of liquid
behavior in porous media, but corroborated the applicability of the Richards equation for describing
macroscopic porous-medium fluid behavior under microgravity conditions with the gravity term
approaching zero.
Chapter 3 detailed measurements aboard the international space station (ISS) investigating
the effect of reduced gravity on porous-media diffusive oxygen-transport and water-retention considering wetting and draining processes not limited by dynamic constraints. Results suggested that
accounts of fluid transport were part of a larger story of fluid distribution when gravitational and capillary forces are shifting. Considerations on the terrestrial hydrostatic distribution of water contents
in samples of vertical extents exceeding the air-entry value suggested higher horizontal effectivediffusion rates compared to a sample with uniformly-distributed water contents. For the oxygen diffusion observations in microgravity, no significant differences from terrestrial observations for the
draining characteristic were noted. For the wetting characteristics, however, significant deviations
from terrestrial observations displaying enhanced hysteretic behavior, with increased air-percolation
thresholds and increased apparent tortuosity not observed on earth, were noted. This reduction in
oxygen diffusion rates was most notable for the smaller particle-sized Profile (0.25–1 mm) while
also being perceived in Mix (0.25–1 mm), but not in the larger particle-sized Turface (1–2 mm).
We attributed the difference to a significantly different distribution of water in the sample in micro-
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gravity not experienced on earth where the lack of a hydrostatic distribution lead to a speculated
asymmetrical draining pattern with isolated water-filled pores retarding rapid diffusive transport.
While partially speculative, the results suggest no significant impact of microgravity on the diffusive transport per se, but suggest a significant impact on the fluid distribution affecting the sample
scale (i.e. effective) diffusive transport. With sample-scale water-retention characteristics largely
unaffected by microgravity, the observed differences demonstrated the unanticipated behavior in
fluid distributions with fluid transport in pursuit of a capillary equilibrium within the hysteretic,
contingent energy potential of water. Altered water distribution patterns, relative to earth-based
measurements, leading to the formation of a critical air-filled pathway at higher saturation in microgravity (i.e., due to the absence of hydrostatic water distribution) would require adjustment in
plant-growth system management protocols and possible model development for reliable response
prediction of microgravity systems.
Chapter 4 described balanced root-zone fluxes based on the distribution of water in plantgrowth media. We addressed the lack of a terrestrial testbed capable of simulating the more disperse matric-potential driven water-content distribution. We designed a stratified root-zone based
on wetting water-retention characteristics and theorized on the targeted design fluxes of water and
gases that could provide a more optimal root zone. The benefits of the optimized system design
included maintaining a more uniform water content and on-demand supply of water compared with
the dynamic range of water content in conventional designs with uniform media. While the optimized design describes a possible root-zone scheme for terrestrial gravity, we demonstrated the
adaptability for the use of similar systems under planetary gravity conditions. We further tested the
ramifications of roots altering their physical and hydraulic environment theorizing that high root
densities and restricted root zones increase the resource-supply demand per root-volume element
and could alter the pore-size distribution and saturated water content. While our limited results did
not suggest a significant change in measured water-retention characteristics in rhizosphere media
compared to bulk porous media, we advocated for the inclusion of corrective models describing the
reduction in plant-available water. We further pointed out that an overprediction of plant-available
water is likely at high root densities using state-of-the-art volume-averaging water-content sensors
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that fail to distinguish between water held in pores and water held in roots. When controlling
hydration based on water-retention characteristics or water content sensing, the development of predictive capabilities describing the temporal changes in root-zone hydraulics with root proliferation
were suggested.
In Chapter 5, we presented an integrated measurement method providing a relatively accurate
and robust approach for estimating volumetric water content and nutrient status via solution electrical conductivity in unsaturated porous media. We found the water-content sensing accuracy of
the dual-probe sensor to be comparable to the currently used single-probe sensor. The dual-probe
sensor, which consisted of two needle-sized probes, has the advantage of a physical, single-point
calibration over an empirical calibration required for the single-probe sensor. In the current mode of
operation, the dual-probe sensors consumed less than half the power compared to the single-probe
sensors. We showed results of two dual-probe heat-pulse sensors combined to form a 4-electrode
configuration for measuring electrical conductivity. Variations in the bulk electrical conductivity
due to water-content changes were well described using a modified Archie’s Law for water contents
in the macropore region. The numerical estimates indicated that the saturation was linearly related
to bulk electrical conductivity in the range of water contents tested. These results demonstrated the
ability of the integrated electrical conductivity sensors to accurately predict the solution electrical
conductivity under unsaturated conditions. We pointed to the advantages of using a larger spread between the potential electrodes over the equidistant Wenner configuration, where signal-to-noise ratios could be improved with small sacrifices to lateral uniformity in the sensitivity distribution. The
benefit of this configuration would be most noticeable at low conductivities where current induction
limits measurement sensitivity. The integrated heat-pulse and electrical conductivity measurement
method for water content and bulk electrical conductivity determination provides a valuable management and assessment tool for containerized plant-growth media. The tool gives researchers a
means to study the effect of water content, and nutrient release and uptake in the root zone at a scale
suitable for current plant production units used in spaceflight applications.
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6.2

Confounding Issues that Might Impact µg Root-Zone Performance
Because space is our Manifest Destiny, it is important to move beyond confounding micro-

gravity effects and develop research-based bioregenerative life support systems. While the results
and conceptual understandings shown in this research show great promise for future development,
management and optimization of root zones in micro- and planetary- gravity, a number of factors
could serve to confound these objectives if not properly studied. These include variations in the
distribution of fluids in microgravity, variations in the sample-scale physical properties of porous
media with root growth, microscale fluxes of water and gases, and the distribution and release of
slow release fertilizer.

Distribution of Fluid in Microgravity
Indications of altered distributions of fluid within the physical framework, but not observed
on earth, appear to contribute to stunted, often unexplained plant vigor in mirogravity. Effects of
reduced gravity may manifest themselves in altered fluid distribution and transport, especially when
considering a shift from silt-sized to sand-sized particles. This has implications on water film thickness, unsaturated hydraulic conductivity and diffusion path lengths at pore-scales that we have little
experience with. Soil physical principles can be applied to unlock these challenges of controlling
fluids in porous rooting environments and should be coupled with tomographic reconstructions of
fluid distributions.

Hydraulic Properties of Rooted Media
In designing root zones with physical conditions that allow for more optimal plant growth,
the question stands, at what root density will initial conditions be altered with progressing root
development. In particular, the questions stands if hydraulic properties of the root-zone media,
largely determined through the pore size distribution, undergo a temporal change as roots selectively
occupy pores and alter the bulk density of the media. Because the distribution of water so crucially
determines fluxes of water, gases and nutrients to the roots, the water retention characteristic needs
to be quantified as a function of increasing root densities to predict the long term applicability of
root zones designs.
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Microscale Fluxes of Water and Gases
Along with the hydraulic properties of rooted media come ramifications of roots altering their
microenvironment rarely addressed on earth much less in microgravity. With the current direction
of using coarse particulate porous media there is a need to study the contact resistance for water
and gaseous fluxes from the bulk media to the roots. With indications of root hypoxia the impact
of microgravity on the development and thickness of water films around plant roots further gains in
significance.

Supply, Distribution and Monitoring of Fertilizer
While hydrostatic water distributions on earth and free draining root zones provide predictable
fertilizer distributions and removal of excess nutrients, microgravity root zones, particularly considering finite and restricted volumes, could suffer from the accumulation of excess salts. With
the lack of drainage comes the need to dose nutrients according to plant needs. Because electrical
conductivity sensors fail to distinguish between ions, the accumulation of undesirable ions could be
misinterpreted as a balanced nutrient concentration. Further, with hysteretic water-content differences mapped on a constant water supply-source the redistribution of nutrients from a slow-release
fertilizer may be limited to diffusive transfer, where water fluxes through the root zone may bypass
a significant portion of nutrient pellets.

6.3

Future Directions
The results of the current research show that while water-retention characteristics and diffu-

sivity responses are not fundamentally different, a number of issues exist which warrant further
investigation and extent beyond the currently considered scope. Future research should focus on a
number of areas, namely:
1. Use of engineered plant-growth media with manufactured pore-size distributions and possible
use of hydrophobic and hydrophillic pathways.
2. Optimization of supply source distributions for water flux, nutrient release and gas exchange.
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3. Temporal changes in root-zone and rhizosphere properties including the impact of microgravity on the microscale transport from the bulk media to the plant root.
4. Development of root-zones for planetary habitats with the use of processed local regolith
based on gravity force and capillarity.
5. Upscaling and development of plant-production systems for bioregenerative life support for
long-term missions and habitat establishment less restricted by limited volumes and energy
(i.e. farming in space).

6.4

Conclusions
The distribution of water directly or indirectly controls the management of water, air and nu-

trients in coarse-textured porous plant-growth substrates. With the motivation to involve plants
in future life support systems in space, we posed the question whether fluid behavior in porous
substrates is altered when subjected to microgravitational accelerations. Central to unraveling this
question was the water retention characteristic; an often used control parameter for managing water
supply to plants in space. In order to differentiate between changes in water content, water configuration, and pore-scale restrictions, we developed experiments which allowed for distinctions
in retention characteristics to be made based on measurements in parabolic flight and on the ISS.
These measurements highlighted an important feature of capillary dominated water configuration:
The enhanced heterogeneity of water content under reduced gravity gradients. We found this heterogeneity to be dependent on whether a pore was draining or imbibing prior to the induced change.
This dependence resulted in significant water content gradients maintained at separations of only a
few pore lengths in variable gravity. One consequence of this altered distribution at the root-module
scale is the abridged existence and increased tortuosity of continuous gas-filled pathways for diffusive transport. These pathways represent, in part, the hypothesized limitation for the exchange
of respiratory gases, and therefore distinguish the changes in reduced-gravity capillary dominated
processes that affect the configuration and transport of fluids in porous media.
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APPENDIX A
MEASUREMENT OF POROUS MEDIA WATER RETENTION
DURING PARABOLIC FLIGHT INDUCED MICROGRAVITY1

A.1

Abstract
Bioregenerative life-support systems proposed for long-duration space missions require an un-

derstanding of the physical processes that govern distribution and transport of fluids in particulate
porous plant-growth media. Our objectives were to develop hardware and instrumentation to measure porous-medium water retention and hydraulic transport properties during parabolic-flight induced microgravity. Automated measurements complimented periodic manual operations in three
separate experiments using porous ceramic aggregates and glass beads. The water content was adjusted in multiple steps in periods of 1.8g. Continuous hydraulic potential measurements provided
information on water retention. The short duration of microgravity limited the occurrence of equilibrium potentials under partially saturated conditions. Measured pressure gradients under fixed
flow rates were largely unaffected by gravity force in saturated cylindrical porous-medium-filled
flow cells. High resolution video imagery provided details on water imbibition rates into dry and
previously wetted porous media. Additional analysis of these data will provide insight into the
effects of reduced gravity on porous medium hydraulic properties.

A.2

Introduction
Motivated by the need to involve plants in any long-term, bio-regenerative, life-support sys-

tem, plant growth in microgravity (µg) has been and continues to be an important part of space1 The

material for this appendix was previously published as: R. Heinse, S.D. Humphries, R.W. Mace, S.B. Jones,
S.L. Steinberg, M. Tuller, R. Newman and D. Or.: “Measurement of Porous Media Water Retention during Parabolic
Flight Induced Microgravity.” SAE Technical Paper 2005-01-2950. The 35th International Conference on Environmental
Systems (ICES) and the 8th European Symposium on Space Environmental Control Systems (ESSECS), Rome, Italy,
July 11–14, 2005. Reprinted with permission from SAE Paper # 2005-01-2950* c 2005** SAE International.
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exploration research. For optimal and scientifically-quantifiable plant-growth experiments the rooting environment needs to be well controlled and monitored to maintain desirable high efficiency
growth conditions under intense energy, mass, and volume constraints. Most plant growth studies
in particulate porous media have suffered from inadequate control regarding the root-zone environment, where much of this difficulty is attributed to the limited understanding of the fundamental
physical principles of water and air distribution and transport under microgravity conditions (Steinberg et al., 2002). The narrow band of optimal liquid and gaseous fluxes for plant growth (Jones
and Or, 1998) make it necessary to quantify hydraulic characteristics of the porous media to allow
predictability and transferability of results for future design and management that have the potential
to improve efficiency and reliability of plant-growth support systems.
Under microgravity conditions, water is assumed to distribute uniformly within homogeneous
porous media. In reality air entrapment and altered hydrodynamics may significantly change flow
and distribution of fluids. Recent work focused on porous-media fluid physics in microgravity
has led to a number of hypotheses and observations. For example, preliminary observations from
parabolic flight experiments (Or et al., 2004) suggest that, when observing flow and liquid configuration in porous micro-models, the impact of reduced gravity is manifested at the meso-scale
(cluster of pores) rather than at the single-pore level. Levine et al. (2003) reported that reduced
gravity accentuates the role of pre-wetted surfaces for transport and the rearrangement of loosely
packed particles. Jones and Or (1999) postulated that microgravity enhances liquid- or gas-phase
entrapment, affects macroscopic imbibition and drainage processes, and sample scale hydraulic
properties.
Predicting and testing water and air transport in porous media in microgravity is limited by
the lack of frequent long-duration experiments in orbit. Therefore, systems are often designed and
tested under terrestrial gravity conditions where actual fluid distribution and potential microgravity effects cannot be easily studied. Alternatively, short periods of reduced gravity testing using
parabolic flights (∼ 20 s of reduced gravity) are possible.
The objectives of this study were to develop and test hardware and instrumentation amenable
to quantify porous-medium water retention, saturated hydraulic conductivity and imbibition during
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parabolic-flight induced microgravity using porous media samples of calcined clays and glass beads.
While the proposed measurements of water retention and saturated hydraulic conductivity are
common place in agricultural soils on earth, collecting reproducible data in coarse textured porous
media under varying water contents in the strenuous environment of an aircraft is more challenging.
Body parts weighing 1.8 times their normal weight coupled with the challenge of stabilizing ones
own body during periods of weightlessness, cause difficulty in carrying out simple tasks such as
writing and navigating one’s own hand in a controlled fashion. The automation of some experimental functions was therefore central. Norikane et al. (2004) attempted to measure matric potentials
in calcined clays during parabolic flight. The measurements suffered from the vertical orientation
of the partially sealed porous-medium container and unreferenced pressure measurement that were
affected by changes in cabin pressure.
Learning from past experience, the measurement system required complete automation with
periodic manual adjustments to comply with the physically strenuous measurement conditions on
the aircraft.

A.3

Theoretical Considerations
In porous media, flow and distribution of fluid phases is controlled by the geometry of the

pores, the aspect ratio, and the degree of interconnectivity of the pore system. The intricate geometry of the substrate and the large surface area induce matric forces between the water and the solid
matrix. The sum of matric, gravitational and pressure potentials may be called the hydraulic potential. Conveniently, the hydraulic potential is expressed in terms of the height of a water column (1
cm = 98 Pa).
The gradient in hydraulic potential drives the transport of water in porous media. Darcy (1856)
specified the relationship between the gradient in potential ∇h and the fluid flux ~q :

~q = −K∇h

(A.1)

where the hydraulic conductivity K is a constant for saturated flow under steady-state conditions (Ks). In unsaturated media, however, the hydraulic conductivity decreases as the hydraulic
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potential h decreases. This is due to the decreasing number of saturated pores as the water content
decreases:
The porous-medium water characteristic relates volumetric water content (θv ) and hydraulic
potential (h). A widely used parametric model for predicting water content as a function of hydraulic
potential was proposed by van Genuchten (1980), given as:

m
1
(θv − θr )
=
Θ(h) =
(θs − θr )
1 + (α |h|)n

(A.2)

where Θ is the saturation. The subscripts s and r refer to saturated and residual water content,
and α, n and m are empirical (fitting) parameters. Commonly, m is estimated to be: m = 1 −
n−1 . The unsaturated hydraulic conductivity may be estimated as a function of porous-media water
characteristics, using the van Genuchten (1980) parameters:

2
 n−1

n
n
n−1
K(h) = Ks [Θ(h)] 1 − 1 − {Θ(h)}
1
2

(A.3)

Equations (25) and (26) can be used to predict liquid content and fluxes within porous media.

A.4

Materials and Methods

A.4.1

Parabolic Flight

The flight campaign on board NASA’s KC-135 aircraft was flown over the course of 4 days
in February 2004. Microgravity conditions existed for about 20 s during free-fall in the cyclicparabolic trajectory flown by the aircraft. The flight comprised of 4 sets of 10 parabolas, each with
a 1g recovery period in between the parabola sets. A three component accelerometer on board the
aircraft measured the gravitational acceleration. The resulting normalized effective gravitational
acceleration g = gobserved /gearth had an oscillatory character and included small negative values.
The effective gravitational acceleration values present during the parabolic flight increased to about
1.8g, then decreased to about 0g, and repeated. Because of the nature of the parabolic flight, small
horizontal accelerations were also experienced.
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A.4.2

Porous Media

Water retention, hydraulic conductivity, and imbibition cells were packed with different porous
media. The porous media studied were porous ceramic aggregates and glass beads. Porous ceramic
aggregates have frequently been used in microgravity plant experiments (Levine, 2002, Steinberg
and Henninger, 1997, Norikane et al., 2004). The porous ceramic aggregates (Aimcor, Deerfield,
Ill.) were sieved to size fractions of 0.25–1 mm (Profile) and 1–2 mm (Turface). Turface and Profile
were rinsed to remove fines that could potentially clog the porous plate. Glass beads (MO-SCI,
Rolla, Mo.) of 0.35–0.5 mm, 0.6–1 mm, 1–2 mm and 2.5–3.5 mm size fractions were also tested.
The mean particle density of all media was 2.5 g cm−3 . Porous media cells were packed
saturated with water. Bulk density uniformity was ensured by tapping. Resulting packing densities
are quantified in Tables (A.1) and (A.2).

A.4.3

Water Retention Experiment Description

Experimental Overview
Experiments were launched with saturated porous media. Signals from all sensors were
recorded by a data-logger (CR23x, Campbell Scientific, Logan, Utah). The data-logger actuated
a microprocessor-controlled precision syringe pump (KDS 200, KD Scientific, Holliston, Mass.).
Water was withdrawn or pumped into the porous-media samples in multiple steps at a constant flowrate, in order to record several cycles of drainage and wetting. The pumping time and flow rate were
used to reference the volumetric water content θv .
Two water retention cells were tested simultaneously on each flight day. The cells were kept
open to cabin air through the outlet tube and were maintained at cabin temperature. Each cell was
connected to a water filled syringe (60 ml syringe) via a 3.175 mm inner-diameter tube. All syringes
were mounted on a single pump. Water was delivered from the water source, via the pump, to the
cells at a rate of 15 ml min−1 during periods of 1.8g. A fixed volume (5 ml) was pumped per step
up to a maximum predefined total volume (40 ml). When the pump was on, one line pressure sensor
measured the dynamic pressure of the water being pumped. That sensor was used to cease the pump
if either the pressure got too high during pumping in or too low during pumping out. This prevented
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the pressure from decreasing to the point where air bubbles were drawn through the porous plate
(bubbling pressure) during pumping out (drainage). The pump would reverse direction after each
set of 10 parabolas.
Additional tubes attached to the water outlet of the cells were connected to a storage reservoir
(container filled with sponges) that readily absorbed any water leaving the cell. This prevented water
from being drawn back into the cell during pumping out (drainage) while ensuring that no water left
the storage reservoir in periods of 0g to imperil hardware or personnel. Custom-made optical bubble
detectors, which were attached to the outlet tubes, were calibrated to control pumping by initiation
of flow in 1.8g and cessation of flow when water exited the cell. When all cells were satiated (i.e.
water exited out of all cells) the pump would cease and resume in the reverse direction in the next
set of parabolas.
Final water contents and bulk densities were determined by destructive sampling following
the flight. Water contents during the experiment were referenced to the porosity of the media—
assuming the media was saturated at the beginning of the experiment—using the known changes in
volume of water pumped in or out of the cells.

Water Retention Cell
The water retention cell shown in Figure (A.1) consists of a clear acrylic rectangular container
of constant volume (internal dimensions: 12 cm long, 5 cm wide and 2 cm high). The cell contained
tensiometers to measure matric potential in the porous media. To control medium water content,
a syringe pump provides water addition/removal. The inlet at the bottom was used to supply water. The open outlet at the top facilitated pressure equilibrium with the cabin. The water inlet was
connected to a sintered porous plate at the bottom of the cell that allowed control of water in the
media without air passing the plate. Two different porous plates were tested: (1) a 3.175 mm thick
porous plastic plate with 10 µm pore size (Porex Porous Products Group, model X-9948 T3 sheet,
Fairburn, Ga.), and (2) a porous stainless steel plate with 5 µm pore size (Mott Metallurgical, Farmington, Conn.). In order to make the porous plates hydrophilic, they were soaked with a surfactant
(20% Tween 20, Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, Mo. and 80% isopropyl alcohol), allowed to dry for
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approximately 30 minutes and rinsed with de-ionized water.

Water Content Control
Five methods were used to control or monitor water content in the cell:
1. Tensiometers measured the hydraulic potential of water in the media. The tensiometer measurements were not used as a control mechanism.
2. A line pressure sensor monitored the pressure between the porous plate and pump. If the
absolute pressure passed a threshold of 20 cm, the pump stopped, and resumed during the
next 1.8g phase if the cutoff-threshold was met. The line pressure sensor used a 15 psi range
differential-pressure transducer (OMEGA Engineering Inc. model PX40-15GV5, Stanford,
Conn.).
3. Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) measured the water content in the media on the basis of a
change in dielectric properties. The TDR was used to monitor changes in water content only,
and was not used as a control mechanism.
4. A syringe pump controlled water addition or removal from the media via a pre-set flow rate
and data-logger control.
5. A calibrated bubble sensor detected excess water leaving the cell at the outlet. The bubble
sensors controlled the direction of pumping when satiation (natural saturation) was reached.
Tensiometers
Each retention cell had a set of three tensiometers to measure the hydraulic potential of the
media inside the cell. Two different designs were tested: i) all three tensiometers at the same
elevation (z=1 cm), and ii) the tensiometers at different heights (z1 =0.5 cm, z2 =1 cm, and z3 =1.5
cm).
The tensiometers were open to the cabin air, and used differential pressure transducers (OMEGA
Engineering Inc. model PX40-50BHG5V, Stanford, Conn.) connected to the medium with hypodermic needles, attached to a 2 mm diameter by 2 mm length porous stainless-steal cup (10 µm pore
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size, Mott Metallurgical, Farmington, Conn.). The goal was for the fluid within the tensiometer to
reach equilibrium with the pore fluids controlled by the semi-porous membrane that prevented air
from entering the probe. The tensiometers were calibrated with a hanging water column over the
range of potential anticipated in the tests. The tensiometers were accurate to ±0.5 cm.
Time Domain Reflectometer
The volumetric water content was measured by Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR). The TDR
instrument (TDR100, Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan, Utah) was connected to a custom 3-rod sensor (100 mm long, 3.20 mm diameter rods and 12.0 mm rod spacing) that was aligned horizontally in
the cell. A calibration function was established in 1g, measuring the water content and permittivity
in the cell. The fitted 3rd order polynomial is given as:
√ 2
√ 3
√
θv = p0 + p1 ε + p2 ε + p3 ε

(A.4)

with p3 =0.007648, p2 =-0.1387, p1 =0.9236, and p0 =-1.556.
Bubble Sensor
Custom built bubble detectors were calibrated to sense the presence of water or air in a clear
tube. An 890 nm wavelength phototransistor (Fairchild Semiconductor, model L14N1, South Portland, Maine) sensed changes in the intensity of transmitted infrared radiation from a matching
wavelength infrared LED source (Fairchild Semiconductor, model QEE122, South Portland, Maine)
across the tube.

A.4.4

Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity

The experimental system shown in Figure (A.2) consisted of 48 cm long cylindrical cells with
a cross sectional area of 2.83 cm2 . They were horizontally aligned with the wings of the aircraft
to avoid secondary accelerations. Saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks ) was determined for the
porous media described in Table (A.2). Variable packing densities were established to test the
influence of density on Ks during microgravity (Table A.2). Screens at each end contained the
porous media while dyed water was pumped through the cells at variable fixed fluxes. During
parabolas 1–20 a flow rate of 30 ml min−1 was used. This flow rate was set to 15 ml min−1
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during parabolas 21–30, and 7.5 ml min−1 during parabolas 31–40. Pressure differences along
the flow cell were measured to determine saturated hydraulic conductivity using Equation (24).
To measure the pressure differences, we installed five ports along the cell, located 10 cm apart,
for pressure transducer readings (see Figure A.8). Each transducer (OMEGA Engineering Inc.
model PX40, Stanford, Conn.) measured the difference between media hydraulic potential and
cabin pressure. Experiments were run continuously to span both 0g and 1.8g conditions with pump
reversal occurring periodically. A collapsible reservoir at the distal end opposite the pump provided
pressure stabilization with cabin pressure.

A.4.5

Imbibition Cells

Water imbibition into different porous media was observed using video imagery and a porous
medium container/water reservoir pictured in Figure (A.3). The porous medium was separated
from the water reservoir by a 0.25 mm stainless steel screen. The water reservoir consisted of
a thin-walled latex membrane, which allowed water to move into and out of the substrate under
0g without imposing any pressure or resistance to flow. Video imagery of water imbibition into
different porous media was recorded at the rate of 15 frames per second and a resolution of 600 x
800 pixels per square inch. The video camera was a Micropix M-1024 (CCD Direct, Ann Arbor,
Mich.), controlled by manufacturer supplied software (Fire-i). A clock mounted at the side of the
substrate provided both a time record and an indicator of gravity level. Prior to the initial parabola,
the water level was raised to lie just under the separation screen. This ensured that once microgravity
was achieved, a slight advance would bring water in contact with the porous medium and the water
would flow freely under capillary force and near zero potential at the boundary.

A.5

Results

A.5.1

Water Retention

Water Content
Water content of the media was calculated from the pump flow rate and pumping time, and
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modified based on bubble detector sensor readings. The calculated water content in the cell was
unchanged irrespective of pumping when the bubble sensor detected water in the outlet tube, suggesting additional water was flowing through the cell to the overflow reservoir.
Known water contents at the set points (i.e., initial water content at saturation and final water
content from oven drying) helped to confirm the strategy. The reported volumetric water content
represents a bulk volumetric water content in the cell.
The TDR water content sensor was beneficial for verification of relative changes in water content, though the pump provided more accurate measurements after corrections. Figure (A.4) shows
the mismatch between TDR-and pump-determined volumetric water content in the cell. Discrepancies between pump and TDR are partially attributed to the disparity between the TDR-probe
sampling volume (centered in the cell and concentrated around the probe) and the cell volume,
which was roughly double in size.

Hydraulic potential
The hydraulic potential, measured by the tensiometers using pre-flight calibration, was adjusted
for offset to read zero potential in the initial parabola at saturation in 0g periods. Based on ground
testing, the tensiometers are assumed to have been in equilibrium with the media.
Figure (A.5) and (A.6) depict typical time series of tensiometer responses to varying effective gravitational acceleration and volumetric water content for 1–2 mm porous ceramic aggregates.
Several interesting observations include hydrostatic forces, originating from water in the overflow
line, secondary accelerations, and water content-dependent transitions toward equilibrium conditions. Excess water standing in the overflow tube manifests itself as positive pressure–up to 30 cm
of head–which recedes under unsaturated conditions, and recurs after water content is increased to
a satiated state.
Figure (A.5a) shows the response of tensiometers at different heights in the cell for 3 consecutive parabolas at constant water content near saturation. The response is indicative of the redistribution of water in the cell as the gravitational acceleration cycles between 1.8g and 0g. The potential
at the lower tensiometer decreases during periods of 0g as water rises from the satiated layer at the
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bottom of the cell. The potential at the upper and centered tensiometers increases due to the upward
movement of water. At the end of the 20 s 0g period, water is distributed uniformly in the cell at
this water content, indicated by the convergence of hydraulic potential readings at different heights.
At lower water contents the transition in potentials between 1.8g and 0g becomes more accentuated. The increase in hydraulic potential difference between 1.8g and 0g with decreasing water
content is depicted in Figure (A.5b). Also notably, the slope of the transition in 0g increases with
decreasing water content, suggesting that unsaturated hydraulic conductivity becomes the limiting
factor in reaching steady state in the 20 s of 0g allotted for equilibration. Further, the upper tensiometer appears to become hydraulically disconnected at lower water content. As a technical note,
the use of a wick attached to the porous cup and distributed within the porous medium could help
maintain hydraulic continuity.

Equilibrium Condition Estimation
Time series analysis of tensiometer readings exhibited hydraulic potential transitions toward
steady state, which represent dynamic non-equilibrium under unsaturated conditions. Analysis
demonstrates that this transition towards equilibrium conditions was a function of water content
(Figure A.5b). With the limitation of a maximum of 20 s of 0g the criteria for establishment of
quasi-steady-state and equilibrium conditions is at best an approximation, where the closest hydraulic potential to equilibrium occurs at the end of the 0g period. Criteria for determining reliable
hydraulic potential data at equilibrium during 0g were obligatory because of noise inflicted by the
strenuous environment of an aircraft flying parabolic profiles (i.e., periods of 1.8g, and horizontal
accelerations). Criteria included a minimum period of 7 s where the absolute value of g was no
greater than 0.1g. To ensure picking low noise data, the threshold of difference in two neighboring values was set to the resolution of the tensiometers (0.5 cm). Furthermore, values of hydraulic
potential occurring at the end of 0g (averaged over 2 s) were only reported if no pumping activity
occurred during 0g. Hydraulic potentials determined to be at equilibrium using the described criteria are illustrated in Figure (A.5) (circles). Migration towards hydraulic potential equilibrium during
0g was faster in larger particle sizes (i.e. 2.5–3.5 mm glass beads) (not shown). This is attributed to
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reduced tortuosity and higher hydraulic conductivity for larger pores.

Porous-Medium-Water Retention
Preliminary water retention data for 0.25–1 and 1–2 mm porous ceramic aggregates (Turface
and Profile, respectively) for the initial drainage cycle are illustrated in Figure (A.6). The drainage
porous-media water retention curves were generated by plotting tensiometer readings against volume pumped (converted to water content). We compared modeled ground-based retention data
using the van Genuchten parameters to the microgravity data. Hydraulic potentials measured during parabolic flight are reduced in comparison to 1g. The observed variation from the 1g reference
is thought to be based on the following condition. In 1.8g water is drawn to the bottom of the cell
by the increased gravitational force. In the 0g period water moves upward due to the gradient in
hydraulic potential. As a result, measured matric potentials on parabolic flights are influenced by
wetting conditions regardless of the direction of pumping. In addition, dynamic non-equilibrium at
lower water contents partially explains the reduced hydraulic potentials compared to the modeled
ground retention curves.

A.5.2

Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity

Gravitational acceleration had little effect on the measured pressure difference along the flow
domain of densely-packed tubes. Loose packing resulted in a reduced pressure difference in 1.8g
and an increase during periods of 0g. This is indicative of a significantly different particle distribution scheme in 0g than in 1.8g where packing density allowed movement and rearrangement of
porous-media particles and subsequent changes in cross sectional area for the flow process (Figure
A.8). Table (A.2) lists the calculated saturated hydraulic conductivities. Porous ceramic aggregate
saturated hydraulic conductivities measured are comparable to values reported by Steinberg et al.
(2005) for Profile and Turface.

A.5.3

Imbibition

At the onset of 0g, the water reservoir membrane volume was reduced to move water in contact
with the bottom of the sample. Figure (A.9) illustrates the imbibition process during 0g when
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water imbibes an initially dry Turface sample. In this capillary force-dominated flow condition,
preferential flows appear that leave dry pockets or clusters behind which seem to increase with
distance from the water inlet. Some of the air-pocket clustering is diminished by the redistribution of
water draining under 1.8g. Video imagery will be analyzed to determine wetting front propagation
with time for estimation of porous medium hydraulic properties and imbibition rates. Analysis will
also consider influence of particle size on the imbibition process.

A.6

Summary and Conclusions
Automated measurement systems developed and tested on NASA’s KC-135 aircraft provided

valuable measurements of porous medium-water retention and hydraulic transport properties during
parabolic-flight induced microgravity.
The measurement of water retention in microgravity is challenging because of the dynamic
accelerational forces exerted on the crew and the hardware. Based on tensiometer and syringe
pump control the water retention measurement system appeared to perform soundly in controlling
water content in the substrate. Measured water retention data derived from tensiometer and pump
data were within reasonable agreement to ground based measurements near saturation.
The short 20 s time window of 0g, followed by a period of 1.8g, limited equilibrium and steady
state conditions under partially saturated conditions desired for these measurements. The porous
medium water content determined the time to equilibrium based on reduced hydraulic conductivity
at reduced water contents. Measured hydraulic potentials in microgravity fell below the 1g draining
water retention curve likely due to the cyclic change in hydraulic potential and the associated vertical
redistribution of water in the cells. The rate of redistribution dictated quasi-steady-state conditions
as a function of water content.
Gravitational acceleration did not appear to affect the pressure gradient measured in the hydraulic conductivity cells of densely packed porous media. Saturated hydraulic conductivity, Ks ,
increased in loosely packed porous media during periods of 0g, likely due to a significantly different particle distribution scheme at 0g as opposed to 1.8g where packing density allowed movement
of particulate porous media.
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The observation of the imbibition process provides an opportunity to visually record the propagation of a wetting fluid and the extent of the dispersion in the wetting front, in addition to modeling
this response afterwards.
These preliminary results demonstrate the limited capability for measurements of porous
medium hydraulic properties in the microgravity environment of parabolic flight. Additional analysis of data will provide further insights into an extended water retention characteristic including
hysteretic effects. Imbibition data analysis should also provide information regarding microgravity
effects on the rate of wetting. Further testing in microgravity under sustained equilibrium conditions (i.e., space craft or ISS) is needed to definitively characterize microgravity effects on water
retention over the entire range of water contents, and to advance model development for describing
porous media hydrodynamic behavior.
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Table A.1: Bulk (packing) density and porosity for different porous media used in the water retention experiment.

Porous medium
Size (medium)
0.25–1 mm (Profile)
1–2 mm (Turface)
1–2 mm (Turface)
1–2 mm (glass beads)
1–2 mm (glass beads)
2.5–3.5 mm (glass beads)

Bulk density
[g cm−3 ]
0.658
0.616
0.602
1.723
1.688
1.523

Porosity
[cm3 cm−3 ]
0.737
0.754
0.773
0.311
0.325
0.391

Table A.2: Average and standard deviation of saturated hydraulic conductivity Ks in 0g, measured
at different bulk densities.
Porous medium
Size (medium)
0.35-0.5 mm (glass beads)
0.6-1 mm (glass beads)
1–2 mm (glass beads)
1–2 mm (glass beads)
2.5–3.5 mm (glass beads)
0.25–1 mm (Profile)
0.25–1 mm (Profile)
1–2 mm (Turface)

Bulk density
[cm s−1 ]
1.56
1.59
1.55
1.56
1.46
0.62
0.67
0.61

Ks
[cm s−1 ]
0.090
0.380
1.394
1.054
6.343
0.295
0.140
1.250

stdev
[cm s−1 ]
0.007
0.029
0.094
0.079
1.012
0.039
0.009
0.109
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Fig. A.1: Water retention measurement cell with tensiometers at positions a, b and c (height in cell:
0.5, 1 and 1.5 cm), and horizontally aligned TDR sensor. The water inlet and outlet used to control
water in the cell is shown. The inlet is connected to the sintered porous plate at the bottom of the
cell.

Fig. A.2: Setup for the measurement of saturated hydraulic conductivity of different porous media
packed into cylindrical cells. The conductivity cells are equipped with 5 ports for pressure transducer hookup, of which 2–3 were used in the experiment. A precision syringe pump and collapsible
reservoir are in the background.
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Fig. A.3: Water imbibition cell illustrating the porous-medium container, separation screen and
water reservoir. Video imagery captured 15 frames per seconds at 600x800 resolution. Manual
advance of the water level was adjusted during 1.8g to lie just below the substrate. Tensiometers
provided hydraulic potential readings once the wetting front reached them.

Fig. A.4: Volumetric water content in 1–2 mm baked ceramic aggregate (Turface) over the course
of the multi-step drainage and wetting experiment. The solid line is the water content calculated
from the pump with adjustments using the information from the bubble sensor. The symbols are the
water contents derived from TDR measurements.
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Fig. A.5: Time series of tensiometer response (hydraulic potential h) to varying g-forces, and water
contents over the course of the flight in porous ceramic aggregate (Turface). Large positive hydraulic
potentials represent periods when water was exiting out of the top of the cell. Since the outlet tube
went upward into the storage reservoir, water standing in the tube exerted a hydrostatic pressure
potential, proportional to the g-force, in 1g and 1.8g periods.
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Fig. A.6: Time series of hydraulic potential, g-force and water content in porous ceramic aggregate
(Turface) for three tensiometers at different heights (0.5, 1 and 1.5 cm, respectively). (a.) for 3
consecutive periods of 0g at a constant water content near saturation (θv =0.67), and (b.) for 3
consecutive periods of 0g at variable water content (θv =0.65, θv = 0.63 and θv = 0.56). The symbols
(circles) indicate hydraulic potential values determined to be at quasi-equilibrium. Note that the
upper tensiometer appears to hydraulically disconnect as water content decreases. Thereafter it
tracked changes in cabin pressure.
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Fig. A.7: Comparison of 0g and 1g drainage porous-media water retention. Solid lines are predicted
1g reference curves. The symbols ( ∇ ) respond to 0g measured drainage data. (a.) for 0.25–1
mm porous ceramic aggregate (Profile) (Equation (25) parameters drainage: θs = 0.735, θr =0.386,
α=0.071 cm−1 , n=10.02; wetting: θs =0.698, θr =0.377, α=0.121 cm−1 , n=5.876) (b.) for 1–2 mm
ceramic aggregate (Turface) (Equation (25) parameters drainage: θs =0.760, θr =0.366, α=0.198
cm−1 , n=4.523; wetting: θs =0.692, θr =0.369, α=0.428 cm−1 , n=3.605).
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Fig. A.8: Time series of pressure potential difference along the flow domain of the conductivity cells
for varying gravitational acceleration for densely (top) and loosely (middle) packed porous ceramic
aggregate (Profile). Notice the greater differences in pressure potentials in the loosely packed cell
between gravity levels.

Fig. A.9: Water imbibition into dry Turface (1–2 mm) showing wetting front propagation at 0, 5
and 20 seconds into a 0g period. Clustering of dry particles at the Turface-Lexan interface indicates
time-dependent preferential wetting or fingering.
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Universität Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany
Research Assistant

1999–2002

Assisted with research and teaching

R ESEARCH I NTERESTS
My research area is environmental physics. In particular, I am interested in the integrative and complex array of processes governing the physical and hydrologic state of Earth systems at multiple
spatial and temporal scales. In conducting my research, I aim to put feet in many waters, to bridge
both disciplines and scales, to integratively study the environment in a holistic sense. My research
focuses for example on the interface between sample and field scale through fostering the understanding of physical processes associated with fluid and gas transport at the pore/sample scale, and
implementation for a variety of scales, ranging from field hydrology to plant-growth in space.
• Joint measurement and integrated interpretation of near-surface geophysical data to estimate water
content, hydraulic conductivity and retarding properties of groundwater covering layers as part of a
flood case risk assessment in flood catchment areas
• Geophysical characterization of transport and fate of snow melt to evaluate interactions between
soil, vegetation and microclimate
• Reduced gravity impact on fluid configuration and flow as well as impact on oxygen transport in
porous media intended to be used for plant growth in space
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R EFEREED P UBLICATIONS
Heinse, R., S.B. Jones, S.L. Steinberg, M. Tuller and D. Or (2007). Measurements and Modeling
of Variable Gravity Effects on Water Distribution and Flow in Unsaturated Porous Media.
Vadose Zone J 6:713-724.
Heinse, R., G. Kluitenberg, K.S. Lewis, R.S. Austin, P.J. Shouse, G.B. Bingham, and S.B. Jones
(2006). Integration of Heat Capacity and Electrical Conductivity Sensors for Root Module
Water and Nutrient Assessment. SAE Technical Paper 2006-01-2211.
Heinse, R., S.D. Humphries, R.W. Mace, S.B. Jones, S.L. Steinberg, M. Tuller, R. Newman and D.
Or. (2005). Measurement of Porous Media Water Retention during Parabolic Flight Induced
Microgravity. SAE Technical Paper 2005-01-2950.
Jones, S.B., R. Heinse, G.B. Bingham and D. Or (2005). Modeling and Design of Optimal Growth
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M ANUSCRIPTS IN P REPARATION
Robinson, D.A., S.B. Jones, J.M. Blonquist, R. Heinse, I. Lebron and T. Doyle: Bright Martian
Soil Dielectric Response Explained by Palagonite Type Structure. Submitted to Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences
Heinse, R., S.B. Jones, D. Or, T.S. Topham, I.G. Podolskiy, D.H. Poritz and G.E. Bingham: Microgravity Configuration of Fluids in Unsaturated Porous Media: Measurements of Water
Retention and Oxygen Diffusion on the ISS. In preparation
Heinse, R., S.B. Jones, G.E. Bingham and B. Bugbee: Optimizing Straticulate Plant-Growth Media
for Improved Root Zone Performance and Management. In preparation
Heinse, R. and S.B. Jones: Towards Using Time-Lapse Electrical Resistivity Imaging for Improved
Subsurface Snowmelt Characterization. In preparation
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C ONFERENCE P ROCEEDINGS
Heinse, R. and P. Schikowsky (2003). Geophysical Assessment of Groundwater Protective Layers.
9th EEGS-ES Meeting, Prague 2003, Czech Republic.

L ETTERS AND N EWS A RTICLES
Heinse, R., S.B. Jones, S.L. Steinberg, M. Tuller, and D. Or. (2007). Uncovering the Challenges of
Watering Plants in Space. Crops, Soils, Agronomy CSA News V52 N12, pp. 2–3, Madison,
WI, December 2007.
Jacobs, F. (2002). Hochwasserschutz durch Geoelektrische Deichdiagnose. Wirtschaft und Wissenschaft Transferbrief Leipzig, Agentur für Innovationsförderung und Technologietransfer
GmbH, Leipzig, Germany, March

A BSTRACTS
Berger, P. A., R. Heinse, H. Abdu, M. Tuller, S.B. Jones, M.G. Schaap and J.F. Artiola (2008).
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of Vegetative Covers. AGU Fall Meeting Abstracts, San Francisco, CA, December 8-12,
2008.
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ASA, Madison, WI.
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Space Station. Agronomy Abstracts, ASA, Madison, WI.
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June 19-23, 2006.
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Leipzig, Germany 2004.
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T EACHING E XPERIENCE
Teaching Assistant, Utah State University
• Unsaturated Flow and Transport SOIL 6140

(Spring 2007-present)

• Environmental Soil Physics SOIL 6650

(Fall 2005-present)

*Assisted students with homework assignments and laboratory data processing, graded homework assignments, and filled in as lecturer for the course.
Teaching Assistant, Universität Leipzig
• Applied Geophysics/Engineering Geophysics I and II

(Spring 2001–2003)

*Assisted students with homework assignments, graded homework assignments, demonstrated
geophysical equipment for the laboratory section, and filled in as lecturer for the course.
Guest Lecturer, Utah State University
Single lectures on:
• Water content measurements for Landscape Irrigation Mgmt. PLSC 5100

(Spring 2006)

• Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) for Surface Hydrology SOIL 6600

(Spring 2004)

H ONORS & AWARDS
Named USU Water Fellow. Provided by the USU Water Inititative, 2008
Received GSS Travel Award. Provided by the Graduate Student Senate, Utah State University,
2005 and 2006.
Received Graduate Student Fellowship. Provided by the Dept. of Plants, Soils and Biometeorology, Utah State University, 2005/2006.
Invited Student Presenter. Don and Betty Kirkham Conference on Soil Physics, October 28–29,
Logan, UT 2004.
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A FFILIATIONS
AGU American Geophysical Union
ASA/CSSA/SSSA Soil Science Society of America
SEG Society of Exploration Geophysicists

S ERVICE
Peer reviewer for Near Surface Geophysics, Vadose Zone Journal, Geophysics, SAE Technical
Papers and International Journal of Geomechanics
Organizer of the Utah State Water Speaker Series

2007–2008

S PECIAL E XPERIENCES
NASA Parabolic Flight Opportunities
Reduced Gravity Office, Houston, Texas

May, 2006

Microgravity porous-media experiments
Underground Mine Experiments
Asse potassium salt mine, Lower Saxony, Germany

June, 2003

Geophysical measurements in a salt repository
Marine Research Vessel Cruises
Institut für Ostseeforschung Warnemünde, Germany
ELISA Electrical In-Situ Apparatus experiments

April, 2000
February, 2001

